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Abstract

In this thesis, two experimental investigations are presented in an attempt to
understand the loss of lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) efficiency in
reactor-relevant, high-density plasmas on the diverted Alcator C-Mod tokamak.
While the previous work has identified that edge interactions, such as collisional
absorption and excessive up-shift of the parallel refractive index due to full-wave
effects, could potentially explain the observed loss of LHCD efficiency in a wide
range of line-averaged densities, these simulations still over-predict the fast electron
population generated by LHCD above line-averaged densities of 1 x 1020 m- 3. It is
critical to identify remaining mechanisms in order to demonstrate advanced
tokamak operation at reactor-relevant densities.

The first investigation is to perform microwave backscattering experiments to
detect electrostatic lower hybrid (LH) waves in the scrape-off layer (SOL), where
a significant amount of the injected LH power may be deposited due to a number
edge loss mechanisms. An existing ordinary-mode (0-mode) reflectometer system
has been modified to measure the backscattered O-mode wave as a result of Bragg
backscattering of the incident O-mode wave off the LH wave. The detection of LH
waves in a region that is not magnetically connected to the launcher implies a weak
single pass absorption of LH waves in high density plasmas. The observed spectral
width of the backscattered signals indicates the presence of non-linear effects on the
propagation of LH waves, but no experimental evidence is found to confirm whether
the non-linear mechanism that is responsible for the observed spectral broadening is
responsible for the observed loss of LHCD efficiency.

The second investigation is to examine the change in LH frequency spectra due
to density-dependent non-linear effects, such as parametric decay instability (PDI)
above the line-averaged density of 1 x 1020 m- 3, using the probes installed on the
launcher, outer divertor, and inner wall. Ion cyclotron PDI is found to be excited
above line-averaged densities of 1 x 1020 m -3, suggesting that ion cyclotron PDI may
be a remaining mechanism to understand the loss of LHCD efficiency. Ion cyclotron
PDI is observed to be excited not only at the low-field-side edge but also at the
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high-field-side (HFS) edge of Alcator C-Mod, further corroborating that LH waves
are weakly absorbed on their first pass. Evidence of pump depletion is found with the
onset of ion cyclotron PDI at the HFS edge in lower-single-null plasmas. However,
no apparent pump depletion is seen when the magnetic geometry is switched to an
upper-single-null. Moreover, ion cyclotron PDI is excited at the LFS edge in this case.
Thus, the role of the observed ion cyclotron PDI on the loss of LHCD efficiency needs
further experimental investigation to be conclusive due to the different ion cyclotron
PDI strength and excitation location, depending on magnetic configurations.

A summary of the new findings of this thesis is as follows:

" First measurements of PDI below the classical threshold (wo/WLH(0) ~ 2).

" First ever observation of PDI on HFS of a tokamak and its relationship to being
in a multi-pass damping regime.

" Advancement of PDI as a candidate mechanism for the LHCD density limit.

Thesis Supervisor: Ronald R. Parker
Title: Professor, Department of Nuclear Science and Engineering

Thesis Reader: Paul T. Bonoli
Title: Senior Research Scientist, MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center

Thesis Reader: Earl S. Marmar
Title: Senior Research Scientist, MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A tokamak [1] is a magnetic confinement fusion device whose stability partly relies on

a poloidal magnetic field that is generated by a toroidal plasma current. One of the

inherent limitations of the tokamak comes from the fact that the plasma current is

inductively driven through the use of an ohmic transformer. The current ramp in the

central solenoid induces a change in the magnetic flux, which then induces a toroidal

electric field that drives the plasma current around the torus. However, the current

in the solenoid cannot be increased indefinitely to maintain a constant current swing

in the solenoid due to the engineering limitations. Thus, the conventional tokamak

is inherently a pulsed device.

To realize steady-state tokamak operation, non-inductive current drive has been

proposed and demonstrated using neutral beam or radio frequency waves with a wide

range of operating frequencies [2]. Of the several possibilities, lower hybrid current

drive (LHCD) is known to have the highest efficiency (i.e., the highest driven current

per watt of applied power). The wave-electron interaction that occurs at the tail of the

electron distribution transfers both wave momentum and energy to the electrons with

a phase speed that is about three times the thermal speed, generating current-carrying

fast electrons as well as an asymmetric (in velocity space) resistivity in the plasma.

This process is efficient because the electrons in this range are relatively collisionless.

On the other hand, it has been shown that LHCD is not economical enough to drive

the entire plasma current (~ 20 MA) in a reactor-relevant tokamak [3].
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Fortunately, the tokamak is known to create a self-generated toroidal plasma

current known as the bootstrap current [1]. Thus, the present approach is to

develop a new mode of the tokamak operation known as the advanced tokamak

operation by controlling the pressure and current profiles in order to maximize the

bootstrap current fraction and minimize the demand for external inductive current

drive. Since LHCD minimizes the particle trapping effect at the edge, it is

particularly useful in driving off-axis current for the purpose of current profile

control. While both JET [4] and JT60U [5] successfully demonstrated advanced

tokamak operating modes using LHCD, such operation remain to be explored at

reactor-relevant plasma parameters.

Unfortunately, a number of tokamaks [6] report lower-than-expected LHCD

efficiency in the reactor-relevant high-density plasmas. A number of mechanisms

responsible for this reduction in current drive efficiency have been proposed and

validated through detailed modeling work. For example, simulations on Alcator

C-Mod [7] show that collisional absorption and full-wave effects can explain the

observed loss of current drive efficiency across a wide range of densities, and these

may be the dominant mechanisms. But, additional loss mechanisms may also play a

role in plasmas with line-averaged density above The > 1.0 x 1020 n- 3 , given that the

synthetic diagnostics based on those models begin to over-predict the number of fast

electrons generated by the LHRF power.

It is critical to understand the loss mechanisms and if possible to mitigate them

in order to realize advanced tokamak operation at reactor-relevant densities. A

successful advanced tokamak regime could be economically achieved only if LHCD

exhibits the expected current drive efficiency in reactor-relevant high-density

plasmas. For example, a recent modeling study [8] indicates that advanced tokamak

operation in ITER requires LHCD in order to reach its Q=5 steady-state target.

Moreover, LHCD plays an important role in driving off-axis plasma current in

advanced reactor design studies such as ARIES [9]. Since these studies are based on

the expected LHCD efficiency without any loss mechanisms considered, it is crucial

to identify any hidden power loss mechanisms, which need to be properly
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incorporated into the models that are used to predict the performance of the

tokamak and LHCD.

This thesis describes two experimental investigations on Alcator C-Mod in an

attempt to identify lower hybrid (LH) power loss mechanisms, in order to understand

the steep decrease of non-thermal hard X-ray count rates in the density range of ff ~

1.0 ~ 1.5 x 1020 m 3 during lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) experiments [10]. The

loss of efficiency above fe 1.0 x 1020 m-3 [7] cannot be fully explained by previously

studied loss mechanisms, such as collisional power loss [7] and full-wave effects [11]. In

this thesis, non-linear effects, such as parametric decay instability (PDI), have been

hypothesized as a loss mechanism because PDI is known to be a density dependent

loss mechanism [12]. PDI can result in the loss of efficiency as a result of the decay

of the launched LH waves (pump) into low-frequency ion-modes and sideband LH

waves with high n|| that would be inefficient to drive current (see Chapter 2 and 4).

The first experimental approach (see Chapter 3) is the detection of LH waves in the

scrape-off layer (SOL) using the microwave backscattering technique [13, 14]. The

other approach (see Chapter 5) is the measurement of LH frequency spectra using

probes to characterize the onset of ion cyclotron PDI [15, 16, 17].

1.1 Outline

This thesis consists of six chapters and four appendices. In the remainder of this

chapter, the Alcator C-Mod tokamak and the LHCD system in Alcator C-Mod are

discussed. In the next chapter, a review of lower hybrid and relevant physics is

presented. In Chapter 3, results of the microwave back-scattering experiments to

detect LH waves in the scrape-off layer are presented. In Chapter 4, the theory and

numerical studies of ion sound and ion cyclotron parametric decay instabilities are

presented, which will form a basis to understand the LH frequency spectra

presented in Chapter 5. The measured LH frequency spectra are analysed by

considering the homogeneous growth rate and convective growth. Finally, in

Chapter 6 conclusions and future work are presented. Appendix A presents the
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mode coupling calculation to derive the coupling coefficient that is used in

developing an 1D backscattering model in Chapter 3. Appendix B develops the ID

backscattering model in the presence of a linear density gradient. Appendix C

presents a preliminary 2D full wave simulation to better understand the

backscattering process. Appendix D summarizes the development of a power

detector that is used in the two experiments presented.

1.2 Alcator C-Mod Tokamak and Lower Hybrid

Current Drive System

1.2.1 Alcator C-Mod

Alcator C-Mod [18, 19] is a tokamak located at the Plasma Science and Fusion

Center at MIT. Table 1.1 summarizes the engineering and plasma parameters of

Alcator C-Mod and compares them to those of ITER, which will be a flagship

facility for the world's magnetic fusion research in the next several decades. The

goal of ITER is to demonstrate the viability of the fusion power generation, which

will be an important milestone toward the development of a commercial fusion

power reactor. Although Alcator C-Mod is a small tokamak, it operates with

ITER-relevant plasma parameters, such as the high magnetic field and plasma

densities. The presence of a divertor and the solid metal walls addresses a number

of physics issues arising from such structures that are relevant to ITER.

Experimental results from Alcator C-Mod will be readily applicable to ITER.

Further details of the Alcator C-Mod tokamak can be found in [191.

The LHCD program in Alcator C-Mod is also relevant to ITER. Although LHCD

will not be operational in the first phase of ITER plasma operation, a 20 MW LHCD

system may be installed before the second phase of ITER operation to demonstrate

a steady state plasma with current drive [20, 21]. As shown in Table 1.1, both the

plasma conditions (the magnetic field and the density) and the LH source frequency

of Alcator C-Mod are similar to those of ITER, which primarily determine the LH
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Table 1.1: Comparison of engineering parameters between Alcator C-Mod and ITER.

Parameter

Major radius (m)
Minor radius (m)

Pulse length (second)
Central toroidal magnetic field (T)

Plasma current (MA)
Line-averaged density (1020 m- 3)

Central temperature (keV)
Elongation

Magnetic configurations
Ion cyclotron RF power (MW)

LH power (MW)
LH frequency (GHz)

Alcator C-Mod

0.67
0.22

2
3-8

0.6 - 1.4
1-3
2-8

,< 1.9
LSN, USN, IWL

6
1

4.6

ITER

6.2
2.6

400 - 1000
5

15
1

20 - 25
~ 1.7
LSN

20
40 (upgrade)
5 (upgrade)

propagation physics.

Meanwhile, in terms of LH propagation and absorption physics, there is one major

difference between Alcator C-Mod and ITER. In ITER, it is expected that the energy

propagation path of the launched LH waves will be much shorter than that in Alcator

C-Mod due to the higher plasma temperature of ITER. Lower hybrid waves are

expected to be efficiently absorbed in the plasma as soon as they pass the last closed

flux surface, contrary to the C-Mod case where LH waves propagate toward the

high-field side edge without being absorbed and make reflections there at least once

in typical L-mode plasmas due to the relatively low electron temperature.

However, due to the small machine size, the ratio of the pulse length to the current

relaxation time is long enough in Alcator C-Mod to allow the study of steady state

plasma conditions in the sense of fully relaxed current density profiles. Here, the

current relaxation time [22] is defined as TCR - 1.4a 2rT 5(keV)/Zeff where a is the

minor radius, r, is the elongation, T is the electron temperature, and Zeff is the

effective ion charge. For typical Alcator C-Mod plasma parameters with K ~ 1.7,

Te ~ 2keV, and Zeff ~ 2, one finds TCR ~ 160 ms, which is much shorter than

the typical LH pulse length (> 0.5 second) and plasma pulse length (> 2 second) of

Alcator C-Mod.

One important goal of the LHCD program in Alcator C-Mod is to develop the
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Figure 1-1: LH launcher of Alcator C-Mod

advanced tokamak target plasma using LHCD to supplement the bootstrap current

for several TOR. A previous scoping study [23] with Alcator C-Mod plasma

parameters indicated that a majority of plasma current can be sustained by the

naturally occurring pressure driven bootstrap current in high temperature

(TeO 5 keV), high density (Ye ~ 1.5 x 1020 M 3 ) plasmas. It was observed that 3

MW of LHCD can supplement the bootstrap current at the outer radial region with

on-axis fast wave current drive to eliminate the need for inductive plasma current.

High density plasmas were found to be necessary to ensure not only good

confinement but also a significant amount of bootstrap current fraction (> 50 %),
which is critical for achieving steady state tokamak operation. Thus, LHCD

experiments on Alcator C-Mod explore the feasibility of advanced tokamak

operation with the reactor-relevant plasma parameters.
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1.2.2 Lower hybrid current drive system

The LHCD system [24] of Alcator C-Mod delivers radio frequency waves at 4.6 GHz

to the plasma. The current launcher [25] has been installed on Alcator C-Mod since

the 2010 campaign and has been reliable in the past three years of physics operations.

The launcher consists of four rows, each of which is a phased array of 16 rectangular

waveguides, as shown in Figure 1-1. The dimension of each waveguide is 7 mm in

width and 60 mm in height. There is a septum with a thickness of 1.5 mm between

the waveguides. Each row of the waveguides is separated by 21 mm. On each side

of the launcher there are four passive waveguides. Between the rows, there are two

Langumuir probes that measure plasma density and temperature at the coupler. This

probe can be used to monitor LH frequency spectra as well. The launcher is protected

from the plasma by the presence of the poloidal molybdenum limiters on each side of

the launcher. While the limiter is a fixed structure, the launcher itself can be radially

moved to maximize the coupling during the experiments.

A four-way splitter system [25] at the front end of the LHCD system splits the

power evenly into each row of waveguides and increases transmission efficiency up

to ~ 75%, as compared to the previously installed launcher where the transmission

efficiency was up to 50% at best. Another feature of the four-way splitter system is

that the launcher is resilient to poloidal variations in plasma loading.

Using this system, the launched antenna spectrum can be dynamically controlled

in the range of a peak parallel refractive index (nil) from 1.5 to 3.0, which can be

controlled by adjusting the relative phase between the adjacent columns of the

wave-guides. Figure 1-2 shows an example of analytic nil spectra with the relative

phasing of 600, 750, 900, 110' and 180' using a geometry of the single row of the

current launcher. As the relative phasing increases, the directionality decreases. It

also shows the negative spectra. While the 1800 phasing case is not available with

the existing launcher, it serves an example of the wavenumber spectrum when LH

waves are used for the plasma heating instead of current drive.

A set of 12 klystrons provides 3 MW of source power. Standard WR-187
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Figure 1-2: Simulated n|| spectra of the Alcator C-Mod LH launcher.

wave-guides are used to feed source power to the launcher. Up to 1.2 MW of net

power has been coupled to plasmas with a wide range of magnetic fields (3 - 8 T),

densities (4fe = 0.3 ~ 2 x 1020 m- 3 ), and plasma currents (300 ~ 1000 kA). A recent

upgrade of the transmitter protection system has also allowed the pulse length to be

extended to as long as one second [26].
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Chapter 2

Review of Lower Hybrid Waves

and Lower Hybrid Current Drive

In this chapter, the physics of lower hybrid (LH) waves and lower hybrid current

drive (LHCD) are reviewed. Section 2.1 examines the propagation of electromagnetic

waves in a cold magnetized homogeneous plasma and the accessibility condition of

LH waves. Section 2.2 discusses LH waves in the limit of electrostatic waves, and

Section 2.3 presents the kinetic theory of electrostatic waves. Section 2.4 discusses

the effect of toroidicity on LH wave propagation in a toroidal geometry. Section 2.5

presents the theory of LHCD. Section 2.6 discusses the experimental observations of

the loss of LHCD efficiency in reactor-relevant high-density plasmas.

2.1 Review of Cold Plasma Wave Theory

2.1.1 General dispersion relation

To describe the propagation of electromagnetic waves in plasmas, one derives the

linearized wave equation from the Maxwell equations:

V x E = 9, (2.1)VxE~&8,
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V x H =J+ (2.2)at

V-B=O, (2.3)

and

V.D=p, (2.4)

where E is the electric field intensity, B is the magnetic induction, j is the current

density, p is the charge density. D = F-E is the electric displacement vector, where E is

the effective dielectric permittivity dielectric tensor. The magnetic intensity B = pH

is characterized by the magnetic permeability (p) of the medium. It is generally

assumed that = [to in plasma, where [to is the permeability of free space. Note that

applying the divergence to both sides of Equation 2.2 (Ampere's Law) leads to the

following equation of continuity:

V -j+ = 0. (2.5)
at

With the assumption that all field quantities have the form of ei-~"t, the wave

equation is found by combining Equations 2.1 and 2.2 as follows:

2
k x ( x E) + 2E+ipowj= 0. (2.6)

In order to relate 7 to $, the conductivity tensor & is defined as follows:

S= -E. (2.7)

Then, Equation 2.6 can be re-written as

D E = n x n' x E+ KE -=0, (2.8)

where the dielectric tensor K is

K =- 1+ -&, (2.9)W6E0
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and n = ck/w is the wave refractive index. The dispersion relation is given by setting

the determinant of D to zero.

detIDI= 0. (2.10)

2.1.2 Cold plasma dispersion relation

To derive the cold plasma dispersion relation, the dielectric tensor is found from

the two-fluid cold plasma mode, which assumes no thermal motion of particles. No

background electric field is assumed, but the static background magnetic field is

assumed to be in the z-direction (Bo = Bo ). The linearized equation of motion for

a single particle of species j in the presence of the electromagnetic field is

&ij.
mr = qy(E + x Bo).

Because . = -E = nqj iF, where

tensor can be written as

q nj iw

m W2 -
q M. Qy -

m3 w2 - Q2

0

the sum is over the species, the conductivity

qMri1 Q.

m w 2 - Q 2

23
qj nj iw

m3 w2 _

0

0

0

q3i 1

M w U

(2.12)

The dielectric tensor in the cold plasma limit becomes

0

0

Kzz

K

Kf Kyx

0

Kxy

Kyy

0 I
where

S =1 - 13 1-

S

iD

0

-iD

S

0

0

0 ,

P

(2.13)

(2.14)
2
" ,W2_ 2
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D = 2 2 2 2 (2.15)
3 3

and
2

P = 2 -. (2.16)
3

Here, WPj = is the plasma frequency, and Q = qBo is the cyclotron
0mj Mj

frequency. Finally, combining Equation 2.10 with Equation 2.13 yields the following

cold plasma dispersion relation:

S - n --iD nynjj

det D =det iD S - n2 - n 2  0 0, (2.17)

niLnjj 0 P - 2i01

where n|| = ncosO is the parallel refractive index, ni = nsinO is the perpendicular

refractive index, and 0 is the angle between n' and B0.

In the limit of perpendicular propagation to B0 , two relevant dispersion relations

are as follows:

Ordinary-mode (0-mode) wave: ni P (2.18a)

Extraordinary-mode (X-mode) wave: ni RL (2.18b)
S

with R=S+D and L= S-D:

2

R = I - W"" (2.19a)

L = I - .P (2.19b)

The edge reflectometer system [27] of Alcator C-Mod uses the O-mode wave that

can interact with the LH wave to generate the backscattered O-mode wave. This

interaction can be used to study LH waves in the scrape-off layer, and will be discussed

further in Chapter 3.
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2.1.3 Lower hybrid accessibility

As the LH wave propagates toward a higher density region, it might mode-convert

into the Whistler wave and propagate back toward the plasma edge if the accessibility

condition is not met. This mode conversion occurs at the radial location where the

wave roots of the LH wave and Whistler wave coalesce. To examine the accessibility

of LH waves, Equation 2.17 can be re-written in terms of ni.

An I - BnI +C=0, (2.20)

where

A = S (2.21a)

B = (S - n )(P + S) - D2 (2.21b)

C = P(n2 - R)(n - L) = P[(n - S)2 - D 2] (2.21c)

Here, it is assumed that the launched n|| spectrum is fixed by the grill antenna with

no toroidal variations in ngj. Note the presence of cut-off layers at ni = 0: P = 0,

n 2= R, and n = L. The first is the cut-off layer of the LH wave, the second is the

cut-off layer of the Whistler wave, and the third is irrelevant in the regime of interest.

Solving Equation 2.20 yields two roots:

2 B k VB 2 -4AC
2A ,(2.22)I 2A

where the (+) root corresponds to the LH wave and the (-) root is the Whistler

wave. The (perpendicular) phase velocity of the LH wave is slower than that of the

Whistler wave. The LH wave is often called a slow wave, and the Whistler wave a

fast wave.

The dispersion relation of the LH wave can be found from setting D -+ 0:

ni = 12 P (2.23)
S)
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The electric field is polarized in the x-z plane: E = E ±s + Eli. Lower hybrid waves

can propagate in the region of w e > w2 if n > 1, but they become evanescent in

the region of 2 < w2. The cut-off density is ne ~ 2.6 x 1017 m-3 with the source

frequency at 4.6 GHz in Alcator C-Mod. The LH wave needs to tunnel through this

evanescent layer from the edge, which is typically on the order of ~ mm for Alcator

C-Mod plasmas. The LH launcher is pushed toward the plasma as much as it can be

to minimize this layer and thus ensure maximizing coupling.

The dispersion relation of the Whistler wave is found from dividing Equation 2.23

into the last term in the Equation 2.20 that is Equation 2.21c

n = (S - n ) - (2.24)
S - 2n

with the electric field polarized in the y-direction. It can be seen in Equation 2.21c

that the Whistler wave is evanescent up to the location of n = R ~ 1+ w(wwci)

where the latter approximation holds for Wcj < w < wce. If f = 4.6 GHz, ni = 2,

and fc = 30 MHz (corresponding to the deuterium ion cyclotron frequency at the

low-field-side edge of the Alcator C-Mod tokamak with BTO= 5.4 T), then the cut-off

density for the Whistler wave is n. ~ 2 x 1019 m- 3 .

At the mode conversion layer, the dispersion relations of both the LH and Whistler

wave become nI = B/(2A). Thus, to avoid mode conversion at any given location,

the accessibility condition must satisfy

B2 - 4AC > 0. (2.25)

This condition can be rewritten in terms of the minimum nil of the LH wave. To

achieve a simplified expression in the frequency range of interest (Q? < j2 . ~ W 2 <
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Contours of critical n and w/WLH (Deuterium, 4.6 GHz)
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Figure 2-1: Contours of accessible nj (red) and WO/WLH (blue) against density and
magnetic field in a deuterium plasma with w0 = 2wrfo and fo =4.6 GHz.

Qp O) Equations 2.21a, 2.21b, and 2.21c can be approximated as follows:

2 2

W Wce

B e P(S - ri ) - D2  (2.26b)

C . -PD2. (2.26c)

The accessibility condition in terms of iii becomes

32 2

ng i> rij,cr~i = 1 - + - + Wpe2.7

cc Wee Icccel (.7

where 2-Crto is the minimum n( to avoid mode conversion. Note that higher magnetic
field machines have better accessibility than lower magnetic field machines do.
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Figure 2-1 shows the contours of the accessibility condition for several n1 as

functions of the density and magnetic field in deuterium plasmas with the source

frequency at 4.6 GHz. The parameter space only above the (red) contour line is

accessible for the given n||. Thus, |n11 > 2 is necessary for accessibility to the core of

the typical Alcator C-Mod high-density L-mode plasmas with ne(0) ~ 2 x 1020 m-3

and BT(0) = 5.4 T. Note that the contour of W/WLH is over-plotted, where

wH =o/[1 + 2%/W ] is the lower hybrid frequency (corresponding to S = 0),

which will be discussed more in the next section.

Note that one of the limitations of the cold plasma wave theory is that it neglects

both the thermal motion of the particles and the interactions between the waves and

the particles. In particular, the theory breaks down when n11 - oc or ni -* oc.

Thus, cold plasma theory is valid only when w/kjj > 3vtj and k2r2. < 1. Otherwise,

one needs to consider the effects of finite temperature to study kinetic effects, such

as Landau damping and the mode conversion from the electromagnetic wave to the

electrostatic wave (e.g., the mode conversion into Bernstein waves), which can be

thoroughly studied with the kinetic theory, which is presented in Section 2.3.

2.2 Cold plasma electrostatic waves

The LH wave can be described as the electrostatic wave, which is a longitudinal

wave with a relatively short wavelength, in the limit when n 2 > jKj . Unlike the

electromagnetic wave, the magnetic field component of the electrostatic wave is

negligible. This allows one to represent the electric field of the LH wave with the

scalar potential # as follows:

E = -Vo, (2.28)

which indicates that the wave is longitudinal (E = El I I = ck/w) and has no

transverse component (Et, = 0). The potential # can be related to the perturbed

charge density with Poisson's equation

v2o P ,(2.29)
60
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where p is calculated by combining the equations of continuity and momentum in a

similar way that was presented in Section 2.1.2. The resulting dispersion relation is

1+Xi+Xe = 0, (2.30)

where the susceptibility Xj is defined as

o2 k2 2. k2(W Vk j w2 k2'
X =- 2Q 23k + 2 2 (2.31)

Another way to examine the dispersion relation of the electrostatic wave is to take

the dot product of Equation 2.8 with n' and assume F= -VO:

n -K -n' = 0. (2.32)

In the cold plasma limit, Equation 2.32 is found to be the resonance condition of the

electromagnetic wave:

SnI + Pn 2 = 0. (2.33)

Within the limit of perpendicular propagation, two hybrid resonances can be

predicted. The first is the upper hybrid resonance

2 , 2 2, (2.34)

and the second is the lower hybrid resonance

2
2 2 2 . (2.35)W Wlh ici+ Cpew

1 + W/4 (.35

In the case of propagating electrostatic waves (kji 4 0, k1 # 0), a unique solution

for w(k) can be found. The cold lower hybrid wave (slow wave) exists in the frequency

range of o ~< wi ;< w < min(we, Pce). In this range, the ion contribution becomes

important to calculate the perturbed charge, and the resulting dispersion relation
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becomes

w2 H ~,MW W (I+(2.36)
k2 Me

where WLH is the lower hybrid frequency within the limit of sin 2 = 1:

W2 2
2H-I - pe (2.37)WLH w 2sill 2 0

+ + W
ce ce

The parallel and perpendicular group velocities are then

Vg W I - (2.38a)

VgI & = a L 1I)W2 (2.38b)
k, k ( W2

with the approximation k 2< kI ~ k2 from W 2 < W. Consequently, the group

velocity angle o, which is the angle between V- and B, depends only on plasma

parameters:

ogiL kII Me W'tan = ~ 2 - 1. (2.39)
Vgfl k mi wLH

As long as the electrostatic approximation holds, p is independent of n1|. The

trajectory of V' is called a resonance cone. Note also that 'E is orthogonal to the

phase velocity because k - 0. The LH wave is a backward wave; while the

perpendicular component of the resonance cone propagates radially inward, the

perpendicular component of the phase velocity propagates radially outward. This

characteristic of the LH wave can be exploited for detecting LH waves using

0-mode waves, which will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 3.

Note, however, that when the electrostatic approximation does not hold (i.e.,

niI 2), the group velocity should be found from the general dispersion relation as
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derived in Section 2.1.2. In this case, the group velocity of the slow LH wave becomes

Vg I W C (2.40a)
kll nll

w 1
gI= -Vg||- 1 - 2. (2.40b)

Wpe 1

In contrast to the resonance cone propagation in the electrostatic limit, the group

velocity angle p depends on nl| in this case:

S1
tango - 1-2 (2.41)

Wpe T 11

In the electrostatic limit, the electric field within the resonance cone can be found

with the WKB theory [28, 29]. The electric field at a position x is related to the

electric field at the mouth of a launcher at x XwG:

P(xWG)S(XWG) 1/4

E-L(x) = E (xWG (2.42b)|Ei~~x)| = Ikil l El ),(24 b

where P and S are defined in Equations 2.16 and 2.14. The electric field at the mouth

of the launcher on plasma side E1 (xwG) can be found from the following conservation

of power flux across the vacuum-plasma interface:

PRF = WvgiA XWG,VaCUum = Wv91 A|W,plasma, (2.43)

where W = EoE* -(wdo)/Dw -E/4 is the total energy density in a lossless medium [30,

p. 193], and A is the surface area of the wave-guide mouth. Equations 2.42a and 2.42b

state that IElI decreases and IE1I increases as the LH wave propagates to a higher

density region. The electric field calculated from the WKB approach will be used in

Chapter 4 to evaluate the local electric field for the given power and plasma density.
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2.3 Kinetic Theory of Electrostatic Waves

In the kinetic theory, the charge density in Poisson's equation (2.29) can be written

in terms of the integral of the distribution function:

p(Ft) = j Zqj nj(r',t) = j Zqj -0 dv3i ) VI(244

It can be shown that the dispersion relation of the electrostatic wave in a hot

magnetized Maxwellian plasma with an isotropic temperature is given by [31,

p. 294]1

E(w, k) + Xi + Xe = 0, (2.45)

with the following susceptibility Xj

xi k 2 2 1+ 0 o: Fm(b)Z(Cmj) , (2.46)
2Dj. M=-00

where ADj= (coT/e 2no) 1 /2 is the Debye length, vtj = (2T[eV]/mj)1/ 2 is the thermal

speed, b, = k2r2. = kIv 2 /2Q2 is the Larmor radius factor, lm(bj) Im(bj)exp(-bj),

Im(bj) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, (mj (w mQj)/klivtj, and

Z((mj) is the Fried-Conte plasma dispersion function

00 e-" V 2/V

Z((mj) = I%/ dvjj , (2.47)
Vr7_0 VI - kg )

where, for wim > 0,

kI 2 P exp(-_Z2)Z((mj) = i/W exp(-() + dz Z , (2.48)
| kj Vz )- 0m

where P is the Cauchy principal value operator. Note that the term Pm(bj) results

from the integration of the perpendicular velocity term, and the term Z( mj) from

'To follow the convention used in Stix, the dimensionless effective dielectric constant is defined
as e in the rest of this thesis.
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the integration of the parallel velocity term.

As compared to the cold plasma theory, the kinetic theory can describe two

additional physical effects. One effect is the wave-particle resonance that is

described by the denominator of the integrand in Equation 2.47. The term in the

denominator corresponds to Landau resonance if m = 0 and cyclotron resonance if

m # 0. The other is the finite Larmor radius effect that is described by the term

Fm (bj).

2.3.1 Lower hybrid waves

In the frequency range of LH waves(A ~ rLi), with the relevant approximations and

expansions, the approximate (Hermitian part of the) dispersion relation is found to

be [32]

2 2 k~j mi Ik~ T, W4Li2 WH +±J__ + W2, T2 2~)] (2.49)

which is in agreement with the cold plasma dispersion relation (Equation 2.36) except

for the finite temperature correction term. Note that Maxwellian plasma is considered

in deriving this dispersion relation.

This dispersion relation derived from the kinetic theory shows the possibility of

using LH waves for plasma heating or current drive in the following two approaches.

The first is ion heating in the limit of w/kIlvte > 3 - 4 to avoid electron Landau

damping [33]. Equation 2.49 predicts that the incoming LH wave may transform

into an outgoing hot ion plasma wave near the density where W/WLH ~ 1. Near

this mode conversion layer, k1 becomes large, so ion cyclotron harmonic damping on

ions is expected [32]. The imaginary term that is responsible for this process in the

dielectric constant is

-7 W EIF, F ( - mWci)2l61m(W, k)ions = k2 / 2 k||vti Fm(b) exp [ k j . ( 2.50)

Earlier LH experiments have focused on this ion heating regime, but the results

were not reliable [33], and the cause was attributed to non-linear effects at the plasma
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edge, such as parametric decay instability (PDI) [34, 35] and low-frequency density

fluctuations [36, 37, 38]. The hypothesis was that both mechanisms could scatter

incoming LH waves and thus limit the radial penetration.

The second approach is electron heating or current drive in the limit of

w/kiivte < 2.8, and this approach can result in the strong electron Landau damping

of LH waves [33]. The momentum and energy of LH waves are transferred to the

electrons that satisfy this condition. In terms of np1 , the equivalent condition is [33]

5.8
niI > . (2.51)

Te (keV)

The imaginary term responsible for this process in the dielectric constant is

Eim(W, k)eWectrons = exp (-W 2/k v ) . (2.52)
k 2 4e, kjjvte

If the plasma core temperature is TO ~ 2 keV, then the LH wave with nl| > 4

can be effectively Landau damped to heat the electrons. Subsequent bulk ion heating

is also expected due to electron-ion collisions. If the phasing of the launched LH

waves is controlled in a preferential direction, then electron Landau damping can

impart momentum and energy to electrons in that direction only, creating toroidal

currents [39, 40]. This will be more discussed in detail in Section 2.5.

The Landau damping condition also states that the LH wave with higher n1l can

be damped at the plasma edge, which is why non-linear effects, such as PDI and LH

wave scattering, are expected to inhibit the radial penetration of incoming LH waves

because they can excite the LH waves with a much higher n|| than that of the launched

LH waves. Those waves will be readily damped at the edge. Note that the launched

LH power density in existing tokamaks is high enough to cause undesirable non-linear

effects, but the general rule of thumb [34, 35] is that (ion cyclotron) PDI will at least

not be problematic as long as the plasma density is low such that wo/wlh(0) > 2,

where WIh(0) is Wlh at r/a = 0. This condition assumes that LH waves cross the

edge region only once when propagating from the launcher to the plasma core, and
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keep penetrating radially inward (e.g., Figure 1 in [34]). However, this might not

be necessarily the ease in the existing tokamaks, including Alcator C-Mod, due to a

weaker radial penetration of the LH wave (Equation 2.41) in high density plasmas.

Then, LH waves could be susceptible to non-linear effects at the high-field side edge

of the tokamak, which will be discussed further in Chapter 5.

2.3.2 Ion sound, ion acoustic, and ion cyclotron waves

In the limit of

Vti < -< Vte,1 (2.53)kl

three types of hot electrostatic waves can be identified by keeping all terms to first

order in T in the limit of w < we: ion sound waves, ion cyclotron waves, and ion

acoustic waves. In this limit, ions behave as if they were in a fluid-like medium, but

electrons behave as if they were in an isothermal medium [30, p. 157]. In addition,

for ion sound and ion acoustic waves, it is assumed that be ~ 0 so that Foe ~ 1 and

]m(be) = 0 for m > 2 because be = (Teme/Timi)bi < bi < 1. Then, the following

dispersion relation is found in this limit:

c(w,k) 0

= 1 + (1 +(iVte + ifo(bi) kF kw exp(-
k2 Ah, kjjVte k2A 2b kjjvti k 2V 2

4 { k 3 k24 V k w2 ( bW3w2. (2.54)
1+ + 11 i++ biwC

L2 k2 2 Lo2 k2 W 2o W2_-4w2

-- 1 -I
k2 2(w - wci)3 - 2(w + Wcw)3

First, when w2 2< , the dispersion relation of the ion sound wave can be found

with:
k2 C(1+3T /Te)

W 2 k 2  2 V2/W2. (2.55)
1 + k2A Le + kjv_2/ S
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where v= c(1 + Tj/Te) = (T + Te)/mi. The damping rate of this wave can be

estimated as follows:

EIM 1R Mi 1/2(T)3/2 ~W2e

7- =. -F ~J e+ expV - / 0
aER/aw k2A e kllVtme/ T k2) /( Z

(2.56)

where the first term in the bracket is due to electron Landau damping and the second

is due to ion Landau damping. When Te ~ T, strong ion Landau damping arises

because the exponential term becomes

Te 3

exp (- -- exp + k4 2 (2.57)
k 2V 2 1 + k2A 2h + k 2 s 1W2 ,

with 9/aWRI. 2/(k 24eR)

Second, when W2 < W2 < wj, the dispersion relation of the ion acoustic wave can

be found [30, p. 158]:
k2c2 3T

W2 I + e 1 + (2.58)

The damping rate of this wave is given by the same functional form as Equation 2.56

with the corresponding WR and &ER/WR. Similar to the ion sound wave, this wave

is strongly ion Landau damped for T ~ Te, unless k2 < k2. However, as long as the

wave propagates nearly perpendicular to B, only electron Landau damping becomes

important because the exponential term becomes

exp(-w2/k2V2) => exp - ( + -+ 0. (2.59)
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Finally, when w - moci, the ion cyclotron wave exists in the limit kI > kl in

order to avoid strong ion cyclotron damping. The dispersion relation is given by [34]

1 i \ 1 $ 2Frn(bi)m2 W2E(w, k) = + 2 1+22 2k 2 A4e k vte k2Di - m(.

rn-i -(2.60)icc (W - mWci )2

k+ 4 kWvt rn1m( bi)exp [( ~~+ k 2i || =1 m1bi ti

Note the presence of harmonics of the ion cyclotron wave, in addition to the

fundamental wave. When keeping only the term with m = 1, the dispersion relation

of the fundamental ion cyclotron waves is given by the

2 __T_2_1_b

W W Ti(1 + k2A eF(iwT

W2 1+ Tbi for bi < 1: forward waves, (2.61)CS Ti)
T 2

1W2. + 2 for b>> 1 backward waves,

using 2r 1 (bi) ~- bi(1 - bi) for bi < 1 and F1 (bi) ~ 1/ 27rbj for b > 1. Note the

maximum value of F1 (bi) ~ 0.22 at b1 ~ 1.5. The damping rate of the fundamental

ion cyclotron wave is given by

__ ir W T. w (W - Wc,)2 &ER
= - + yF1(bi) exp - 2 WR (2.62)

WR k2 De klVte Te k||vi lvt i (WR

which contains the contributions from both electron Landau damping and ion

cyclotron harmonic damping. For example, ion cyclotron damping of the forward

ion cyclotron wave will be strong when

~ --WF(bi) < 3, (2.63)
kllvti kllvti 1 ,

or

k > 1 (2.64)
ti 3 Vf2rci
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For Alcator C-Mod edge deuterium plasmas with Te ~ Te d 60 eV, B = 4 T, and

F1 (bi) 0.22, re is about 0.027cm and strong ion cyclotron damping sets in for

k1i > 192 m-1 . The corresponding normalized n|| is about ckjj /wo 1 2 with respect to

the LH source frequency fo = 4.6 GHz. In studying the parametric dispersion

relation, it is generally considered that the low-frequency ion cyclotron (quasi) mode

has a short wavelength (ckll/wo > 2), and it is expected to be heavily ion cyclotron

damped. Furthermore, the contribution of electron Landau damping may be

significant depending on the frequency of the ion mode (i.e. WR ~ kiivte [34]), which

is called non-linear electron Landau damping because the resulting ion mode is a

consequence of the beating of the two LH waves. These will be discussed more in

Chapter 4.

2.4 Effects of Toroidicity on Lower Hybrid Wave

Propagation

A resonance cone propagation of the LH wave in toroidal geometry can be described

by the following ray equations [38]:

dr _ aD/akr (2.65a)
dt D/&w
dO _ aD/am (2.65b)
dt la
dq$- aD/an (2.65c)
dt OD/aw

dkr = aD/r (2.65d)
dt aD/aw

dm - = D/aO (2.65e)
dt aD/aw
dni _ D/aq#
dt aD/aw 0 (2.65f)

where the toroidal coordinate r = (r, 0, 0) is shown in Figure 2-2, and (kr, m, n)

are wave momenta, which are canonically conjugate to (r, 0, #). Here, n = RkO is
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Figure 2-2: Toroidal geometry and variables (r, 0, #) discussed in this section. Here,
RO is the major radius of the tokamak.

the toroidal mode number, which is a conserved quantity due to toroidal symmetry

(aD/ao = 0). The poloidal mode number is m = rke, which is not a conserved

quantity in the toroidal geometry since DD/&0 # 0.

In toroidal geometry, the parallel wavenumber to the magnetic field becomes

_ _k -B kBr + (m/r)Be + (n/R)B(k- W . (2.66)

Therefore, the initial kl at the launcher is no longer conserved in toroidal geometry

due to the variations in both m and B6 . The former is a toroidal effect, and the latter

is a poloidal field effect. The radial component term is typically small as compared

to the other two terms, however, its contribution may become important in elongated

plasmas [11]. Thus, the accessibility condition derived in slab geometry (Section

1.1.3) does not hold in toroidal geometry, and ray-tracing is necessary to track the

evolution of kl in a toroidal plasma with poloidal inhomogeneity in order to study

the propagation and absorption behavior of LH waves.

Figure 2-3 shows an example of the poloidal projection of the ray trajectory in

Alcator C-Mod, which is calculated with the ray tracing code, GENRAY [41]. In this

particular example, the ray power is lost only due to electron Landau damping, while

the model allows the rays to propagate in the scrape-off layer. Note that GENRAY
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Figure 2-3: (a) Poloidal projection of the ray trajectory. Calculation is performed
with the ray-tracing/Fokker-Planck code, GENRAY/CQL3D. Electron Landau
damping is the only wave absorption mechanism. The color code is ray power that is
normalized to 1 at the initial position. The thick black line shows the last closed flux
surface. Plasma parameters are those of the Alcator C-Mod diverted L-mode plasma
discharge with BTO = 5.4 T, ne = 1.35 x 1020 m-3 , Te ~ 1.5 keV, and I = 800 kA.
Also shown are the variation of (b) the poloidal mode number m and (c) nH.
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is coupled to the Fokker-Planck code, CQL3D [42], in order to self-consistently solve

the power absorption problem with the evolution of the electron distribution function.

A ID Fokker-Planck picture will be introduced in the next section. Figures 2-3 (b)

and (c) show the variation of m and n|| as a function of 0. The toroidal m variation

is somewhat reflected in the evolution of n|| [38]. This figure shows that the LH

ray propagates toward the high-field side edge and across the plasma several times

until the phase velocity of the ray significantly slows down (or until n|| is significantly

up-shifted) at which point Landau damping becomes effective. Since the ray crosses

the last closed flux surface multiple times before being fully absorbed, it is said that

the ray propagates in a multi-pass regime and is therefore not absorbed in a single

pass.

Care should be taken while using the ray-tracing code in multi-pass regimes

because the WKB approximation (lVkl/k 2 < 1) used in the ray-tracing approach

can be questionable at the plasma edge where the fractional variation of the

wave-number might not be small within a wavelength. Furthermore, up-shift

mechanisms other than the torodicity effect may be also effective, which are not

trivial to model using only the ray-tracing approach.

2.5 Lower Hybrid Current Drive Efficiency

2.5.1 2D velocity effects and asymmetric resisitivity

Asymmetric resistivity has been found to be an underlying dominant mechanism in

determining current drive efficiency [39, 40]. This conclusion comes from the fact that

the momentum destruction frequency v/ is inversely proportional to the total velocity

cubed v3 = (v2 + vI) 3/2 rather than to the parallel velocity cubedV3:

V = VO5+ (2.67)
2 (v + vI) 3/2
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To describe this effect, consider the displacement of a small number, 6f, of electrons

from region 1 to region 2 in velocity space due to energy input:

AE = (E2 - E1)6f, (2.68)

where Ej is the kinetic energy associated with velocity-space location i.

The displaced electrons lose their parallel momentum at a rate of v 2 , instead of a

rate of v1. The parallel net current density is then

j = e6f [vjjiexp (-vit) - v112exp (-v 2t)] , (2.69)

where vI! is the velocity parallel to the magnetic field. The time-averaged current, J,

over an interval At (> 1/vi, 1/v 2 ) is given as follows:

J= - I 3(t) dt ( Vil . (2.70)
At 0 At V1 V2

By defining AE/At as SD, this equation leads to the current drive efficiency q:

J _ V|1/V1 - V112/1"2 ) -e V (Vl/V) (.1
S Ei1 - E2 ) - . E, (2.71)

where . is the velocity displacement vector. When v oc v-3 , and is taken to be

along the parallel direction for the LH wave case, 77 is shown to be

J11  &(viiv 3)/&v1  (V2 + v2 ) 3/2

= C + 3vil(v2 + vI) 1/ 2, (2.72)
SD aV2

where the first term is due to the momentum input and the second term is due to

the energy input. In the limit jvjl Iv, the second term is three times larger than

the first term, indicating that asymmetric resisitivity is the dominant mechanism in

RF current drive in general. By normalizing J11 and SD to their thermal values, 'q is

given by
. V (wu3 ) 4

s- V'U2 5 + Zeff1 '273
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where w = vII/vte and u - vl/vte.

2.5.2 1D Fokker-Planck picture

Quasi-linear theory [43] can quantitatively describe the evolution of the electron

distribution in the presence of RF waves. By taking into account the effect of

quasi-linear diffusion in velocity space, this quasi-linear theory allows one to

calculate a more precise expression for i. In particular, a competition between

velocity space diffusion due to the presence of LH waves and collisional diffusion due

to electron-electron and/or electron-ion collisions will determine the plateau

formation in the electron distribution and, in turn, i. The evolution of the electron

distribution function is studied with the following Fokker-Planck equation [39]:

-feO D(viI) feO + ( afeo) (2.74)

where D(vii) is the RF quasi-linear diffusion coefficient, and the collision operator is

written as
afeo 2 + Zff a_ v(vjl) v2a + V11) feO . (2.75)
at ) Coll 2 avll _ ev al

To calculate D(v1 ) as a function of the applied wave electric field, consider the 1D

Vlasov equation
a afe e D
afe + vl - Elil fe = 0, (2.76)at t Me avii

where the electron distribution function fe (vll, z, t) is the sum of the spatially averaged

function feO(vIl, t) and the perturbed function fei(vli, z, t):

fe (ViI, Z, t) = feO(VII, t) + f ei(VI, Z, t). (2.77)

Here, it is assumed that fei < feo. The spatially averaged distribution function is

defined as follows:

1 ~
feo(v 1 , t) = lim - dZfe(vIl, z, t) = (fe). (2.78)L-oo L J_L
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It is further assumed that there is no background electric field and only the

RF-induced electric field exists: El = E1 (z, t).

To solve for fei and D(vll) as a function of E1 , Equation 2.76 can be spatially

averaged as follows [44, Chap. 10.2]:

& e
feO m (Eifei). (2.79)

at me 9Vilj

Note that Equation 2.79 shows that the time derivative of the zeroth order distribution

function feo is expressed in terms of the second order quantity (Eifei). Rewriting

Equation 2.76 using fe = feO + fel yields:

afei & e a e a
at+ V afei - Ela feO = (Eifei - (Eifei)). (2.80)at az Me a0|| Me avl|

This equation can be used to solve for fei by neglecting the second-order terms on

the right hand side. When taking a Fourier mode of the form fei exp(ikllz - iwt),

(ie/me)EI afeo
w - kjvi av(21

Finally, using Equation 2.81 in Equation 2.79 yields D(vii):

_ ie2 E2(z, t)D(vii) =- ~ lvj(2.82)
\m2w -k1 vil

and
a a D(VIi) aeOi .(2.83)

Note that D(v1 ) is second-order in the perturbed electric field E1 .

A steady state solution feo of Equation 2.74 can be found with the assumption

that feO is Maxwellian outside the RF interaction region and is time-independent (

afeo/at = 0):

2=v)exp(-v /2v2) (2.84)
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Integrating Equation 2.74 over vjj and rearranging the terms to obtain afeo/Ovil yields:

Dfeo _ Vfe 0 /V2

-1 + (2 .8 5 )

where b(vii) = D(vll)/D,,ii is the ratio of the RF quasi-linear diffusion to the

collisional diffusion

De01 v(vII)v2(2 + Zeff)/2. (2.86)

When D(vii) > 1, the RF diffusion will be much greater than the collisional diffusion,

and a plateau will form on the distribution feO in the velocity space between vi and

v2 where resonant particles reside because afeo/avil 1  0 in that range. Integrating

Equation 2.85 yields

feO(VII) 1 exp - (vl/ve) d(v1 /v,) (2.87)
2 e7r V e 1 + b(Vti)

where feo (vi) has been normalized such that f' feo(vil) dvj= 1.

Now, i =/SD can be calculated using Equation 2.87 with the assumption that

the LH wave spectrum is uniformly distributed such that

D(vjj) > 1 for v 1  v v2  (2.88
(2.88)

D(vjj) = 0 for vjj < vi and vil > v2

and that feo(vii) ~ feo(vi) constant for vi < vil < v 2 . The resulting RF current

density J11 is

J = nee j feo(v)vI dvll

reeVte e V 2 V2] . (2.89)

v/5 ~ ~ _ 2eef\2vte / \v/2Vte/
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The power dissipated per unit volume SD is given by

SD Inemv 2RFIO dv112 " at !RF d(2.90)
nVOTe (2 + Zeff exp (2V22 log ( )

Finally, the normalized i is then given by

V2 )2 V 2

J 2v2Ve / \v_2Ve_/
'r7 - ~Ig-)(2.91)

SD 2 + Ze' log (V2/V1

The current drive efficiency decreases with the increase in Zeff. Note also that i

increases with the higher phase velocity v2 of the RF wave, which is limited by the

accessibility condition. v, is set by the minimum phase velocity for the quasi-linear

electron Landau damping, i.e., vi/(V2'Vte) _ 2.3.

It is interesting that the contribution of the plateau height is canceled out and

only the spectral width of the plateau remains in determining i. Given that the

phase velocity of the launched LH waves with nl r 2 is about 10 times faster than

the electron thermal velocity in the plasma with Te - 2keV, several mechanisms

have been proposed to explain this extended plateau formation in the electron

distribution function because there are not enough electrons to explain the

experimentally observed driven current only by considering the population of the

electrons in the velocity space region Vph/Vte ~ 10. In a tokamak geometry, the

toroidal and poloidal nl up-shift presented in Section 2.4 is the leading mechanism

that can lower the phase velocity of the injected LH waves and thus fill the spectral

gap [45]. In addition, full-wave effects [46, 47 (e.g., diffraction, refraction, and

focusing) and non-linear effects (e.g., scattering by turbulence [48] and ion sound

parametric decay instabilities [49, 50]) have been studied as well to understand this

mechanism.
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2.5.3 Engineering efficiency

To calculate the total driven plasma current per applied total LH power in a

cylindrical plasma, one should consider the geometrical effect. Providing that all of

the injected LH power is dissipated in an annular plasma volume (AV ~ 27rRAA),

the driven current I in the area AA associated with this volume is I ~ JIIAA, and

the power dissipated within this volume is PRF ~ AA27rRSD. By applying the ratio

of these two expressions, one finds that

IR _ 1 J11  e J
PRF 2 7r SD 2irmevtezvo D

The engineering current drive efficiency is often defined as

ne (10 14cm- 3) I (MA) R (m) Te (10 keV) J

PRF (MW) 50 SD (2.93)

Note that neIR/P is a constant value with the constant Te, R, and nTh. Lower

hybrid current drive experiments in Alcator C confirm [51] this scaling up to

fe~ 1.0 X 1020 M 3 , which is also found to be consistent with the ray-tracing/ID

Fokker-Planck simulations [45] that include the 2D velocity space effects discussed

in Section 2.5.1. This expression can be rearranged in the following form to

calculate the driven current:

iPRF (MW) Te (10 keV)
ILH(MA) ~ 0.02 ~ (2.94)

SD ne (1020 m- 3 ) R (M)

ILH is inversely proportional to the major radius R. By applying Alcator C-Mod

parameters with nT| = 2, PRF =1 MW, ne = 1020 M- 3 , Te = 2 keV, and R = 0.67 m,

one finds that the normalized efficiency of i~ ~~ 63 from Equation 2.91 and the

corresponding driven current of 'LH ~ 376 kA from Equation 2.94. Nevertheless,

one should be careful while interpreting this value because no variations in n1 are

considered. Power reduction mechanisms, such as collisional absorption and

ionization, can lower the effective LH power as well.
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2.6 Loss of Current Drive Efficiency

In low density Alcator C-Mod plasmas with up to The < 7 x 1019 m- 3, the engineering

efficiency is found to be q = neR/P ~ 2.5 t 0.2 x 1019 A/m 2/W [22], which is

consistent with the value that is calculated based on the ray tracing/Fokker-Planck

code GENRAY-CQL3D. The loop voltage is observed to decrease with increasing LH

power. Plasma discharges with full non-inductive LHCD have been also demonstrated

with the expected current drive efficiency [52]. EFIT reconstructions, constrained by

internal magnetic field measurements with a motional Stark effect diagnostic, indicate

a weak shear reversal with q(0) ~ 2, demonstrating the current profile modification

using LHCD at reactor-relevant plasma densities.

However, when The increases above 1.0 x 1020 m-3, all experimental signatures of

current drive effects disappear [10], although the accessibility is not lost and the

density (WO/wlh(0) ~ 3) remains above the classical ion cyclotron PDI limit

(WO/Wlh(0) ~ 2), as shown in Figure 2-1. No change in the loop voltage is seen, and

non-thermal electron cyclotron emission generated by fast electrons vanishes. In

addition, non-thermal hard X-ray emission rapidly decreases compared with the

emission predicted in GENRAY-CQL3D simulations. No heating effects are

reported, either. LH power modulation experiments [52] show that negligible core

heating occurs for The > 1.0 x 1020 m-3, suggesting that most of the LH power is

deposited near the plasma edge.

Extensive modeling work [7] on Alcator C-Mod plasmas has identified two

possible loss mechanisms by including the scrape-off layer (SOL) in the simulation

domain. The first mechanism is collisional absorption [10] at the plasma edge. The

LH rays are weakly damped on a single pass due to the relatively low plasma

temperature and have a limited radial penetration in high density plasmas.

Consequently, simulations with GENRAY-CQL3D indicate that the rays are

susceptible to electron-ion collisional absorption before being fully Landau damped.

The simulations that include collisional loss show that up to 50% of the launched

power can be lost through collisions, while the power loss is found to be sensitive to
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the SOL parameters. This study also reveals that the inclusion of electron-neutral

collisions would intensify the collisional power loss. One important remaining

question is the validity of the WKB approximation when the rays make reflections

at the plasma edge.

The second mechanism is full-wave effects [11] as studied with the

full-wave/Fokker-Planck code LHEAF/VERD. This approach can account for the

effects that are not properly treated by the ray-tracing approach, such as diffraction,

focusing, and interference. The wavelet analysis on the calculated electric field

shows that strong up-shift of the n11 spectrum occurs after the first reflection at the

inner wall region, resulting in Landau damping with reduced current drive efficiency.

This wave propagation is clearly different from that predicted in GENRAY/CQL3D.

The responsible up-shift mechanism is thought to be due to the change in n11 after

reflection from a layer that is not parallel to the poloidal magnetic field.

The LHEAF/VERD calculations also show that the collisional power loss is less

than 10% of the launched power as compared to the GENRAY/CQL3D results

because the energy propagation path is significantly shortened in the full-wave

picture. Nonetheless, different SOL models are used between LHEAF/VERD and

GENRAY/CQL3D simulations; moreover, these models have different

Fokker-Planck solvers. More detailed model comparisons of different results are

necessary to better characterize the different SOL models that are used in the two

codes.

Figure 2-4 compares two different LH power deposition profiles calculated by

GENRAY/CQL3D and LHEAF/VERD for the same high-density

(e = 1.3 x 1020,1n- 3 ) L-mode discharge. In both cases, most of the power is

deposited in the radial region r/a > 0.8, although the GENRAY/CQL3D model

predicts that most of the power is deposited outside the last closed flux surface

(LCFS) due to collisional damping, whereas the LHEAF/VERD model predicts

that the power is deposited inside the LCFS due to Landau damping.

Figure 2-5 compares the experimentally measured hard X-ray count rates and the

numerically calculated hard X-ray count rates based on the GENRAY/CQL3D and
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Figure 2-4: Comparison of LH power deposition profiles calculated by
GENRAY/CQL3D (green dashed-dotted line) and by LHEAF/VERD (blue) for a
diverted Alcator C-Mod L-mode plasma at The = 1.3 x 1020 m-3. Figure is reproduced
from [7].

LHEAF/VERD calculations. Compared to the 1/ne dependence predicted by the

GENRAY/CQL3D results without SOL, the measured hard X-ray count rates show

an exponential decrease as a function of he. Both models with SOL can reproduce

the reduction in hard X-ray count rates in a wide range of densities, and this behavior

is consistent with the experimental trend. However, there remains a discrepancy in

the high density plasmas above The > 1.2 x 1020 m-3, which suggests that additional

loss mechanisms might play a role.

The anomalous loss of LHCD efficiency has been also observed on previously

operated tokamaks, and it was reported that the maximum density at which lower

hybrid current drive was observed correlates with the source frequency [33, 53].

Figure 2-6 shows the maximum density where the wave-electron interactions occur.

The crosses indicate the density limit of electron heating, and the circles indicate

the density limit of the current drive. Note that the density limit of the LH heating

appears to be higher than the density limit of the LH current drive. A number of

mechanisms have been listed [53] as possible causes: weak single pass absorption of

LH waves, focusing effects, scattering of LH waves by turbulence, wave instabilities,
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Figure 2-5: Experimental non-thermal hard X-ray count rates (green circles) as
a function of the line-averaged density. Overplotted are simulated non-thermal
hard X-ray count rates with no collisional losses (solid black line) and two different
finite collisional loss (blue and red dashed line) from the ray-tracing/Fokker-Plank
code GENRAY/CQL3D. Full-wave results from the full-wave/Fokker-Planck code
LHEAF/VERD are also shown (dotted black line). Figure is reproduced from [7].
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Figure 2-6: Frequency scaling of the density limit of the LH current drive (circles)
and of the LH heating (crosses). Figure is reproduced from [33].
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or the onset of ion absorption. Alcator C results indicate that LH current drive

effects are observed up to The ~ 1.0 x 1020 m- 3 at a frequency of 4.6 GHz with the

RF power of 1 MW. It was speculated [33] that the Alcator C result is due to the

limited source power. While this scaling appears to hold for the Alcator C-Mod

tokamak, this scaling might not hold for the FTU tokamak with a source frequency

of 8 GHz. It was reported [54, 55, 56] that the current drive effects are seen only up

to the he ~ 1.0 ~ 1.3 x 1020 M- 3 in their so-called standard regime plasmas.

In addition to FTU, existing limited and diverted tokamaks have also reported

weaker-than-expected LH effects. A summary of the recent multi-machine assessment

of this phenomenon can be found in Tuccillo [6]. Enhanced non-linear scattering due

to ion sound PDI [34, 49, 57, 58] that leads to the excessive spectral broadening has

been hypothesized in FTU [56] and JET [59], and has been supported by modeling [50,

56, 59, 60]. At the same time, it was pointed out [6] that the concurrent contributions

from both collisional loss [61] and scattering by density fluctuations [62] cannot be

excluded due to the limited accuracy of the data. Meanwhile, the prompt LH power

loss near a LH launcher due to fast electron generation [63] might also contribute to the

loss of current drive efficiency. Based on the prediction that higher temperature can

diminish the LH spectral broadening due to ion sound PDI, FTU [56] demonstrated

effective LH penetration on ITER-relevant high-density plasmas up to he ~ 2.0 x

1020 - 3 by raising the edge temperature in their so-called new regime discharges.

The change in edge temperature at r/a ~0.8 is reported to be from ~ 100 eV to ~

200 eV. The density profile is very peaked with the central density ne ~ 4 x 1020 M-3

and central temperature Te 1 keV. It is not clear whether the LH waves have

undergone multiple passes as the accessibility condition may have limited the radial

penetration in such a high density plasma. Since the important parameter appears to

be the edge temperature, similar attempts have been made in Alcator C-Mod I-mode

plasmas that exhibit a higher edge temperature than L-mode plasmas; however, no

such drastic improvement was reported [64].

In summary, Alcator C-Mod results suggest that multiple parasitic loss

mechanisms play a role to degrade the LHCD performance at reactor-relevant
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densities, if single-pass absorption is not guaranteed. Meanwhile, the leading

mechanism of the loss of LHCD efficiency is not well agreed upon in the LH

community. One of the active research areas in the LH community is to identify the

presence of additional and excessive spectral broadening mechanisms and their

significance, in addition to the toroidicity effect. In this thesis, non-linear effects,

such as wave scattering by turbulence, ion sound PDI, and ion cyclotron PDI will be

experimentally examined in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3

Microwave Backscattering

Experiments

3.1 Introduction

The direct detection of LH waves in the plasma is desirable to better understand the

propagation and absorption behavior of LH waves. In particular, it is important to

measure the LH wave field in the scrape-off layer (SOL) where a significant amount

of LH power may be deposited in high density plasmas, as indicated by the several

power loss mechanisms that are particularly exacerbated at the plasma edge.

To detect LH waves within plasmas, earlier experiments adopted small angle

laser- [65, 66, 67] or microwave- [68, 69, 70, 71] scattering techniques. However,

these techniques have limited spatial resolution due to small scattering angle [12],

which makes it difficult to probe only the plasma periphery. Moreover, material

probes cannot be reliably used to probe Alcator C-Mod edge plasmas due to the

relatively high SOL density and temperature.

To overcome this limitation, microwave backscattering experiments have been

performed on the Alcator C-Mod tokamak using ordinary-mode (0-mode)

reflectometry. This technique [13] can measure the radially localized LH wave field

in the SOL. The interaction between the launched O-mode wave and LH wave

occurs at a scattering layer where the wave-matching condition is satisfied among
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the three waves: the incident 0-mode wave (60 GHz), the LH wave (4.6 GHz), and

the backscattered 0-mode wave with a finite frequency shift (60±4.6 GHz). The

scattering layer is different from the cut-off layer in conventional reflectometry

where the incident 0-mode wave is reflected back to the plasma edge. Previous

reports [72, 73] on the detection of the RF waves in the ion cyclotron range of

frequencies relies on the modulation of the cut-off layer due to the relatively long

wavelength of the RF waves of interest. However, in our case, resonant Bragg

scattering is the responsible mechanism because the radial wavelength of the LH

wave is shorter than that of the incident 0-mode wave [74, 75, 76, 77, 78].

In addition to the radial localization of the LH wave detection, the finite

frequency-shift of the resulting 0-mode signals allow us to distinguish the

backscattered 0-mode signals (at 60±4.6 GHz) from the reflected 0-mode signals

(at 60 GHz). Furthermore, the use of a microwave source enables us to measure the

spectral amplitude and width of the backscattered signals with good spatial and

temporal resolution.

The purpose of this chapter is to use the microwave backscattering

diagnostic [13, 79] to study the propagation of LH waves by examining the response

of the backscattered signals under different plasma conditions. To understand our

observations, we also present an 1D scattering model based on mode-mode coupling

interactions in the presence of a linear density gradient.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2, the ID backscattering

model is discussed in terms of three-wave coupling. In Section 3.3 the experimental

set-up is described. In Section 3.4, experimental observations in terms of the spectral

amplitude and width of scattered signals are presented and discussed. Section 3.5

discusses the relation of the observed signals to previously studied LH power loss

mechanisms. Section 3.6 is a summary of this chapter.
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Figure 3-1: Parallelogram constructions show the frequency and wave-number
matching for three waves: incident 0-mode wave at 60 GHz (blue), LH wave at
4.6 GHz (green), and scattered O-mode wave (red). Depending on the propagation
direction of the incident 0-mode wave, the scattered 0-mode wave can be either (a)
frequency up-shifted or (b) frequency down-shifted. The n1l of LH wave is set to 2.

3.2 Physical Model

3.2.1 Wave matching condition

To describe the backscattering of the incident 0-mode wave by the LH wave, a ID

plasma slab geometry is considered with a density gradient along the x-axis and with

a background magnetic field along the z-axis (BO = Boa). The incident 0-mode

wave propagates in the i-direction (towards the cut-off layer) and in the -^ direction

(towards the plasma edge) after a reflection at a cut-off layer. Given that the LH wave

is a backward wave, its perpendicular phase velocity (to BO) is in the -s direction.

The incident 0-mode wave, propagating along the x-axis, can be backscattered by the

LH wave at a location x' where the following resonant matching condition is satisfied
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ko(x') = ±ki(x') + k2 (X') (3.1a)

Wo = ±W1 + W2  (3. 1b)

where ko, k1 , and k2 are the perpendicular wave-vectors of the backscattered 0-mode

wave, LH wave, and incident 0-mode wave, respectively; and wo, wi, and w2 are

the respective frequencies of the backscattered 0-mode wave, LH wave, and incident

0-mode wave. Note that the parallel component of the LH wave-number produces a

negligible effect on the parallel wave-number matching because the frequency of the

LH wave is much lower than the frequency of the 0-mode waves in our case.

Figure 3-1 shows the dispersion curves of the three waves in the frequency and

wave-number space based on the dispersion relation of the O-mode wave

c2 k = -We; j =0,2 (3.2)

and the electrostatic dispersion relation of the LH wave relevant at the plasma edge

k1  -k Wpe (3.3)
W1

where Wpe is the electron plasma frequency. While obeying the dispersion relation of

each wave, two parallelograms can be constructed, which can satisfy the resonant

wave-matching condition. The first scattering process occurs when the incident

0-mode wave propagates towards the cut-off layer. In this case, the frequency

up-shifted backscattered 0-mode wave can satisfy the resonant condition

(A0 = -k 1 + k2, wo = -w1 + W2), as shown in Figure 3-1 (a). The scattered 0-mode

wave propagates towards the plasma edge directly. Note that the forward-scattering

does not occur because this cannot satisfy the wave matching condition. The second

scattering process occurs when the incident O-mode wave propagates back towards

the plasma edge, after the reflection at the cutoff layer. In this case, the frequency

down-shifted scattered O-mode wave can satisfy the resonant condition
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(ko = k1 - k2, wo = wi - w2), as shown in Figure 3-1 (b). The resultant

backscattered O-mode wave propagates towards its own cut-off layer before

traveling to the plasma edge.

3.2.2 1-D scattering power

The scattered power can be evaluated in the context of three wave coupling [801 in the

1-D space. Of the two possible scattering cases, the case when the backscattered wave

can directly travel towards the plasma edge (Figure 3-1 (a)) is only considered because

the other case can be studied in a similar manner. In the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin

limit, the coupled mode equations in 1D inhomogeneous plasma can be expressed as

follows [80]:

DX
+ Vgo V]ao = Kaia2 exp -iK(x') dx', (3.4a)

a + Vg1- V]al = -K*aoa* exp i(x) dx', (3.4b)

a rX
+ 2 V]a 2 =-K*aoa* exp i(x') dx', (3.4c)

where ao(x, t), a,(x, t) and a2(x, t) are the slowly varying mode amplitudes of the

scattered wave, LH wave, and incident wave; vgo(x), Vgi(x), and Vg2(x) are the group

velocities of the scattered wave, LH wave, and incident wave; and K(x) is a coupling

coefficient. The phase mismatch at a given location is represented by x(x) = ko(x) -

k1 (x) - k2 (x), and, without loss of generality, the phase mismatch is assumed to

be zero at x 0, where the resonant matching condition holds. At this location,

by constructing the three coupled equations as shown in Appendix A, K(0) can be

identified as follows:

K(0) ~ Wpe 1 (3.5)
W0W2 v/nome 2 2 + 2W 2

In calculating this, the O-mode dispersion relation for the scattered mode with finite

k1l is approximated to be nri ~ P(1 - ng /S) P, where S ~ 1 - wpe/(Wg - Wc)
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and P e 1 - w/w in Stix notation. If nil,1 2, then no,n1 0.14 from the parallel

matching condition with the assumption that the incident mode is purely an O-mode.

Then the latter approximation is justified since n % with e l 2 x 1019 m-3

where scattering occurs. Neglected are the terms which arise from the fact that

with finite n1i the 0-mode polarization develops small components perpendicular to

the background magnetic field. With no,i - 0.14, JEo,1 f/LEo,ii _ 10%. Thus, the

contributions of |F 0 ,1 1 to the coupling coefficient, as well as terms of order wi/wO, 2 ,

have been neglected.

In addition, the magnitude of F3 , Hj, and 65 are normalized such that 4 (Wnorm)

wj, where (W,norm) is the normalized time-averaged energy density:

4(Wj,orm) = 60 1 E3 2 +po H3 2 +minolviy 2 +meno Iej 1. (3.6)

Here, no is the background density, and mj and vj are the mass and velocity of

species j. Then the action density of mode j with the mode amplitude aj is given by

(W)/W = |aj|2/4.

To analytically treat these coupled mode equations, the following three

assumptions are made. First, the LH wave is unaffected by the nonlinear interaction

and its mode amplitude is constant in the whole domain. Second, the mode

amplitudes for all three waves have a steady state time dependence, a/at = 0.

Finally, the phase mismatch is linear in space i(x) = tx = ,'x, and its scale length

is longer than the wavelengths of each linear mode, and shorter than the scale

length of inhomogeneity. Then, it is justified [80] that both the coupling coefficient

and the group velocities are constant (K = K(0), fgj = 'g(0)) within the region

where strong nonlinear interaction occurs. These approximations reduce

Equations 3.4 (a)-(c) from a nonlinear to a linear problem between the incident

0-mode wave and the scattered 0-mode wave:

d
- 0 dx a= Kaia 2 exp(-i'x 2/2), (3.7a)

dx

g2 a2 a*ao exp(iK'x2/2). (3.7b)g2dx a
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Figure 3-2: ID description of backscattering problem. While the LH wave is assumed
to fill the entire 1D space, the scattering occurs at a radially localized scattering layer
where the matching condition is satisfied.

This pair of first-order ordinary differential equations has been used to describe the

mode coupling among three waves in inhomogeneous media [81, 82.

Figure 3-2 depicts the ID scattering problem. Even when the LH wave is assumed

to be present in the entire problem domain, the matching condition ensures that the

scattered 0-mode wave is generated at a localized layer where the matching condition

is satisfied due to the presence of a density gradient. In this problem, both the plasma

edge and the cut-off layer of the incident 0-mode wave is assumed to be located

sufficiently far away from the scattering layer.

As shown in Appendix B, the analytic solutions of the mode amplitudes that

describe the backscattering process are given in terms of parabolic cylinder

functions [81, 82, 83] as follows:

a2 - c2 eig2 /2Diz/ 2 (v'Fe'/4(), (3.8a)

ao = -c.i%7r/4eg2/2lKa/vgo Djz/2-I(f/4 ), (3.8b)

where V ,/rI/2x = x/l is a normalized length, Z - l2 KK*aia*/(vgOVg2), and c2 is a

constant that is determined by the boundary condition. Note that these solutions are

determined by the plasma parameters at the layer where the matching condition is
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perfectly satisfied. Figure 3-3 shows the complex amplitude of the mode amplitudes

when Z = 0.01. The magnitude of each mode amplitude is normalized by the mode

amplitude of incident wave (a2) at = -20 for illustrative purposes. Figure 3-3 (a)

shows that the mode amplitude of the incident O-mode wave reduces as the wave

crosses the scattering layer at = 0. As shown in Figure 3-3 (b), the sharp decrease

in the mode amplitude of the scattered O-mode wave after > 0 shows that the

backscattered O-mode wave is present in the region to the left of the scattering layer,

consistent with the physical picture shown in Figure 3-2.

Appendix B also shows that the ratio of the scattered power density to the incident

power density becomes

so 7rr212(6n 2, (3.9)

where re is the classical electron radius, Ao is the vacuum wavelength of the incident

O-mode, and 6n is the electron density fluctuation assoicated with the LH mode.

From the cold plasma electrostatic dispersion relation, the magnitude of 6n is then

estimated as follows:
6n -ielk 1 VfEl

~2 ,(3.10)no Mewpe

where Ii is the magnitude of the LH wave-vector, me is the mass of electron, and wpe

is the electron plasma frequency. Taking nfl a 2 to estimate k, and E1 - 100 kV/m

(corresponding to the maximum field strength based on the full wave calculation [11])

and assuming the density at the scattering layer to be ne 2 x 1019 M 3, we find the
8n/no - 5 x 104. Using this value in Equation 3.9 with Ao = 5 mm (60 GHz) and

I r 4 mm based on X-mode reflectometer measurements [84] of SOL density profiles,

we calculate the scattered power to be about 60 dB less than the incident power in

the 1-D space. Note that this value is the upper bound that can be expected from

the measurements because the primary LH resonance cone might not be passing in

front of the 0-mode antennas, and 2D and 3D spatial effects on the 0-mode wave

propagation are not considered. Appendix C presents a preliminary time-dependent

full wave simulation with an aim to examine spatial effects on the propagation of

O-mode waves.
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Figure 3-3: (a) Absolute magnitude of the mode amplitude of incident wave ja2 .
(b) Absolute magnitude of the mode amplitude of backscattered wave laol. The
magnitude of each mode amplitude is normalized by the absolute magnitude of ao at
S= -20. In this particular case, a, = 1, jlK/vgol= IlK*/vg2= v/Z, and Z = 0.01.
Thus, the contribution of the scale length term 1 is embedded in Z. These are the
results of the analytic solutions, Equations 3.8 (a) and (b). They have been also
verified by numerical integrations of Equations 3.7 (a) and (b).
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4 - 60 GHz

64.6 GHz Mixer
55.4 GHz Recorder

IF IF
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Spectral Recorder

Figure 3-4: The high frequency stage and the intermediate frequency stage is shown
with the vacuum vessel (not to scale) and plasma equilibrium in typical L-mode
plasmas. The frequency of the backscattered signals at 64.6 and 55.4 GHz are both
converted down to 1.1 GHz in two separate channels.

3.3 Experimental Setup

One of the goals of the hardware modification was to develop a system that can handle

frequency-shifted backscattered signals, while maintaining the existing capability of

detection low frequency density fluctuations(< 1 MHz) by plasma turbulence and to

develop a power detection system that can perform as a spectrum analyzer to avoid

the direct digitization of backscattered signals, given the limit of the sampling rate

(2 MHz) of the available digitizer.

Figure 3-4 shows the experimental setup of the backscattering measurement

system. The 60 GHz channel of the O-mode reflectometry system [85, 86] has been

used with the bi-static antennas and the waveguides connecting between the

antennas and the high frequency (HF) stage. Figure 3-5 shows a detailed block

diagram of the modified system. The antennas of the O-mode reflectometry system
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Figure 3-5: A detailed block diagram of the 60 GHz reflectometry system with an
heterodyne detection approach. The dashed rectangle encloses the microwave parts
in the high-frequencys stage.

are located at the mid-plane of A-port. In the transmitter section of the HF stage, a

power amplifier was installed to increase the incident wave up to +25 dBm. A 2D

beam pattern calculation using a commercial finite element solver (COMSOL [87])

indicates that the incident 0-mode beam pattern is concentrated vertically within

±5 cm from the mid-plane near the LCFS.

In the receiver section, two mixing stages have been added. After the frequencies

of the scattered signals are mixed down from 64.6 and 55.4 GHz to 3.5 and 5.7 GHz

at the first mixing stage, the signal is split in two different intermediate frequency

stages. At the second mixing stage, the final frequency of both signals becomes 1.1
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Figure 3-6: (a) A block diagram of the power detecting stage. (b) The frequency of
LO as a function of time.

GHz. Because the final IF of the scattered signals is the same as that of the reflected

signals, care was taken to prevent leakages due to finite isolation in the mixers by

using a set of filters and amplifiers.

To perform continuous spectral measurements of the scattered signals, power

detecting stages have been designed and built that can provide amplitude spectra.

As shown in Figure 3-6 (a), each power detecting stage consists of a

frequency-tunable LO, a mixer, an amplifier, a low pass filter, and a spectral

recorder built in-house. Figure 3-6 (b) shows the LO frequency, which is

continuously swept across a frequency range around (1.1 ± 0.1) GHz in a triangular

shape with a repetition rate of 10 ~ 20 Hz to generate an IF signal at different

frequencies to perform spectral measurements. Then, the 10-pole low-pass Bessel

filter with a cut-off frequency at 100 kHz1 selects a spectral component of the

signals. The stop-band of this filter extends from 410 kHz to 10 MHz with

attenuation of -60 dBc to eliminate any unwanted signals fed into the spectral

recorder.

The spectral recorders, tuned at 1.1 GHz with a resolution bandwidth of 100 kHz,

ITTE, Incorporated, Model: LT10-20K-50-720A
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Figure 3-7: Magnetic field line mapping of Alcator C-Mod for 800 kA (red) and
400 kA (blue) plasmas. The LH launcher is located at C-port and the antennas for
scattering diagnstics are located at the mid-plane of A-port.

are connected to both channels to measure the spectral power [13], which can measure

the spectral power in the frequency range of interest with the repetition rate of 10~20

Hz. The details of the power detector are discussed more in Appendix B.

Figure 3-7 shows the magnetic field line mapping in the toroidal- and

poloidal-space of Alcator C-Mod when the plasma current is 400 kA (blue) and 800

kA (red) in typical plasma discharges. Figure 3-7 indicates that the incident

0-mode wave is most likely to interact with the LH waves that are leaving the top

part of the LH launcher, if it interacts with LH waves directly leaving the LH

launcher, because LH waves propagate along the resonance cone, which is almost

aligned to the background magnetic field.

3.4 Scattering Results

3.4.1 General observations

Scattered signals that are frequency-shifted by ± 4.6 GHz with respect to the

frequency of the incident wave (60 GHz) have been observed in L-mode and H-mode
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Figure 3-8: The strength of the X-mode non-thermal electron cyclotron emission at
220 GHz as a function of the baseline power amplitude of the spectral recorder. The
dotted line shows a linear fit with a correlation coefficient of 0.97.

plasmas with line-averaged densities above nf ~ 0.9 x 1020 m- 3. Below this density,

the noise floor of the spectral recorder increases up to 20 dB, and no scattered

signals can be identified during the injection of LH waves. The change of noise floor

is highly correlated with the strength of non-thermal X-mode electron cyclotron

(EC) emission, suggesting that 0-mode non-thermal EC emission is responsible for

the increase in baseline [13].

Figure 3-8 shows that, during the LH power injection, the increased level in the

baseline of the spectral recorder measuring the spectral power at 64.6 GHz is highly

correlated to the X-mode non-thermal electron cyclotron emission (ECE) strength

at frequency 220 GHz, corresponding to the peak amplitude of the second harmonic

down-shifted ECE. This suggests that the increased background emission at these

frequency ranges originates from O-mode first harmonic down-shifted non-thermal

ECE. The energy range of the fast electrons responsible for this enhanced emission is

estimated to be 0.73 MeV, as calculated by taking a ratio between the fundamental

frequency (114 GHz) at the last closed flux surface (LCFS) and the target frequency

(64.6 GHz). Due to this enhanced plasma emission, no clear backscattered signals
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Figure 3-9: Example of a SOL density profile measured in a high-density L-mode
plasma at The 1.4 x 1020 m- 3 with the X-mode reflectometer [84].

were observed over the baseline when the plasma was lowered below he ~ 0.9 x

1020 r-3 . When the density was raised above The 1.3 x 1020 m- 3 the baseline level

does not change noticeably with and without LH injection, suggesting that the LH

waves were not able to generate enough fast electrons, which is consistent with the

observation of decreased current drive efficiency in high density plasmas [10].

At higher densities, the cut-off layer of the 60 GHz incident O-mode wave is

typically located near the LCFS, indicating that the scattering signals are generated

in the scrape-off layer (SOL). Figure 3-9 shows an example of a SOL density profile

measured with the X-mode reflectometer when he = 1.4 x 1020 m- 3 . In this case, the

cut-off layer of the 60 GHz incident 0-mode wave is about 0.5 cm outside of the LCFS

and the scattering layers for both up-shifted and down-shifted scattered signals are

further outside by 1.5 cm from the cut-off layer. To calculate the scattering layers,

the nfl of LH waves is assumed to be 2, which is a typical peak n|| at the launcher.

Figure 3-10 shows the simultaneous measurements of both frequency up-shifted

(64.6 GHz) and down-shifted (55.4 GHz) signals. When LH waves are applied to the

plasma, five coherent scattered signals are observed with a slight increase in baseline.
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Figure 3-10: Time traces for a H-mode discharge with the injection of LH waves: (a)
coupled LH and ICRF power, (b) line-averaged electron density, (c) frequency of the
local oscillator of the power detector, (d) detected frequency up-shifted signals, and
(e) detected frequency down-shifted signals. Note that the two power spectra have
different relative scales.
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Figure 3-11: Frequency spectrum of the scattered signals measured between 1.14
and 1.16 second of the discharge from Figure 3-10: (a) frequency up-shifted and (b)
frequency down-shifted signals. Digitally filtered signals (red lines) are overlaid over
the raw signals.

The measured power in Figures 3-10 (d) and (e) denote the power that is fed to the

IF stage shown in Figure 3-4. Figures 3-11 (a) and (b) show the detailed spectra

of the frequency up-shifted and down-shifted signals that are measured between 1.14

see and 1.16 sec of the discharge shown in Figure 3-10. To eliminate background

fluctuations at frequencies over 1 kHz, post-processing with digital low pass filters

is applied to the raw signals. The offset in power denotes the noise floor. The data

presented in the rest of the chapter have been post-processed in this way to calculate

the peak amplitude of the scattered signals. The focus will be given to the frequency

up-shifted scattered signals due to the relatively shorter travel distance than that of

the frequency down-shifted signals.

Based on available data, the effective scattered power is estimated to be about -55

dBm when taking into account the approximate power loss (-45 dB) in the wave-guide

system and the antenna gain. Note that this power loss is estimated by measuring the
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returned 60 GHz incident power at its own cutoff layer during the plasma discharge.

Thus, in general, the ratio of the scattered power to the incident power is about -80

dB. We can then use Equation 3.10 to evaluate the electron density fluctuation 6n by

the LH wave, obtaining 6n/no - 5 x 10- with the relevant parameters: Ao = 5 mm,

no = 2 x 1019 m-3 , and 1 ~ 4 mm. Using Equation 3.10, we find that I1 El 10 kV/m,

which is about one tenth of the maximum strength of the electric field based on full

wave calculations [11]. This calculation suggests that we might not be detecting the

central part of the resonance cone. This will be discussed more in the next subsection

by examining the radial spread of the launched LH waves that have a different nl and

thus a different spectral amplitude. Another possibility is scattering of the LH waves

from drift wave turbulence, which could destroy the LH resonance cone and weaken

the LH electric field. This will be also discussed more in the next subsection.

It should be noted that 2D and 3D spatial effects have not been properly taken

into account in the previously presented ID model. While this can be a source of the

discrepancy between the expected level of density fluctuations and the calculated level

of density fluctuations, one of the major uncertainties also comes from the assumed

strength of the LH electric field. Together with the radial propagation of the LH

waves, the poloidal variation in the magnetic field line pitch angle with the plasma

current needs to be considered because LH resonance cones propagate mainly along

the field line. This is supported by the observations that the scattered power increases

when the plasma current is lowered, which is discussed in the next subsection.

3.4.2 Plasma current dependence of scattering power

Figure 3-12 shows the measured peak amplitudes of the frequency up-shifted signals

in six discharges with different plasma currents from 300 kA to 800 kA, which affects

the field line mapping. At the fixed plasma density ne = 0.9 x 1020 m- 3, the plasma

current is varied to examine the dependence of the scattered power on plasma current.

In all six discharges, the peak n1 is 1.6, the LH power is 800 kW and the central

toroidal magnetic field is 5.4 T.

The enhanced scattered power in lower current plasmas is due to the field line
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Figure 3-12: Measured peak power of frequency up-shifted signals as a function of
plasma current. Experimental plasma parameters are BTo = 5.4 T and W 0.9
x 1020 m-3, and the launched peak nib = 1.6.

mapping between the incident O-mode wave and the LH wave leaving the LH

launcher. As shown in Figure 3-7, when the plasma current is lowered, more LH

waves pass by the mid-plane at A-port where the incident 0-mode wave exits,

resulting in stronger scattered power. Therefore, the increase in scattered power is

evidence that LH waves propagate along the resonance cone, which predominantly

follows the magnetic field line at angle 6 ~ Vgi/vg| -W/Wpe.

Another possible way to interpret the observed data is to examine the contribution

of the scattered LH waves by non-linear effects in the plasmas with different plasma

current. For example, FTU [56] uses a higher plasma current as a way to increase edge

temperature, which is then reported to reduce the LH spectral broadening driven by

non-linear effects. This approach will not be pursued further in this thesis because

the change of edge temperature at outside r/a ~ 0.8 between the 300 kA and 800

kA Alcator C-Mod plasmas is not observed to be significant. In both cases, the edge

temperature at r/a ~ 0.8 is in the range 250 to 300 eV.
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(a) Ray Location at the LH Launcher (b) Simulated LH Wave-number Spectrum
at the LH Launcher
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Figure 3-13: Ray tracing simulation results. (a) ray locations at the LH launcher,
(b) initial LH wave-number power spectrum (peak nr = 1.6) at the launcher, (c) ray
positions at A-port when I, = 350 kA, (d) ray positions at A-port when Ip = 800 kA.
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In lower current plasmas, LH ray tracing simulations using GENRAY [41] indicate

that the LH rays with lower nl dominantly interact with the incident 0-mode waves

and have weaker spectral power, assuming that the interaction between the incident

O-mode wave and the LH wave dominantly occurs on the first pass of the LH wave

from the launcher to the plasma core. Figure 3-13 shows the results of LH ray tracing

simulations with two different plasma currents. As shown in Figure 3-13 (b), the

launched LH spectrum consists of 15 different nfl with maximum peak power at nl =

1.6. In the simulation, this spectrum is launched at four different poloidal locations to

simulate the actual geometry of the LH launcher, as shown in Figure 3-13 (a). By the

time these rays pass by A-port on the first pass, the spatial spread of the rays due to

their different initial nr1 is observed. Regardless of plasma current, the rays with higher

nl penetrate more radially inward. Note that GENRAY solves the ray equations

using the general cold plasma dispersion relation instead of Equation 3.3, and that the

weaker radial penetration of the rays with lower nl is due to the nl dependency of the

group velocities (vgi/Vlj ~ - 1 - 1/ lu/pe) when the electrostatic approximation

(nl > 1) does not hold (e.g., Equations 2.43 (a) and (b)). Thus, this simulation

suggests that the increase in the measured scattered power in lower current plasmas

is due to the LH waves with lower n|| (e.g., Figure 3-13 (c)) near the mid-plane. It

can be also seen that these rays outside the LCFS are not the central part of the

wavenumber spectrum and have much weaker spectral power as shown in Figure 3-13

(b). As mentioned previously, this spatial broadening of the rays with different n|| can

partly explain why the observed scattered power is weaker than the power predicted

by the ID model, even when the primary resonance cone of the LH wave is seen by

the incident 0-mode wave in the lower plasma current case.

3.4.3 Detection of scattered signals in high current, high

density plasmas

The detection of the scattered power in higher current plasmas indicates the

presence of LH waves in a region that is not magnetically connected to the LH
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launcher on the first pass. As shown in Figure 3-13 (d), in a high current plasma

(800 kA) LH waves are well below the mid-plane by the time they pass A-port

mid-plane because of a higher poloidal magnetic field. Thus, it is not expected to

detect the backscattered signals when the plasma current is increased even in high

density plasmas. Nonetheless, these observations are consistent with the previous

scanning probe measurements of LH wave fields in the SOL [88]. In the latter case,

the radial and poloidal locations where the probe measurements were made also did

not intersect the resonance cone directly leaving the LH launcher.

One possibility to explain the presence of the LH wave at the outer mid-plane in

the SOL near A-port is the multiple toroidal turns of un-damped LH waves. In

Alcator C-Mod, the central core temperature of high-density L-mode plasmas is

about -2 keV, resulting in a multi-pass absorption regime of LH waves. Ray tracing

simulations indicate that rays can propagate more than 3 times toroidally with

multiple reflections at the plasma edge before being completely absorbed by plasma

either by Landau-damping or collisional damping. In this process, it is possible that

LH waves propagate out to the SOL near the mid-plane of A-port.

Note that care should be taken when using ray-tracing codes in multi-pass regimes

because the WKB approximation may not hold at the plasma edge. Reflections at

the edge may not be adequately treated by the ray-tracing approach. In this view,

full-wave simulations could be ideal to calculate the local LH electric field.

The other possibility is that the change in LH wave propagation due to non-linear

effects, which is supported by broadened scattered signals. For example, Figure 3-14

shows the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of scattered signals collected in four

discharges. The spectral widths of the frequency up-shifted (64.6 GHz) signals are

measured at higher density plasmas over Te = 1.2 x 1020 m- at which the signal to

noise ratio of scattered signals is over 10 dB. The measured FWHM is about 1 MHz,

which is broader than the FWHM of the incident waves (0.6 MHz). The latter was

measured by examining the reflected 60 GHz incident wave at the cut-off layer with

the same spectral recorder. Since the spectral profile of the scattered O-mode wave

is the convolution of two spectral profiles (the incident O-mode wave and the LH
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Figure 3-14: Measured full width at half maximum of the frequency up-shifted
scattered signals versus the line-averaged density.
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Pump width measured with the launcher probe
during the 2008 campaign
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Figure 3-15: Measured full width of the LH wave with a launcher probe during the
2008 campaign as a function of the line-averaged density at 3 dB, 10 dB, 20 dB, and
30 dB below the LH peak power in L-mode USN plasmas (BTO = 5.4 or 7T, I,=0.8
or 1.1 MA, and n11=1.9 or 2.3).

wave), the spectral width of the scattered signal A,, can be expressed in terms of the

spectral width of the incident signal Ai,, and the LH wave ALH: 2 = + ALH,

assuming all spectral profiles are Gaussian shapes [89]. Thus, the FWHM of LH

waves is inferred to be on the order of 0.6 MHz or higher.

This broadening is consistent with the observations that LH spectra are

generally broadened in high density plasmas, when measured with edge probes

[10, 16]. Figure 3-15 shows an example of the spectral width of the LH wave

measured with a probe installed at the LH launcher during the 2008 campaign. A

commerical spectrum analyzer is used. No clear trend of the spectral broadening of

the LH wave at 3 dB below the peak power is observed across a wide range of

densities. It remains on the order of 1 MHz even in the low density plasmas.

In general, spectral broadening of LH waves indicates undesirable non-linear
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Figure 3-16: Poloidal projection of a LH ray with (red) and without (blue) scattering
effect. Initial nl = 2.

interactions between LH waves and plasma because non-linear effects are known to

degrade LH current drive efficiency. Two models exist to explain this spectral

broadening: the scattering of LH waves by plasma turbulence [36, 37, 38] and by ion

sound parametric decay instability (PDI) [34, 49, 60]. Although it is difficult to

study the origin of the observed broadening partly due to the relatively low

signal-to-noise ratio, our measurements of broadened scattered signals indicate that

non-linear effects may play a role in understanding LH propagation in high density

plasmas.

To examine the possible role of scattering of LH waves by turbulence on the

propagation of LH waves, a numerical study was conducted using GENRAY: when

LH rays passed by pre-defined radial locations in the SOL, the perpendicular

wave-number was randomly rotated to simulate the scattering process. Figure 3-16

shows that, depending on the case, LH rays can be displaced from the unperturbed
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propagation path, and they can be present near the mid-plane of A-port on the first

pass, even when the plasma current is 800 kA. The observed LH waves could arrive

at A-port as a result of this process. This simulation result also indicates that

turbulence in the SOL may scatter incoming LH waves, which can limit the radial

penetration of LH waves beyond the LCFS. A more complete study of the scattering

effect on the loss of current drive efficiency can be found in Bertelli [48]. Similar

consequences result via ion sound parametric decay PDI [49], which can redistribute

the incident wave-number spectrum and change propagation directions as well.

Nonetheless, nr1 scan experiments suggest that the resonance cone of the launched

LH wave is not completely destroyed in high density plasmas. Figure 3-17 shows the

time traces of the line-averaged density, launched peak nii, and measured peak power

of the scattered signals for three discharges, in which both the line-averaged density

ffe (~~ 1.3, 1.35 and 1.4 x 1020 m 3 ) and the peak n| (=1.9 and 2.3) are controlled while

other plasma parameters remain fixed. In these three experiments, the plasma current

is 800 kA and toroidal magnetic field is 5.4 T. At fixed Te, in all three discharges,

the peak power is consistently reduced by approximately 30 % when the peak n|| is

increased from 1.9 to 2.3. This nl dependence implies that the propagation path of

LH waves has been changed because both density and magnetic field, which primarily

determine the propagation path of LH waves, are kept constant. If the resonance cone

is completely destroyed, then it is not expected that the change in scattered power

with the change in initial n|1 at the launcher would be observed.

The decrease of peak scattered power with higher peak n1 is qualitatively in

agreement with the ray tracing simulations. As shown in Figure 3-13, LH rays with

higher n|1 generally penetrate more radially inside the LCFS on arriving at A-port

on their first pass. This will result in weaker density fluctuations associated with the

LH waves in the scattering layer, which is located outside of the LCFS. However, it is

not clear whether the presence of LH waves in the SOL near the mid-plane of A-port

is due to the undamped LH waves or due to the LH waves directly leaving the LH

launcher then experiencing random scattering processes (e.g., Figure 3-16).
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3.5 Relation to LH Power Loss Mechanisms

Although the present experimental work is the first attempt to detect the LH wave in

the SOL using the microwave backscattering technique, the data are not yet extensive

enough to provide a clear picture on the loss of LHCD efficiency. Nonetheless, it

is worthwhile discussing our two experimental observations from the viewpoint of

identifying possible LH power loss mechanisms.

First, the observed decrease of the backscattered O-mode power with the increase

in the plasma density may be an indication that the LH electric field becomes weaker

due to possible LH power loss mechanisms, which become aggravated with the increase

in the plasma density. Figure 3-17 shows that, at fixed peak n|1 , the peak power is

reduced by 30 % when the plasma density is raised by 10 %, implying a decrease

in the amplitude of the LH wave field in the scattering layer. This observation is

in line with the findings of previous studies that parasitic loss mechanisms degrade

the LHCD performance by dissipating the launched LH power at the plasma edge.

Examples of these mechanisms include collisional absorption [10, 61, 64], full-wave

effects [11], ionization [90], fast electron generation [63], ion sound PDI [56, 59] and

wave scattering by density fluctuations [48, 62].

However, based on the presented results, it is difficult to identify the most

responsible power loss mechanism because several edge loss mechanisms might

concurrently contribute to dissipate the launched LH power. While it is also critical

to identify whether or not the dominant mechanism is one that occurs near the LH

launcher, it cannot be concluded from our observations because the measurements

shown in Figure 3-17 are made in the region that is not magnetically mapped to the

launcher.

Second, the broadened backscattered signals shown in Figure 3-14 indicate the

presence of non-linear effects on the propagation of LH waves. The estimated

spectral width (FWHM) of the LH wave is < 1 MHz and is consistent with the

probe measurements on Alcator C-Mod [10, 16]. There are two known spectral

broadening mechanisms, such as ion sound PDI and wave scattering by turbulence,
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and this observation raises two questions: the first is which mechanism is

responsible for the observed spectral broadening, and the second is whether this

broadening mechanism is responsible for the loss of LHCD efficiency. One example

of such efforts to address these questions is the study conducted in FTU [56] and

JET [59]. The observed spectral broadening on these tokamaks led to an

investigation of how much ion sound PDI can degrade the LHCD performance.

Nonetheless, based on our measurements, the link between the observed spectral

broadening and the loss of LHCD efficiency is not conclusive for the following three

reasons. First, the limited signal-to-noise ratio (< 15 dB, as shown in Figure 3-8)

makes it difficult to distinguish the experimental signature of ion sound PDI from

that of wave scattering by turbulence. It is reported that a clear experimental

signature [56] of ion sound PDI is seen from the asymmetric LH spectral broadening

at 30 dB below the peak power.

Second, even if the responsible spectral broadening mechanism is the ion sound

PDI near the launcher, those non-linearly excited LH waves are not likely to arrive

at the detection region that is not magnetically connected to the launcher. This is

because they are expected [56] to have a much higher nri than that of the launched

LH waves and thus to be Landau-damped on their first pass.

Third and finally, while wave scattering might explain the observed spectral

broadening, it may not necessarily be the primary mechanism that degrades the

LHCD performance on Alcator C-Mod. Using a model by Andrews and

Perkins [36, 37], the spectral broadening is evaluated to be < 1 MHz with the

assumption that the LH wave crosses the turbulent (rn/n = 50 %) SOL region (~ 2

cm). This spectral width is similar to the observed spectral broadening. However, a

recent simulation study [48] shows that no additional decline of non-thermal hard

X-ray count rates is seen due to the additional wave scattering effect.

Therefore, it cannot be concluded at the moment whether the observed spectral

broadening is an experimental indication that the LHCD performance is degraded by

the mechanism that is responsible for the observed spectral broadening.
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3.6 Chapter Summary

The backscattering experiment to directly measure the LH waves in the SOL is

described in Chapter 3. Detection of LH waves at a location that is not directly

mapped to the LH launcher implies that LH power is not fully dissipated near the

launcher. 1D scattering power is evaluated using mode-mode coupling equations

and is compared to the experimentally measured backscattered power in order to

evaluate the strength of LH electric field at the backscattering layer. The increase in

scattered power with decreasing plasma current indicates the presence of LH

resonance cones, based on the fact that LH waves propagate mostly along the

magnetic field lines and that the LH launcher and the detecting antenna are

magnetically connected only at lower plasma currents.

Nonetheless, contrary to the predictions based on the magnetic field line

mapping and LH ray tracing simulations, LH waves have been also observed in high

current, high density plasmas. To understand this, two possible mechanisms have

been discussed. One is weak single pass absorption of LH waves owing to relatively

low core temperature. The other is non-linear effects that can result in partially

scattered LH waves, as evidenced by the spectrally broadened signals (FWHM ~1

MHz).

Two known pump broadening mechanisms are ion sound PDI [49, 56] and LH

wave scattering by turbulence [37, 36]. While the latter can result in the spectral

broadening to be < 1 MHz with the assumption that the LH wave crosses the

turbulent (6n/n = 50 %) SOL region (~ 2 cm) using the available analytic

model [37, 36], recent simulations on Alcator C-Mod [48] indicate that LH wave

scattering causes an insignificant effect on the loss of efficiency. Meanwhile, the role

of ion sound PDI on the loss of efficiency is not clear. For example, LH spectral

measurements using probes indicate that the LH spectral width (FWHM) exhibits

no apparent threshold behavior across e ~ 1.0 x 102 m- 3. The FWHM of the

measured LH spectra remains approximately 1.5 MHz below and above

fe ~ 1.0 x 1020m 3 . Thus, it has not been possible to conclude that the pump
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broadening mechanisms (i.e., LH wave scattering and ion sound PDI) are

responsible for the loss of LHCD efficiency.
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Chapter 4

Parametric Decay Instability

4.1 Introduction

The parametric dispersion relation of the LH wave in the framework of the linear

parametric decay instability (PDI) theory was originally studied by Porkolab [34, 91

in the dipole pump limit. Later, Tripathi [57, 92] approached this problem with a finite

pump wave-number vector. Takase [49] and Liu [93] demonstrated that Tripathi's

dispersion relation can be obtained with the fluid approach for LH waves, while

ion modes are treated are treated kinetically. Although Porkolab did not consider

the effects of finite pump wave-vector, his model is considered to be fully kinetic

than those derived later because his model retained the higher order terms of Bessel

functions. In fact, Porkolab showed [34] that the two models have the same form

in the limit p < 1, where p is the coupling coefficient. While the difference in the

growth rate between two models becomes significant in the limit p -+ 1, in the range

of LH power densities relevant to Alcator C-Mod experiments, the two models agree

well with one another.

In this chapter, the parametric dispersion relation is first reviewed by following

Liu's approach, which can provide physical insights into the parametric dispersion

relation. However, unlike the original derivation, the contribution of the parallel

coupling term in the coupling coefficient will be added, in addition to the

perpendicular coupling term. In the classical PDI limit, the perpendicular coupling
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term was thought to be dominant because it was considered that PDI occurs

relatively inside of the last closed flux surface (LCFS), where the contribution of the

parallel coupling will be minimized and that of the perpendicular coupling term will

be maximized as the perpendicular LH electric field is enhanced. The potential

importance of the parallel coupling term to explain the observed LH spectra was

later pointed out by Takase [12].

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 derives the parametric

dispersion relation of the LH wave with the addition of the parallel coupling term, by

extending the Liu's approach [93]. Section 3 presents the numerical solutions of the

parametric dispersion relation for Alcator C-Mod edge plasmas. Section 4 examines

convective losses in the perpendicular and parallel coupling limit.

4.2 Parametric Dispersion Relation of LH Waves

4.2.1 Derivation of parametric dispersion relation

Consider the propagation of pump LH waves with a potential 0 = #oek 'oi +

c.c.. The linear response of electrons to these LH waves is calculated by solving the

equation of motion and the equation of continuity in the cold plasma limit:

ei~0 -.-

VO-L = - 2 (-L c+ w o), (4. 1a)
mwcek2l # 0 c+iw

Vol k = - 0  (4.1b)
mwo

no --n0e~o koll ko-L(.1c0o = -U 2 W2 ,(.

where no is the unperturbed background electron density. Note that the first term

on the right-hand-side (RHS) of Equation 4.1a is due to the E x B motion, which

is larger by wc/wo than the second term that is due to the polarization drift. Thus,

the contribution of the polarization drift will be neglected in the remainder of the

derivation.
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Consider now the case when the pump LH wave excites PDI, which will result in

the sideband LH wave and the low-frequency ion mode, while satisfying the following

frequency and wave-number matching condition:

W1,2= w - wo (4.2a)

-,2= k ~F ko, (4.2b)

where the subscript 0 refers to the pump, the subscript 1 refers to the LH

lower-sideband wave, the subscript 2 refers to the LH upper-sideband wave, and

variables without any subscripts refer to low-frequency ion mode. The relevant

low-frequency ion modes are either an ion sound quasi-mode and/or ion cyclotron

quasi-mode, which will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.2. In the weak

coupling limit, higher order coupling terms are neglected. In the following

derivation of the parametric dispersion relation, the upper sideband is neglected

until the end of this section.

Due to the frequency-dependent ponderomotive force, the dominant non-linear

force that acts on the sideband LH wave arises from the V - (ng) term in the equation

of continuity. For the electrostatic LH wave, the non-linearity arising from the term

V x B in the equation of motion can be neglected because modes are electrostatic

(B 0). The ion contribution in the non-linear terms can generally be neglected due

to the larger ion mass than the electron mass.

The dominant non-linear force that acts on the low-frequency ion mode comes

from the parallel ponderomotive force Fpii = -m' - V'j. In general, the non-linear

coupling between the pump and sideband LH waves produces the ponderomotive force

F =- -m - VV' on the low-frequency ion mode, consisting of two components: the

component (Fii) along the background magnetic field (BO) and another component

(Fpi) perpendicular to BO. However, the latter contribution is strongly suppressed

by the presence of BO, and this term is neglected here and after.

To evaluate the contribution of the parallel ponderomotive potential on the

electron density fluctuation of low-frequency ion mode, in addition to the
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self-consistent potential 0, the parallel ponderomotive force term can be

decomposed into two terms':

Fp,1 = F ,Jl + Fp,112 = eVj1(#p + #p2), (4.3)

where the first term on the RHS is due to the perpendicular coupling

Fm= V1 vili + - - Vo1vo1 l), (4.4)

because it includes perpendicular velocity components of pump and sideband LH

waves, and the second term is due to the parallel coupling

Fpll,2 = - (6oii VO 1 vil+i1i | V , v11 ) (4.5)

because it includes parallel velocity components of pump and sideband LH waves.

Here, a factor of 1/2 is introduced because

1
ReAReB =-Re [AB + (AB)*], (4.6)

2

where A AoeikA iWAt + c.c. and ReA = 2Aocos(kA - iWAt). Using the notation

of Equation 4.3, #p1 and Op2 can be expressed in terms of k as follows:

e~b0#1 i1 i O
pi = 2 k1 _w (wok - wkolj), (4.7a)

2mw2 ikiicoow,

-eoq1
#P2 =m00 1 kolikill, (4.7b)

2mnwowi

where the wave-matching condition (i.e., Equation 4.2) and the vector identity a x

b - 6 = c - a x b = b - c x a are used. Then, the electron density fluctuation of the

'In Liu's paper, only the 1st term on the RHS was retained. Porkolab and Takase retained this
term in their derivation, but this term was typically neglected due to their small contribution. In
thesis, this term is retained because this term can lead to stronger convective growth at the plasma
edge, as discussed further in Section 4.4.
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low-frequency ion mode due to both # and #= (p1 + #p2) is obtained as follows:

eok2
n = - e X(# + #P), (4.8)

where Xe is the electron susceptibility. Here, as mentioned eariler, the non-linear

contribution from the nov1 + nivo term in the equation of continuity is smaller by

w/wo than that due to the ponderomotive potential term, and is neglected.

Substituting Equation 4.8 into Poisson's equation, the equation that governs the

response of the low-frequency ion mode potential # in the presence of the

ponderomotive potential #p becomes [34, 91]

E0=-Xe (4.9)

where 6 1 + Xe + Xi is the low-frequency ion mode dielectric function.2  This

expression allows one to write the density fluctuation of the low-frequency ion mode

in terms of # only:

n = nnear + n nonlinear - + 0 eok 2 (Xe - E)# (4.10)
e e

Consider now the equation that governs the response of the LH sideband potential

01 in the presence of #. The non-linear response of the LH sideband arises through

the term V - (nt) in the continuity equation. The dominant drive term is the product

of the electron density fluctuation of the low-frequency ion mode and the electron

velocity of the pump LH wave:

+i V - (nvo) = 0 -=> n' = n ki'0 . (4.11)at 2w1

Here, the contributions from both the nov term in the continuity equation and the

ponderomotive force term (noovpondero) are smaller by w/wo than the term retained.
2As discussed in Chapter 2.3, to follow the convention used in Stix, the dimensionless effective

dielectric constant is defined as E.
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Substituting Equation 4.10 and Equation 4.11 in Possion's equation leads to

e1#1 - 0 n
- ok1 2wi

kj 2w,

(4.12a)

(4.12b)

where 61 = 1 + Xii + Xel is the LH sideband dielectric function. The susceptibilities

in the kinetic limit is given in Equation 4.35.

By combining the equations for 0 and #1, the parametric dispersion relation can

be constructed

(4.13)Xe 6  k 2 1
C Xe 2 -(kI- ,6I_

In order to simplify the RHS of this equation, the expression for the pump velocity

vo is substituted, and the first term can be evaluated as follows:

S1- e k ks gsin26
2 m2

( kol
wo kll )

1 e2 k 1 k 1_5Osin 26
2 2

2W1 mn ce

where the term A = 1 - w kll is assumed to be 1 because the LH
wo kl1

wave satisfies

wo/koll > vte (i.e., fluid limit) and the low-frequency ion mode turns out to satisfy

w/k 1 ;< vte (i.e., kinetic limit). In a similar manner, the remaining terms on the RHS

of Equation 4.13 are evaluated as follows:

= ieg g k5 k koilkill (I - A)
2M2 )2 Wow01

(kill - V0*|)#p2 = #1
1 e2 k 2 k21102

2  22w, m O

(4.15a)

(4.15b)

(4.16)
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With this manipulation, the parametric dispersion relation is reduced to a

simple-looking form:
(1 + X X

E61 + e(A) 0 (4.17)

with the coupling coefficient p-

2 2 ) 2 2 4 (4.18a)

e2 k2 2 k

k2  ( 2 (4.18b)
m2 ( wk eO 0

Here, the first term on the right-hand side is due to the E x B motion of electrons

(i.e., perpendicular coupling) and the second term is due to the parallel motion of

electrons driven by Eil (i.e., parallel coupling). The contribution of the parallel

coupling becomes important at the plasma edge [34, 12]. The ratio of the parallel

coupling term to the perpendicular coupling term can be approximated to be

(kigEOIII/wO)2 ki 4 2, s2 2
(E o~~ ~ 2 j4(4.19)
(E x k11 ) . /Wee]2 k4O C pe

with the use of the LH dispersion relation relevant at the plasma edge

(koi -koliwpe/wo). For typical Alcator C-Mod edge plasmas at the low-field side

(B - 4 T), parallel coupling becomes comparable to perpendicular coupling below

the density ne _ 6.3 x 1018 M-3. Near the high-field side edge (B ~ 8 T), parallel

coupling becomes dominant below ne ~ 1.3 x 1019 m-3 .

This dispersion relation can be extended to include the contribution of the upper

sideband LH wave, and the resulting dispersion relation becomes [34, 91]

+(1 + xi)xe (p-)2 +(tj+ 0 4.06± 4+6 + 62 0, (4.20)
4 El 62 .

where E2 1 + Xi2 + Xe2 is the dielectric function of the upper sideband LH wave

with the susceptibilities defined in Equation 4.35. and p+ is the relevant coupling
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coefficient

(+)2 e 2 k2  [(_L x k21 ) -] 2  k1 E(2
4 m2 k( ce 0 0

4.2.2 Analytic estimates of growth rates

In the case of the LH parametric decay, two relevant low-frequency ion modes are

ion sound quasi-mode and ion cyclotron quasi-mode. Quasi-modes refer to the modes

that are not supported by the plasma without the non-linear drive. Thus, these

modes are generally heavily damped either due to ion/electron Landau damping, or

ion cyclotron Landau damping, depending on the dominant imaginary term of the

electron/ion susceptibilities. For quasi-modes, the wave-matching condition depends

mainly on kl [34], and the resulting quasi-modes may possess a finite growth rate

for an extended perpendicular wave-number space. Note that the lower sideband LH

wave is still expected to be nearly resonant (i.e., ER(W1) r 0).

The decay into resonant ion cyclotron (acoustic) mode is only possible in the

low density regime. It is interesting to note [91] that the resonant decay of the

pump LH wave into another LH wave and ion acoustic (cyclotron) wave is not easily

achievable unless the density is low enough that an electron plasma wave can be

assumed [(k /k 2)(mi/me) r> 10]. This can be thought of in the limit of the dipole

pump case so that the magnitudes of the wave-vectors of the sideband LH wave and

the low-frequency ion mode are the same ( k1j= ikl). When the frequency of the

sideband LH wave is close to Wlh, it needs to satisfy

Mi kgj
2 0 (1), (4.22)

me k

while the resonant ion acoustic wave needs to satisfy

< (4.23)
kjjVte
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However, these conditions cannot be easily satisfied at the same time because

w kCs k me
~~~t =i~ - - ~~0(1). (4.24)kllvte knl te kg m

where C, = VTe/mi is the acoustic speed. Thus, in this case, Im[Z(()] ~ 0(1),

IERI- |EI|, and strong Landau damping occurs.

Ion cyclotron quasi-mode

In this section, Porkolab's treatment [34] is reviewed to characterize different kinds

of ion cyclotron quasi-modes. Based on the assumption that the lower-sideband LH

wave is resonant [E1R(W1) ~ 0] with w, = wo - w > 0, the dielectric function of the

lower-sideband LH wave can be Taylor-expanded as

DC1R
61(wi) ~ -i + ii 1I(wi) (4.25a)

(61R
+ -i( I + ) ,w- I (4.25b)

where the real term of the frequency and the growth rate -X are introduced in the

frequencies of the lower-sideband LH wave w1 = WiR+ i^/ and the low-frequency ion

mode w= WR + i-y, and F, = -E11 (w1)/ DE1R/W1 is the linear damping rate of the

lower sideband LH wave. Substituting Equations 4.25 (a) and (b) in the parametric

dispersion relation (i.e., Equation 4.20), the growth rate is explicitly written as

p2/
-=F - A I (XeW)mXi) ) (4.26a)4&EIR/aWl| I(w)

_ 2 EI(XeRXiR - XeIXiI) - ER(XeIXiR + XiIXeR) (4.26b)
4 DE1R

In the decay channel with the ion cyclotron (quasi-) mode, Porkolab's analytic

study considered three different low-frequency ion mode regimes (i.e., resonant ion

cyclotron waves, ion cyclotron quasi-modes, and nonresonant quasi-modes) in the

limit of perpendicular coupling, depending on the values of Im(Xike/6) [34]. The
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sideband LH mode is assumed to be resonant in all cases.

1. Resonant decay into ion cyclotron waves and LH waves

(a) Ion mode: ER ~ 0 and EI ~ ('+ F)(aER/&)

(b) Sideband LH mode: E6 R ~ 0 and Ell ~ (-/ + F1)(&E1R/DIW)

2. Ion cyclotron quasi-modes and LH waves: ion modes are strongly damped

modes.

(a) Ion mode: JE R< cEIJ and WR/kIvte ~ 1 (electron Landau damping) or/and

(WR - niwjc)/kjivtj ~ 1 (ion cyclotron damping)

(b) Sideband LH mode: E6 R ~ 0 and 6 l ~ (7 + F1)(ipER/&W1)

3. Nonresonant quasi-modes and LH waves: ion modes have no resemblance to

any normal modes.

(a) Ion mode: JER> lEI| and WR ~ klVte

(b) Sideband LH mode: ElR ~ 0 and E1 l (7 + F1)(E1R OW1)

First, in the case of the resonant decay into ion cyclotron (acoustic) waves (i.e.,

ER(W, k) - 0, EI(w, k) + Qy+ F)(aER/&W), the analytic growth rate is given by

(y+ F)( + ri) = - A2 XeR(WXR(W)
4(aER/&w) DE1R/&ilJ

(4.27)

where F =E(W)/(ERO/w). Assuming WR ~ Qj and only keeping the first-cyclotron

resonance term, the real term of the dielectric function of low frequency ion mode is

found to be

1 lTe _ b
ER(W) 1 +k 2 2 2 2  2 _ Q?2 11(bi)e

D 2Di j
W2 k2' (4.28)

Note that solving for ER= 0, while neglecting the kl term, leads to the electrostatic

ion cyclotron wave:

w2 - 2. I
2TeF 1(bi) 1

T(1 + k2 2e) . (4.29)
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Substituting &ER/&W into Equation 4.27 leads to the growth rate in terms of plasnia

parameters
U2 W2 2 2WT

(7+F) (Q+ i) 2-i - 2Ii(bi)e-bi (4.30)16C2 W2 T

where U = Eo,/Bo is the E x Bo velocity. Thus, for y > F and -y > F1 , -y oc Eo.

The numerical study showed that the condition -y > F can be satisfied for typical

parameters if wo > 2 Wlh and U > C,.

Second, in the case of the decay into (resistive) ion cyclotron quasi-modes, the

low-frequency wave is strongly damped (i.e., F > 'y > F1) so that IER < 1E61 and

_[ PER(W)/&W] < EI(w). It was pointed out that this is the case for higher densities

or for U < C,, and that it is appropriate to treat low-frequency ion modes as

quasi-modes. In this case, the approximate expression of the growth rate becomes

XiR(W)
-Y F1 U2 -2W E W~ - - h (4.31)

WO WO 8CW2 wo 3W2 kiv '0 1 + 1hIt

where

1/2 2 T (- o)2
Ei(w) = exp W + w r i(bi)eXp - . (4.32)

k2A2, kllvt, k2V Ti kllvti k2V2

Here er is due to the electron Landau damping (WRo/kIVote ~ 1) and ion cyclotron

damping [(WR - nciw)/kjivtj ~ 1] at the beat frequency ( = wo -- wi).

Finally, in the case of the decay into non-resonant quasi-modes when JERI> 1611,

the low-frequency mode has no resemblance to any normal modes. Its presence is

completely due to the pump, and the drive mechanism is nonlinear electron Landau

damping at the beat frequency. This decay channel is particularly important for short

wavelengths if Te ~ Ti, 1 6 W/h / 3. The analytic expression of the growth rate

in this case is
Ms xei(1 - 6)

-F 1  alaWl, (4.33)

where 3 is due to hot-ion plasma effects and its typical value is 6 > 0.5. Note that
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-Y oC EO well above the threshold. The growth rate is maximized for WR ~ kijVte.

Since the maximum value of Xe is roughly 1/kAe, the maximum growth rate is

approximately
T1  U2 W2hW1

- - + .h2 v (4.34)
WO WO 8C,2 W8wo 3wo kivw + 1

2w~ 2W2

This growth rate is comparable to that of ion cyclotron quasi-modes. This mode may

couple to short wavelength hot-ion plasma waves and/or ion Bernstein waves. Since

this instability exists for the shortest wavelength, it may have a lower convective

threshold due to its relatively slow group velocity (wo/Wlh , 3) of the sideband LH

wave.

Ion sound quasi-mode

In the decay channel with the ion sound quasi-mode, the ion sound quasi-mode is

heavily ion damped (WR ~ kiivt) when Te ~ T. Takase's analytic study [32, 49]

showed that the growth rate of this mode increases like -y + F, oc E2 for pump powers

just above the collisional threshold and the growth rate increases like -y oC E/ well

above the threshold. Takase named the former the dissipative quasi-mode and the

later the reactive quasi-mode. His numerical study showed that the transition from

the decay into dissipative quasi-mode to the decay into reactive quasi-mode occurs

for -y > WR , 2klivti when XeII dominates over JXi1J. The growth rate of this mode is

generally found to be smaller than that of ion cyclotron quasi-mode and is finite only

at the edge. This mode is thought to be responsible for the observed down-shifted

LH frequency spectra in Alcator A LH heating experiments [49, 94].

4.3 Numerical Results

While the previous mode classification is useful in understanding the underlying

non-linear drive, numerical simulations for tokamak plasma parameters show that a

clear classification of the resulting modes is rather difficult [34, 49]. It is often found

that cRIe 1611 and IXeI|~ JXil. Since both electron Landau damping and ion
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Figure 4-1: (a) Numerical solution of the parametric dispersion relation. Both WR/Wci

(blue) and 'y/wc (red) are plotted against kADe. Parameters used are B = 8 T,
n,= ni = 1020 m-3 , Te =T = 40eV, fo = 4.6GHz, ckoll/wo = 2, ckil/wo = 7,
E1 = 500 ky/r, and Ell 0 ky/i. (b) Absolute magnitude of the real term of the
dielectric function of the low-frequency mode Re(e), the imaginary term of the ion
susceptibility Im(Xi), and electron susceptibility Im(Xe) of the low-frequency mode
are plotted in black, blue, and red against kADe for the same conditions as in (a).

cyclotron damping contribute in determining the growth rate for tokamak plasma

parameters, these modes were generally referred to as ion cyclotron quasi-modes

without making a distinction between resistive ion cyclotron quasi-modes and

non-resonant ion cyclotron quasi-modes [32]. In this thesis, the same convention is

adopted and only the distinction between ion sound quasi-mode and ion cyclotron

quasi-mode will be made. Given the parametric dispersion relation, the parametric

dependencies of the growth rate are examined for Alcator C-Mod plasmas.

Figure 4-1 shows an example of the solution of the parametric dispersion relation

with parameters relevant to the Alcator C-Mod edge plasmas at the high-field side

edge (deuterium, B = 8 T, ne = ni = 1020 m-3, and T = T = 40 eV) with the

following parameters: fo = 4.6 GHz, cko1l/wo = 2, ckll/wo = 7, E± = 500 kV/m, and

Ell = 0 kV/m. In this particular case3 , the contribution from the parallel coupling

term is neglected, which is relatively small compared to that from the perpendicular

coupling term at the assumed density. To include hot plasma effects in the

simulations, such as Landau damping and finite Larmor radius effects, the following
3 By taking El = 0 kV/m, another purpose of this numerical study was to compare results to the

results based on Alcator C parameters [12].
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electron and ion susceptibilities are used in the numerical code:

Xe(w, k) 1 = 2 / + ,Ve (4.35a)
De 1 _+ WeFo(be) Z

kijvte kllVte

1 o- 100
Xi(w, k) - k 2 ADi 1 + kvti Fnn(bi)-Z , (4.35b)

where ve is the effective electron collision frequency due to electron-neutral and

electron-ion collisions. Thus, the homogeneous threshold is determined by the

collisional damping of the daughter waves. Nonetheless, it is found that the power

threshold to overcome collisional damping is quite low (PRF < 10 kW).

For given plasma parameters, k1 is scanned to look for the frequencies of

low-frequency ion modes (w = WR + i-y) that satisfy the parametric dispersion

relation. Note that wave-vectors are assumed to have only real terms. The usual

way to display the solutions is to plot the numerically found WR/Wci and -y/wei

against kADe, as shown in Figure 4-1 (a). The small peak at near kADe X 100 = 4.63

is due to ion sound quasi-mode (w/wci e 0.1). The multiple peaks up to third ion

cyclotron-harmonics are also seen because the ion susceptibility is maximized at

each cyclotron harmonic. These peaks generally exhibit higher growth rates than

that of ion sound quasi-mode. This is due to relatively higher density plasmas even

at the plasma edge of the Alcator C-Mod tokamak, unlike the cases in low density

tokamaks such as JET [59, 60]. Figure 4-1 (b) shows that the low-frequency ion

modes are quasi-modes since Re(e) # 0. It also shows that the ion sound

quasi-mode is driven by ion Landau damping and the ion cyclotron quasi-modes are

driven by a combination of ion cyclotron and electron Landau damping. Although

not shown here, the lower-sideband LH wave is found to be resonant (61R ~ 0),

while the upper-sideband LH wave is off-resonant.

Figure 4-2 (a) shows 7/wc as a function of w/wej for three different amplitudes of

the perpendicular pump electric field: EO = 150, 300, and 600 kV/m. Other plasma

parameters are fixed. As EO_ increases, ion cyclotron harmonic features are washed
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Figure 4-2: (a) Numerical solutions of the parametric dispersion relation for a
deuterium plasma at three different perpendicular pump electric fields: E01 =

150, 300, and 600 kV/m. Other plasma parameters are B = 8 T, ne = ni = 1020 m- 3,
Te = T = 40 eV, fo = 4.6 GHz, ckoll/wo = 2, ckil/wo = 7, and Ell = 0 kV/m. (b)
Dependence of the growth rate of the first ion cyclotron quasi-mode on Eo. Other
plasma parameters are the same as in (a).

out. Figure 4-2 (b) shows the maximum -y and the corresponding WR as a function of

E0 I. The numerical scaling y c< El 2 is found well above threshold, contrary to the

analytic scaling 7 oc E 2 that is shown in Equations 4.31 and 4.34.

Figure 4-3 (a) shows -y/wci as a function of w/wei for three different densities, while

other plasma parameters are fixed. The growth rate of ion cyclotron quasi-modes

increases with the density, whereas the growth rate of ion sound quasi-modes remain

nearly the same. As the density increases, ion cyclotron harmonic features are washed

out. Figure 4-3 (b) shows the maximum -y and the corresponding WR as a function of

ne. While -y increases to wi with the increasing density, the real frequency of the ion

cyclotron quasi-mode remains more or less the same up to ne - 1.5 x 1020 m-3 .

Figure 4-4 (a) shows y/wci as a function of w/wci for two different temperatures:

T,= T = 40 eV and T = T = 200 eV. Other plasma parameters are fixed. Higher

local temperature lowers the peak growth rate and shifts the peak growth rate to

the higher WR, consistent with the theory that &JR ~ kiivte. Figure 4-4 (b) shows the

maximum growth rate and the corresponding WR as function of vte/c oc VT. Due

to the presence of the ion cyclotron harmonic peaks, WR exhibits discrete jumps, but

one can scale the dependence of WR on the temperature as WR % 0.3 kiivte.
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Figure 4-3: (a) Numerical solutions of the parametric dispersion relation for a
deuterium plasma at three different densities: ne = 0.4, 1.0, and 1.6 x 1020 m- 3 .

Other plasma parameters are B = 8 T, Te = T = 25 eV, fo = 4.6 GHz, ckoll/wo = 2,
ck/ Iwo = 7, Ell = 0 kV/m, and E_ = 525 kV/m. (b) Dependence of the maximum
growth rate and the corresponding real frequency of the ion cyclotron quasi-modes

on local plasma densities. Other plasma parameters are the same as in (a).
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Figure 4-4: (a) Numerical solutions of the parametric dispersion relation for a
deuterium plasma with two different temperatures: Te = 40 and 200 eV. Other

plasma parameters are B = 8 T, ne = ni = 1020 m- 3 , T = T, fo = 4.6 GHz,
ckoll/wo = 2, ckll/wo = 7, Ell = 0kV/m, and E1 = 525kV/m. (b) Dependence
of the maximum growth rate and the corresponding real frequency of the ion
cyclotron quasi-modes on local temperature. The dashed-dot line corresponds to

WR,max r~ 0.27klivte. Other plasma parameters are the same as in (a).
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Figure 4-5: (a) Numerical solutions of the parametric dispersion relation for a
deuterium plasma with three different parallel wave-numbers of the low-frequency
ion mode: kjlc/wo = 6, 25, and 36. Other plasma parameters are B = 8 T,
ne = ni =1020 m- 3 , Te = = 25eV, fo = 4.6 GHz, ckoll/wo = 2, Ell = 0 kV/m, and
E- = 525 kV/m. (b) Dependence of the maximum growth rate and the corresponding
real frequency of the ion cyclotron quasi-modes on the parallel wave-numbers of the
low-frequency ion mode. The straight line corresponds to WR,max ~ 0. 2 7 kvte. Other
plasma parameters are the same as in (a).

Experimentally, the peaking of the higher harmonics in the LH spectra was
observed in Alcator C [12] and FTU [58]. In Alcator C, in the limit wo/WIh(O) -+ 2
the observed ion cyclotron harmonic peaks did not monotonically decrease, but
there was a second peaking around 1wi/wo ~ 0.851. The measured spectra in FTU
showed that the dominant peaking was around the 1 0 th ion cyclotron harmonics.
Two different mechanisms were proposed. In Alcator C, it was thought to be due to
ion cyclotron PDI that was excited at a region where the temperature was higher.
On the one hand, the observed peaking in FTU was explained by the presence of the
higher ni components that are thought to be excited by ion sound quasi-modes at
the plasma edge right in front of the launcher. It can be seen that the two different
explanations are grounded in the different views not only on the fundamental
mechanism but also on the radial location where the responsible PDI is excited.

Figure 4-5 (a) shows 'y/wci as a function of w/wi for three different k1l: kg = 6, 25,
and 36. Other plasma parameters are fixed. Higher kll shifts the peak -Y to higher

WR, again consistent with the theory that WR ~ kjIVte. Figure 4-5 (b) shows the

maximum -y and the corresponding wR as function of kl c/wo. The -/ increases until
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Figure 4-6: (a) Numerical solutions of the parametric dispersion relation for a

deuterium plasma at the three different radial locations: (1) at the LCFS (R = RLCFS,
n, =5.58 x 10 19 m- 3 , and Te = 64.3eV), (2) at the scrape-off layer (R = RLCFS+ 2 cm,

ne = 1.99 x 1019 M- 3 , and Te = 14.9 eV), and (3) at the mouth of the launcher

(R RLCFS + 2.5 cm, ne = 0.77 x 1019 M 3, and T = 10.0 eV). The density and
temperature are determined from the fitted profiles based on the measurements shown

in Figure 4-7. Other parameters are fo = 4.6GHz, ckoll/wo = 2, ckjj/wo = 7, and

PRF = 100kW.

Landau damping of the sideband LH wave becomes significant Iw1/ki,iivte|~ 3. In

this particular case, this critical value approximately corresponds to kllc/wo = 25,

corresponding to 1wi/ki,IIVele 4. Up to this value, the scaling WR e 0.3k1vte is

numerically found. This result shows that the LH sideband with the higher n1 ,11 is

likely to have a higher mode amplitude than the LH sideband with the lower n, 11.

Note, however, Landau damping will be also strong at the same time. Note also

that, to match the growth rate spectra to the experimentally observed LH frequency

spectra that show the peaking at the first ion cyclotron harmonic (e.g., See Chapter

5), it is assumed that k1 c/wo ~ 7 in the rest of this chapter so that the growth rate

is peaked at around the first ion cyclotron harmonic.

Figure 4-6 (a) shows the growth rate spectra at three different radial locations

based on the fitted edge profiles in high density L-mode plasmas

(jTe ; 1.2 x 1020 M- 3 ), as shown in Figure 4-7. The edge density is measured with a

Thomson scattering diagnostic and X-mode refiectometer. The core profile inside

the LCFS is smoothly connected to the SOL profile. Note that the density profile
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Figure 4-7: (a) Measured edge density profile with a Thomson scattering diagnostic
and X-mode refectometer in front of the launcher in a USN L-mode plasma at e e
1.2 x 1020in 3 . The line shows the fitted edge density profile. (b) Measured edge
temperature profile. The line shows the fitted edge temperature profile. The reason
for the bump in the SOL temperature profile is not clear.

measured with a scanning probe matches well with that measured with the X-mode

refectometer, although not shown here. The edge electron temperature is measured

with the scanning probe. T = Ti is assumed. The competition between the local

density and temperature determines the local growth rate. In calculating this, the

local electric field is estimated from the WKB theory, assuming the resonance cone

propagation as shown in Chapter 2. This assumption is expected to be valid, at

least, on the first-pass toward the plasma core. The typical temperature at the

LCFS is around at 60 70 eV, which results in the peaking of the maximum

growth rate at higher harmonics (WR -2 -3 w~j).

The homogeneous growth rate spectra due to the parallel coupling term only at

the three different radial locations are shown in Figure 4-6 (b). The homogeneous

growth rate is significantly reduced as compared to the case when both coupling terms

are retained. In addition, the growth rate decreases away from the launcher due to

both the decrease in density (and IEo 1 ) and the increase in temperature.

Two important PDJ characteristics can be inferred from the presented

homogeneous growth rate spectra. First, regardless of the coupling types, ion

cyclotron PDI is dominant over ion sound PDI for the Alcator C-Mod edge plasma
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Figure 4-8: Dependence of the maximum growth rate (red) and the corresponding
real frequency (black) of the ion cyclotron quasi-modes on the radial locations for a
typical Alcator C-Mod high density USN L-mode plasma. The red solid curve is the
maximum growth rate when both the perpendicular and parallel coupling terms are
retained. The red dashed curve is the maximum growth rate when only the parallel
coupling term is retained. The local density and temperature are taken from the
measurements shown in Figure 4-7. Other parameters are fo = 4.6 GHz, ckoll /wo = 2,
ckjj/wo = 7, and PRF = 100 kW.

due to a relatively higher edge density compared to that of other tokamaks [56, 59].

Second, the observed ion cyclotron PDI is expected to be excited at the plasma

periphery, where the local temperature is relatively low (T < 60 ~ 70 eV). This is

because the observed dominant peak is at the first harmonic. Thus, the focus will

be given to the ion cyclotron PDI that is excited at the plasma periphery.

Figure 4-8 shows the maximum growth rate and the corresponding real frequency

of the low-frequency ion modes as a function of radial locations. Two growth rate

curves are shown. When both the perpendicular and parallel coupling terms are

retained, the growth rate is peaked at the LCFS and decreases inside the LCFS

with the increase in the local temperature. Inside the LCFS, the real frequency that

corresponds to the maximum growth rate is peaked at higher harmonics. When only

the parallel coupling term is kept, the growth rate is maximized near the launcher and

its magnitude is noticeably weaker than that due to perpendicular coupling. Thus,
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the growth rate due to the parallel coupling term is expected to be finite only at the

plasma edge.

4.4 Convective Growth

The finite extent of the pump is considered to be one of the limiting mechanisms

that determine the amplitude of the sideband LH waves. Since PDI can occur only

in the presence of the pump LH wave, the resonance cone propagation of the pump

introduces a spatial structure where PDI can grow in space. While low-frequency ion

modes are heavily damped, the amplitude of resonant sideband LH modes can grow

in space if they propagate within the pump resonance cone. Nonetheless, they will

convect out of the pump resonance cone due to the different propagation directions

determined by the coupling types. Even in the parallel coupling limit, a slightly lower

frequency of the sideband LH wave than that of the pump LH wave will make the

sideband propagate at an angle to the pump resonance cone.

The two limiting factors that determine the amplification factor (A -- yAt) of

the sideband LH wave, other than the growth rate, are the distance (Ac) that the

sideband LH mode propagates across the pump resonance cone and the group velocity

(Wig,) of the sideband LH mode in that direction:

At = (4.36)

These will determine the time (At) that the sideband LH waves stay within the

pump resonance cone before convecting out, and thus the amplitude of the sideband

LH waves [~ exp(-yAt)].

In the following, the convective losses are examined in the perpendicular and

parallel coupling limit. The purpose of this examination is to justify that the

convective loss is minimized in the parallel coupling limit at the plasma edge,

especially near the launcher where a well-defined pump resonance cone is expected.

For simplicity, a spatially homogeneous plasma is assumed and only the lower
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Figure 4-9: (a) Side view of the resonance cone trajectories of the pump (green) and
sideband (yellow) LH waves near the launcher in the perpendicular coupling limit
(0 = w/2). (b) Top view of the resonance cone trajectories of the pump (green) and
sideband (yellow) LH waves near the launcher in the parallel coupling limit (9 = 0).

sideband LH wave is considered. At the plasma edge where wo >> wh(0), the

electrostatic LH dispersion relation can be approximated by that of electron plasma

waves k2 = (W2e/W2)k2 from which the group velocity can be calculated:

j,g = * + - (4.37)

It is assumed that the pump resonance cone mainly

toroidal direction near the launcher

propagates in the radial and

VgO = + zJ,
koll pe /

(4.38)

while the group velocity of the sideband LH wave can be generally written as

W1 W1
Vg1 cos9s + sin6 + ,

kill (Wpe Wpe
(4.39)

where 9 is the angle between k,1 and the x-axis.

At the edge, the convective loss is expected to be strong for the perpendicular

coupling case. In the perpendicular coupling limit (0 = 7r/2), the group velocity

of the LH sideband is perpendicular to that of the pump, as shown in Figure 4-10
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(a). Thus, the distance that the sideband LH wave stays inside the pump resonance

cone is simply set by the height of the launcher (Ay - h). Assuming a growth rate

on the order of wei, the amplification factor is A ~ (k111h)wciwpe/W, which shows

that the perpendicular coupling is not likely to result in strong amplification A > r

for typical edge plasma parameters. Note that in the classical ion cyclotron PDI

limit wo/wlh(0) -a 2, ion cyclotron PDI is dominated by the perpendicular coupling

term, and the slow group velocity (vg oc 1/n-e) maximizes the amplification factor.

Experimentally, in the limit of wo/wlh(0) -+ 2, ion cyclotron PDI is expected to occur

at 0.5 < r/a < 0.8 in the ATC tokamak [35], and r/a > 3/4 in the Alcator C

tokamak [49].

On the other hand, in the parallel coupling limit (0 = 0), the convective loss is

minimized at the plasma edge [121. In this case, the group velocity of the sideband

LH wave is nearly aligned with that of the pump LH wave, as shown in Figure 4-9

(b). Note that the group velocity of the sideband LH wave is more aligned to the

background magnetic field direction (z-direction) due to the relatively lower frequency

of the sideband LH wave than that of the pump LH wave. Its lower frequency will

make the sideband LH wave eventually convect out of the pump region. Taking one of

the trajectories of the pump LH wave to be z = VgzO x+Lz and one of the trajectories
Vgx,0

of the sideband LH wave to be z = Vgz ,x, where LZ is the length of the launcher
vgx,1

in the z-direction, the maximum distance Ax that the sideband LH wave propagates

across the pump resonance cone is [95]

AX = V' , (4.40)
Vgz,1 __ gz,O

Vgx,1 VgX,0

which is found to be much larger than the height of the typical launcher. Therefore,

the resulting amplification factor is much larger than that of the perpendicular

coupling limit (0 = 900), as shown in Figure 4-10, although the homogeneous growth

rate is found to be smaller by an order of magnitude.

Since the parallel propagation of the sideband resonance cone along the pump
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Figure 4-10: (a) Dependence of the maximum growth of the ion cyclotron quasi-mode
on 9, which is the angle between k, 1 and kl. (b) Dependence of the amplification
factor (A = yAt) on 0. Two cases are shown. The dashed blue curve is the case when
only the perpendicular term is retained in the parametric dispersion relation. The
solid red curve is the case when only the parallel coupling term is retained, which is
9 independent. Homogeneous plasma is assumed.
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resonance cone ensures a longer residence time, one way to increase the residence

time of the sideband LH wave, which is excited by the perpendicular coupling, is to

consider its propagation with a smaller 0. Then, the sideband LH wave will pick up

a finite group velocity along the radial direction. However, in this case, the

perpendicular coupling is lost due to the presence of sin0 term in the coupling

coefficient and the growth rate decreases. As shown in Figure 4-10, the competition

between the homogeneous growth rate and the residence time results in the peaking

of the amplification factor near 0 200. However, it is found to be smaller than ir,

and this particular coupling is not expected to play an important role either at the

plasma edge.

While the parallel coupling term is expected to play an important role at the

plasma edge, care should be taken when it comes to estimating the amplification

factor to interpret the experimental data because the calculated Ax can be larger

than the minor radius of the plasma. For example, one finds Ax ~ w , 1.8 m
WpeWci

with ne = 3.6 x 1019 m-3 , which is longer than the major radius of the Alcator

C-Mod tokamak. Moreover, the inhomogeneity in density and temperature could

further affect the growth rate [34]. Previously, the use of ray-tracing codes [60, 96]

was attempted to track the path of pump LH waves and spatial evolution of sideband

LH waves, but this approach in general cannot be reliable in tracking all the possible

paths of sideband LH waves because the excited modes will have a range of different

parallel and perpendicular wave-vectors.

Furthermore, the presented model assumes fixed pump power and the physics of

pump depletion cannot be discussed in the linear PDI theory. While analytic [93, 95]

or ray-tracing [60, 96] calculations on the pump depletion (or saturation mechanism)

have been previously treated, many of them are based on linear PDI theory. For

example, in a similar way presented in Section 2, in which the coupled mode equations

of the low-frequency ion mode and the sideband LH wave are solved, an attempt [95]

was made by solving the coupled mode equations of the pump and the sideband

LH mode. The power flow into the low-frequency ion mode was neglected. This is

justified because the power redistribution is proportional to the frequency of the mode,
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according to the Manley-Rowe relations. Another approach to explain the saturated

non-linear sideband frequency spectrum is to perform power-cascading calculations

that are studied by Liu [93]. This approach can explain a saturation mechanism other

than the convective loss mechanism. However, this approach may not satisfactorily

explain the observed peaking of the frequency spectra at higher harmonics.

4.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the parametric dispersion relation relevant to LH waves [34] and

convective growth mechanism are reviewed and studied.

By extending an approach by Liu [93], the parallel coupling term is added in the

parametric dispersion relation, which can play an important role to ensure the

convective growth of the excited LH sideband wave at the plasma edge. The

relevant two low-frequency ion modes are ion sound quasi-mode (WR a kiivti) [49]

and ion cyclotron quasi-mode (wR r-_i ) [34]. To better characterize the nature of

ion cyclotron quasi-modes, based on Porkolab's approach [34], three ion modes [i.e.,

resonant ion cyclotron mode (ER 0, where E is the dielectric constant of the ion

mode), resistive ion cyclotron quasi-mode (JERI< cIE,, and (WR - niw~)/kiivj e 1

and/or WR/kIvIte f 1), and non-resonant quasi-mode (JER> [E1i, and&R -_ kiivte)] in

the range of ion cyclotron frequencies are reviewed.

Numerical studies with Alcator C-Mod plasmas show that the ion cyclotron

quasi-mode has higher homogeneous growth rate over the ion sound quasi-mode and

that the resulting mode in the range of ion cyclotron frequencies is a mixture of

resistive ion cyclotron quasi-mode and non-resonant quasi-mode. Thus, in this

thesis, no distinction between resistive ion cyclotron quasi-mode and non-resonant

quasi-mode is made, and both are called as ion cyclotron quasi-modes [34]. Guided

by the experimentally measured LH spectra that exhibit multiples of ion cyclotron

down-shifted LH sidebands with the peaking at the first down-shifted LH sideband

(e.g., See LH spectra presented in Chapter 5), the homogeneous growth rate

calculation suggests that observed ion modes are excited at the relatively cold
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region (Te < 60 ~ 70 eV) with k 1c/wo ,< 10. This is required to minimize the effect

of non-resonant quasi-modes, which can shift the peak of the growth rate to higher

ion cyclotron harmonics due to its characteristic mode frequency (WR ~ kiivte).

Regarding convective growth mechanisms, at the plasma edge, the parallel

coupling term, rather than the perpendicular coupling term, is found to be

important because it can result in a stronger convective growth as the sideband LH

wave can propagate along the pump LH wave for a prolonged time before convecting

out of the pump resonance cone.

In summary, it is shown that the dominant PDI process in Alcator C-Mod

experiments is decay into ion cyclotron quasi-modes driven by the parallel coupling

term.
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Chapter 5

Characterization of Onset of

Parametric Decay Instability of

Lower Hybrid Waves

5.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to understand the observed onset of ion cyclotron PDI

in Alcator C-Mod high-density plasmas. Although local plasma parameters are more

relevant in determining the characteristics of PDI, The is taken as a representative

plasma parameter in interpreting PDI behavior, consistent with the observations [10]

that the decrease in HXR emission rate is clearly correlated with the increase in ne.

More focus is given to the observed ion cyclotron LH sidebands than pump broadening

because the former exhibits a threshold-like behavior as a function of ffe.

Based on these two arguments, the following two topics are discussed. First, the

dependence of ion cyclotron PDI on the magnetic configuration is reported. Second,

it is also attempted to identify mechanisms that can lead to the onset of ion cyclotron

PDI by examining the homogeneous growth rate and convective growth mechanism.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental

setup and diagnostics used to measure the LH frequency spectra. Section 3 presents
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the observations of LH frequency spectra in lower single null (LSN), inner wall limited

(IWL), and upper single null (USN) plasmas. Section 3 correlates the scrape-off layer

(SOL) densities with the strength of the ion cyclotron PDI that is excited at the

low-field-side (LFS) edge. Section 4 discusses the possible role of ion cyclotron PDI

on the loss of LHCD efficiency. Section 5 summarizes this chapter.

5.2 Experimental Setup

To continuously monitor LH frequency spectra using probes in a single plasma

discharge at various locations simultaneously, a multi-channel spectrum analyzer

has been developed. Figures 5-1 (a) and (b) show the schematic diagram of the

developed heterodyne detection system and a picture of the corresponding system.

Input signals at 4.6 GHz are first down-converted to 1.1 GHz by a fixed local

oscillator (LO) at 3.5 GHz using a voltage control oscillator. At the second mixing

stage, by controlling the frequency of the second LO, it is possible to select the

input signals at a certain frequency. A waveform generator is connected to this

second LO, which allows sweeping of the relevant frequency range in a similar way

described in Appendix B. For example, the use of a triangular wave-form allowed

conducting the spectral measurements with a repetition rate of 10-20 Hz and

frequency bandwidth of - 250 MHz. The low pass filter after the two mixing stages

selects the spectral component and mainly determines the resolution bandwidth of

this system. It is found that the use of a 100 kHz low pass filter is sensitive enough

to resolve the changes in the LH frequency spectra. At the final stage, the power

detector, which is discussed further in Appendix D, converts the input power into

an output voltage that is proportional to the input power. Figure 5-2 shows a photo

of the developed heterodyne detection system.

Figures 5-3 (a) and (b) show the poloidal and toroidal locations of the Langmuir

probes installed at the various locations in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak. The

electrical connection from the probes to the spectral recorders is made via 50 Q

coaxial cables, which minimizes transmission losses and parasitic pickup around the
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(a) Schematic of heterodyne detection system
RF IN - - - - - - -
(~4.6 GHz)- 3dB

Atten LO (3.5 GHz)

Sweeping LO
at around 1.1GHz
with triangular waveform

1100 kHz
LPF I

Power Detector

Digitizer

(b) Photo of the corresponding
heterodyne detection system

Signal Out
(< 100 kHz)
Signal In
(- 4.6 GHz)

LO .,
(= 3.5 GHz)

Sweeping LO -
(- 1.1 GHz)

Figure 5-1: (a) Schematic diagram of the heterodyne detection system. Input RF
power is converted into DC voltage proportional to the input power through the use
of a logarithmic amplifier in a power detecting stage, which is described more in
Appendix D. (b) Photo of the corresponding heterodyne detection system
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Photo of the detection system

Power Detector

Mixing Stage
[Figure 5-1 (b)]

Sweeping LO
(- 1.1 GHz)

LO (3.5 GHz)

Figure 5-2: Photo of the six channel heterodyne detection system.
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(a) Poloidal View of Alcator C-Mod

HFS Probes
(Inner Wall
Probes)

Limiter

USN LFS Probe
(1120710009) * (Probe on the
LSN LH launcher)
(1120710008)

Outer Divertor
Probes

(b) Top View of Alcator C-Mod

HFS
inner Wall Probes

LFS
Probe

t
LH
Launcher

Divertor4
Probes

Figure 5-3: (a) Poloidal and (b) toroidal cross-section of the Alcator C-Mod tokamak
showing the location of Langmuir probes: LFS probes (the probe on the LH launcher),
HFS Probes (the probes on the inner wall), and outer divertor probes. Plots of the
LCFS for USN (Shot No. 1120710009) and LSN (1120710008) plasmas are overlaid
in red and blue, respectively.

(a) Inner wall probe (b) Inner wall probes
on the inner wall

Figure 5-4: (a) Picture of the top view of the inner wall probe. (b) Picture of the two
inner wall probes that are mounted in the inner wall at (R, Z) = (0.44 m, 0.054 m)
and (R, Z) = (0.44 m, -0.054 m).
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LH operating frequency (4.6 GHz). One of the probes on the launcher, which is at

the top-row D-port side, is used. This one has been used to measure LH frequency

spectra since the 2009 campaign. The absolute response of this probe is measured

to be ~ -50 dBm/lmW with a dipole antenna and a WR-187 waveguide with the

aperture to simulate an irradiating 4.6 GHz (vacuum) electric field.

In addition to the probe on the launcher, three probes on the outer divertor and

two probes on the inner wall are used. Details of these inner wall probes can be found

in [97]. They are shown in Figures 5-4 (a) and (b). One of the inner wall probes is

located below the mid-plane by 5 cm and the other is above the mid-plane by 5 cm.

These two probes are toroidally separated by 11.250. From the LH launcher, they

are approximately 72' toroidally away in the counter current direction, as shown in

Figure 5-3 (b).

The location of the inner wall probes is important because it allows examining

whether the loss of current drive efficiency is due to the prompt loss near the launcher

and whether any non-linear effects are present at the HFS plasma edge. Although

the inner wall probes can be radially scanned, they remained 2 mm behind the inner

wall tiles during the experiments. Since the measured density at the inner wall is

typically above the slow LH wave cutoff (ne = 2.6 x 10m- 3), the signals measured

with the inner wall probes are due to the LH waves propagating toward them. While

the absolute response of the inner wall probes could not be examined in-situ as they

are under repair during the tokamak opening, these probes showed a relatively flat

frequency response when examined ex-situ using a dipole antenna irradiating 4.6 GHz

(vacuum) electric field.

Due to the different probe sensitivities and coaxial cable lengths among the probe

systems, it is not meaningful to directly compare measured absolute spectral power

among different probe measurements. Neither the probe design nor the transmission

loss among the probe systems is the same. For example, the active diameter of the

probe tip on the inner wall is 1.5 mm, while that on the launcher and on the outer

divertor is 3 mm. Furthermore, the length of the 50 Q coaxial cables connecting the

probe and the spectral recorders is not the same. In addition, the inner wall probe
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Table 5.1: The shot numbers, magnetic configurations, mid-plane mapped distance
between the primary and secondary X-points (SSEP), central magnetic field(BTo),
plasma current (In), right gap (R.G.), left gap (L.G.), and coupled LH power (PLH)

of the four discharges. SSEP represents the location of a X-point in a plasma, which
is the distance between the primary and secondary X-points mapped to the outer
midplane. When SSEP is negative, the plasma has a LSN; when positive, the plasma
has a USN.

Shot Mag. Config. SSEP BTO IP R.G. L.G. PLH

(cm) (T) (kA) (cm) (cm) (kW)

1120710008 LSN -1.77 5.4 550 0.89 0.79 620
1120710009 USN 2.57 5.4 550 1.38 1.27 660
1120710013 IWL - 5.4 550 2.21 0.00 560
1120601014 USN 0.96 5.25 800 2.32 1.10 440

system is designed to have about 70 mm of noncoaxial wire between the coaxial cable

and the probe in order to allow radial scanning motions, which can lower transmission

coefficient as well. In the rest of this thesis, only the spectral shape will be compared

among the probes.

Using these probes and high-repetition spectral recorders, the change in LH

spectra at the multiple locations has been monitored with the change in Ti and

magnetic configuration. Table 5.1 lists experimental parameters of the four

discharges that will be discussed in the next section. By examining both the relative

strength of the sidebands to that of the pump wave and the frequency separation

between the sidebands and pump, the radial region where dominant ion cyclotron

PDI occurs can be inferred.

5.3 Spectral Measurements of Lower Hybrid

Waves and PDI Analysis

In general, ion cyclotron PDI is found to be excited when fhe > 1.0 x 1020 m- 3 . It is

also found that ion cyclotron PDI is generally dominant over ion sound PDI in terms

of the apparent pump depletion, consistent with the modeling presented in Chapter

4. In addition, no significant pump broadening is observed with the launcher probe
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Figure 5-5: (a) LCFS of USN (Shot No.
(b) LCFS of two USN plasmas (1120710

1120710009) and IWL (112071013) plasmas.
009 and 1120601014).
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Summary of the radial excitation location of ion cyclotron PDI (red
chords) of LH waves in different magnetic configurations:
1.2 x 1020 m-3, (b) LSN plasma with fe ~ 1.2 x 1020 m-3

(a) USN plasma with -e ~
and (c) IWL plasma with

e ~. 1.3 x 1020 m-3. This estimation is based on the frequency difference between
the pump LH wave and the first ion cyclotron harmonic LH wave.
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Figure 5-7: Time history of two USN plasmas at The 0.9 x 1020 n-- (black) and The
- 1.15 x 1020 m-3 (red): (a) coupled LH power, (b) line averaged density, (c) edge
non-thermal electron cyclotron emission, and LH frequency spectra measured at 1.1
second with the (d) LFS probe, (e) outer divertor probe, and (f) HFS probe. In this
figure and the rest of figures, the pump width refers to the full width of the pump
LH wave below 10 dB from the peak power, and fo = 4.6 GHz.

to date in the density range of The ;< 1.5 x 1020 m- 3 (e.g., Figures 3-15 and 5-25 (b)).

Nonetheless, depending on magnetic configuration, ion cyclotron PDI is observed

to be excited at different radial locations with different strengths. Figure 5-6

summarizes the radial excitation location of the observed ion cyclotron PDI in

different magnetic configurations. In USN plasmas, the dominant PDI is observed

to be excited at the LFS edge, whereas it is excited at the HFS edge in LSN and

IWL plasmas. In the next three subsections, the LH frequency spectra measured in

the USN, LSN, and IWL plasmas at The slightly below and above 1.0 x 1020 m- 3 are

discussed.
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5.3.1 USN plasma

Figure 5-7 shows the time history of two USN plasmas with ~ 0.9 x 1020 m-3 and fe

1.15 x 1020 m- 3. Although the change in ff, is less than 30 % in the two discharges,

the non-thermal electron cyclotron emission (ECE) drops by an order of magnitude,

which indicates the anomalous loss of LHCD efficiency [98]. The ECE channel shown

in this thesis measures the relativistically downshifted second harmonic ECE at a

frequency of f/fce ~ 1.43, where fceo is the central electron cyclotron frequency.

Figures 5-7 (d), (e) and (f) show the LH frequency spectra measured at 1.1 second

in both discharges. Above fe 1.0 x 1020 m-3 , all three probes detect the sidebands

that are displaced by 31 ~ 33 MHz, which are absent within the detector sensitivity

in the lower density plasma.

The observed ion cyclotron PDI occurs at the LFS edge based on the frequency

separation of the sidebands. The fact that the dominant peak is the first ion cyclotron

harmonic suggests that ion cyclotron PDI is excited in the relatively cold region (Te <

60 eV) because the real frequency of the ion cyclotron modes corresponding to the

maximum growth rate is numerically found to be sensitive to the local temperature,

as shown in Chapter 3. However, care should be taken on this argument because the

calculated growth rate does not consider any non-linear saturation mechanisms, which

may shift the real frequency of the ion cyclotron modes. Furthermore, the excited

sideband LH waves may have undergone damping processes while propagating toward

the probes, which may affect the relative strength of the sidebands because they have

different n 1j.

These observations are consistent with the previous observations in other

tokamaks [12, 99] in the following three ways: first, ion cyclotron PDI is generated

at the LFS edge, possibly near the launcher. Second, the broadband features of the

observed spectra are independent of the probe locations. Inner-wall probe

measurements reveal that the ion cyclotron PDI excited at the LFS edge may

generate the sideband LH wave that may have similar nl to that of the pump in

order to propagate from the LFS edge to the HFS edge without being
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Landau-damped. This is based on the observation that the relative strength of the

observed sidebands is similar between the LFS and HFS edge. Finally, the sideband

power remains weak unless the density is further raised to ffe -+ 2 x 1020 M- 3 such

that w/Wlh(0) -* 2 for Alcator C-Mod plamsas, which is the classical PDI limit. For

example, the observed sideband power is at least weaker by 10 dB than the pump

peak power in the density range of interest. Moreover, a nearly unchanged pump

strength at the inner wall below and above the threshold density (Tie ~

1.0 x 1020 M- 3) implies that a significant amount of pump power might not be lost

due to ion cyclotron PDI that occurs at the LFS edge at least on the first pass to

the HFS. In general, no apparent experimental evidence of pump depletion has been

observed due to the ion cyclotron PDI that is excited at the LFS edge in the density

range of interest. While it is possible that the existing probes may not be sensitive

to PDI, if it is excited relatively inside the LCFS, this experimental work remains as

future work, which will be discussed further in Chapter 6.

To understand the observed density threshold in USN plasmas (Te

1.0 x 1020 m- 3), the homogeneous growth is calculated with the local density and

temperature at the LFS edge, which are measured with an edge Thomson scattering

diagnostic [100], an X-mode reflectometer [101], and edge scanning probe

diagnostics. Figures 5-8 (a) and (b) show the fitted edge density and temperature

profiles in the two USN plasmas at he ~ 0.9 x 10 20 m-3 and The ~ 1.2 x 1020 m 3

The launcher is located about 2 cm away from the LCFS. In the higher density

plasma, the edge density is slightly higher and edge temperature is slightly lower

than in the lower density plasma.

The homogeneous growth rate calculations show that the plasma even with e <

1.0 x 1020 m-3 is unstable to ion cyclotron PDI. Figure 5-8 (c) shows the maximum

growth rate as a function of radial locations in the two USN plasmas. The growth

rates are peaked near the LCFS in the perpendicular coupling limit (0 =7r/2). On

the other hand, in the parallel coupling limit, the growth rate is finite at the plasma

edge. One important point of this figure is that the homogeneous growth rates in the

two plasmas are comparable to each other. The injected LH power density is high
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Figure 5-8: (a) Density and (b) temperature profiles in two USN plasmas at -n,
0.9 x 1020 m- 3 and The ~ 1.2 x 1020 m- 3. (c) Calculated maximum growth rate,
corresponding to the first ion cyclotron harmonic peak, as a function of the radial
location. Plasma parameters are Bo = 5.4 T, fo = 4.6 GHz, ckojl/wo = 2, ck 1/wo = 7,
and PRF = 100 kW. The solid line denotes the case when 6 = 7r/2 so that both
perpendicular and parallel coupling terms are retained in the coupling coefficient.
The dashed line denotes the case when 0 = 0 so that only the parallel coupling term
contributes to the coupling coefficient.
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(a) LH rays in low density (b) LH rays in high density
plasma (n=0.5x1 020 M-

3) plasma (i-,=1.5x1 020 M-
3)

Figure 5-9: Examples of ray trajectories in low (ef= 0.5 x 1020 m 3 ) and high-density
(Te = 1.5 x 1020 M- 3 ) plasma. Limited radial penetration is seen in the high-density

plasma case due to the refraction of the LH rays. This figure is adopted from [102].

enough to overcome the collisional threshold, even in the lower-density plasma where

no ion cyclotron PDI is observed within the detector sensitivity. Thus, the collisional

threshold is not likely to explain the observed onset of ion cyclotron PDI, suggesting

that convective growth is more important in determining the observed onset of ion

cyclotron PDI.

Given that edge plasma conditions are unstable to PDI in both plasmas, the

change in the LH ray trajectories at the LFS edge is examined to look for a possible

convective growth mechanism in the parallel coupling limit. Figure 5-9 shows the

poloidal projection of the ray trajectories in the low- (he = 0.5 x 1020 M- 3 ) and

high-density (Te = 1.5 x 1020 M- 3) plasmas. The GENRAY [41] ray-tracing code

with an edge collisional model was used. The density and temperature profile

outside the LCFS is estimated based on a model with an exponentially decaying

function. A relatively cold temperature (To ~ 2 - 3keV) results in a weak

single-pass absorption of the LH rays, even in the low-density plasma. In the

high-density plasma, the refraction of the LH rays limits the radial penetration to

the plasma core, and the ray propagation is more aligned to the background

magnetic field. This wave propagation behavior is dictated by the dispersion
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HFS LH Spectrum

Pump Width = 2.2 MHz
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Figure 5-10: LH Spectrum measured with the inner wall probe in the plasma
discharge 1120601014. Experimental parameters are listed in Table 5.1, and the
contour of the LCFS is shown in Figure 5-5 (b).

relation of LH wave (vgL eg| w ) in toroidal geometry. Note that this wave

propagation behavior also predicts an enhanced collisional loss (v Oc ne/Te) and

has been exploited [10] to explain the loss of LHCD efficiency in a wide range of ne

on Alcator C-Mod.

In our case, these trajectories imply that, as the plasma density increases, the

pump LH resonance cone spends a prolonged time at the plasma edge and acts as a

source to excite PDI in an extended region of the outer plasma edge. When the pump

LH wave fills the plasma edge, where the homogeneous growth rate is maximized due

to the parallel coupling term, the excited sideband LH wave can propagate along the

pump and grow in space for a prolonged time before convecting out of the pump LH

resonance cone. Therefore, the underlying cause of the observed onset of ion cyclotron

PDI at the LFS edge is likely due to a weaker radial penetration of the pump LH

wave in high-density plasmas. The presented experimental observations indicate that

this critical ffe corresponds to approximately The ~ 1.0 x 1020 m- 3 in USN plasmas.

Throughout the 2012 run campaign, no ion cyclotron PDI that is excited at the

HFS edge (HFS PDI) has been observed in most of the USN plasmas with the B x VB

drift direction downward. The only exception to this general observation is the plasma

discharge (1120610014). In this USN plasma, strong HFS PDI is observed when

The > 1.4 x 1020 m--'. Little current drive effects are observed, similar to those plasma
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Figure 5-11: Time traces of a LSN L-mode discharge: (a) coupled LH power, (b) line
averaged density, (c) edge non-thermal electron cyclotron emission, and LH frequency
spectra measured with the (d) LFS probe, (e) outer divertor probe, and (f) HFS probe.

discharges at high densities. Figure 5-10 shows the LH frequency spectrum measured

by the inner wall probe. Although it is not clear why HFS PDI is excited in this

plasma, this plasma has a larger elongation than the other USN plasmas, and the

shape of the LCFS near the HFS is similar to that of the LSN plasmas, as shown in

Figure 5-5. Note that the sideband corresponding to the ion cyclotron PDI occurring

at the LFS (LFS PDI) is weaker than those generally observed in typical USN plasmas.

The plasma shaping may affect the PDI strength and excitation location, which will

be discussed further in the following sections.

5.3.2 LSN plasma

Figure 5-11 shows the experimental observations of LH spectra in a LSN L-mode

plasma. In this discharge, after LHCD turns on at 0.6 second, ne is gradually raised

from 0.9 x 10 20 m-3 to 1.2 x 10 20 m-3. As shown in Figure 5-11 (c), between 0.9
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(a) LFS (b) Outer Divertor (c) HFS
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Figure 5-12: LH frequency spectra taken at t =0.67 sec (black) and t - 1.30 sec

(red) from the discharge (1120710008) shown in Figure 5-11. They are measured with
the (a) LFS probe, (b) outer divertor probe, and (c) HFS probe.

second and 1.2 second, the edge non-thermal ECE drops by 50 %.

Figures 5-11 (d), (e) and (f) show the time traces of the LH frequency spectra

measured at the three different locations. Three noticeable features are seen among

these spectra. First, no significant ion cyclotron PDI activity is observed at the LH

launcher and outer divertor even when kHe ~ 1.2 x 1020 m-3 . Yet, the inner wall probe

detects the parametrically excited ion cyclotron sidebands when the edge non-thermal

ECE starts to decrease. Second, the frequency difference between the pump wave

and the first down-shifted sideband (60-65 MHz) corresponds to the ion cyclotron

frequency approximately evaluated near the HFS mid-plane LCFS. Third, the onset

of this ion cyclotron PDI is abrupt. The peak intensity of the sidebands increases

more than 20 dB within 20 ms, consistent with the non-linear nature of PDI.

Figure 5-12 compares the LH spectra of the discharge shown in Figure 5-11 before

(in black) and after (in red) the onset of ion cyclotron PDI. As shown in Figure 5-12

(c), the inner wall probe measurements show the peaks of the down-shifted sidebands.

In this case, the lower sideband LH waves are modulated with low frequency signals,

although the reason for this is unclear. The frequency-integrated spectral power of

the sideband LH wave is comparable to that of the pump. More importantly, the

peak amplitude of the pump wave is observed to decrease with the increase in the

spectral power of the sideband LH wave, suggesting that the pump depletion is due

to ion cyclotron PDI. Furthermore, Figure 5-12 shows that the spectral shape of the
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Figure 5-13: Example of the LH frequency spectrum measured with the launcher
probe in a L-mode LSN plasma during the 2006 campaign. Plasma parameters are

S0.8 x 1020 m-3 , BTo = 5.5 T, Ip = 500 kA, PLH = 400 kW, and the launched

peak n1 = 2.3.

LH decay spectra can be dependent on the probe locations. The launcher probe

does not detect these parametrically excited sideband LH waves within the detector

sensitivity, implying that these decay waves are likely to be absorbed by the plasma

before reaching the LFS via either Landau damping or collisional damping.

It is worth mentioning that the sideband LH waves with frequency separation of

65 ~ 70 MHz from the pump LH wave were previously reported during the 2006

campaign [103]. Figure 5-13 shows the LH frequency spectrum that was measured

with the LFS probe (the probe on the launcher) in a LSN plasma with 1ie ~ 0.8 x

1020 m-3 . The use of a commercial spectrum analyzer resulted in a higher signal to

noise ratio (~ 50dB). The peak power of the observed sideband LH wave is about

40 dB weaker than the pump peak power. No obvious correlation of this signal with

the LH power, reflection coefficient, or density at the surface of the launcher was

reported. Note that the small bump seen between 4.45 and 4.5 GHz might be the

second harmonic of the ion cyclotron sideband LH wave.

Based on the experimental observations shown here, the signals observed during
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the 2006 campaign are likely to be due to the ion cyclotron PDI that is excited at the

HFS edge. These results corroborate that PDI can be excited at the HFS edge even

in the low density plasma and are consistent with the experimental results presented

here. It also suggests that LH waves propagate around the tokamak before being fully

damped; the pump propagates from the LFS edge at the launcher to the HFS edge,

and the sideband LH wave that is excited at the HFS edge propagates to the LFS

edge.

In addition to the presence of the ion cyclotron sideband LH waves, Figure 5-12

shows that the pump wave is broadened when measured away from the LH launcher.

Pump broadening at the LH launcher is not significant, in agreement with the previous

observations (e.g., Figure 3-15). Figure 5-12 shows that the pump width at 10 dB

below the pump peak power is approximately 7 MHz at the HFS when ion cyclotron

PDI is strongly excited. However, the measured pump width at the launcher is less

than 2 MHz. In the divertor region, the pump is generally observed to be broadened

by more than 2 MHz. These observations suggest that either ion sound parametric

decay or turbulent scattering may also play a role away from the launcher when LH

waves propagate the region in far SOL, as discussed in Chapter 4.3. However, the

interaction region cannot be easily identified.

Low-frequency ion modes as a result of ion cyclotron PDI at the HFS edge have

also been measured with a commercial spectrum analyzer. Figure 5-14 shows an

example of the simultaneous measurement of the high-frequency spectrum near 4.6

GHz and the low-frequency spectrum from 0 to 200 MHz using the inner wall probe.

A power splitter was used to split the incoming signal into two branches. The

low-frequency spectrum shows the harmonic peaking at the multiples of ~60 MHz,

which is also observed in the high-frequency spectrum. In this case, the line

averaged density is fe ~ 1 x 1020 m- 3 , so it is thought to be on the border of the

threshold condition for the onset of strong PDI. Note that the harmonic peaking at

the multiples of ~50 MHz is observed as well, which need a further experimental

investigation to understand the origin of these signals. It might indicate that ion

cyclotron PDI can occur on the way to the HFS edge because the pump waves
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Figure 5-14: Example of simultaneous measurements of the (a) high-frequency
spectrum at 4.6 GHz and (b) low-frequency spectrum from 0 to 200 MHz.

propagate along the plasma periphery on the way toward the HFS edge, but it is

not conclusive yet.

The presented LH spectra in LSN plasmas show that strong ion cyclotron PDI

at the HFS edge (HFS PDI) can occur below the classical limit of ion cyclotron PDI

occurring at the LFS (LFS PDI) [35, 12]. The ratio w/wlh has been used as an

indicator of how close the plasma condition is to the strong PDI excitation. For the

discharge shown in Figure 5-11, Figure 5-15 shows that w/wIh(0) is approximately 3

with BT(0) ~ 5.4 T and ne(0) ~ 1.8 x 1020 m- 3 , which is above the classical PDI limit

W/Wlh(0) ~ 2.

Using the above criteria, the local condition near the HFS SOL is found to be more

prone to PDI compared with the local condition near the LFS SOL, assuming the

same LH power density. Figure 5-16 shows the SOL density and temperature profiles

as a function of p (i.e., mapped along magnetic flux surfaces to the outer mid-plane:

R - RLCFS) at the LFS and HFS edge. It can be seen that the HFS edge plasma

exhibits a higher density and lower temperature than the LFS edge plasma, which is

attributed to the the presence of a parallel temperature gradient along the open field
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Figure 5-15: The ratio of W/WLH at the plasma core (BT(0) ; 5.4T and ne(0) a
1.8 x 10 20 m- 3), LFS edge (BT ; 4.1 T and ne ~ 0.6 x 10 20 m- 3), and HFS edge
(BT e 8.1 T and ne ~ 1.0 x 1020 M- 3 ). The edge plasma parameters are chosen based
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when the launched nii is 2.1.
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Figure 5-16: Electron density and temperature profiles (red) at the LFS SOL for
the LSN discharge 1120710008 shown in Figure 5-11 at t = 1.1 sec and those (blue)
at the HFS SOL for the LSN discharge 1120710006 with the similar global plasma
parameters and magnetic equilibrium to the discharge 1120710008. All are plotted
as a function of p (i.e., mapped along magnetic flux surface to the outer mid-plane:
R - RLCFS)-
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Figure 5-17: Comparison of homogeneous growth rate spectra between the LFS
and HFS edge when (a) 6 =r/2 and (b) 6 = 0, where 0 is the angle between koL
and k1±. The common parameters are fo = 4.6 GHz, PRF = 100 kW, cko1l/wo = 2,
and ckl1/wo = 6. Plasma parameters are taken from the measurements shown in
Figure 5-16. At the LFS edge, B = 4 T, ne = ni = 7.7 x 10l m-3, and T = T =
58 eV. At the HFS edge, B = 8 T, ne = ni = 5.9 x 1019 m- 3 , and T = T = 32 eV.
Note that the homogeneous growth rate is normalized by wo.

lines [104]. Figure 5-15 shows that, when evaluating the local w/wIh using the local

density and magnetic field, W/Wlh at the inner mid-plane LCFS is approximately 3.3

with BT e 8.1 T and ne _ 1.0 x 1020 m-3, whereas at the outer mid-plane LCFS with

BT _ 4.1 T and ne 4 0.6 x 1020 m- 3 it is about 4.7. The local w/wlh is lower near

the HFS SOL than near the LFS SOL. Moreover, the temperature at the HFS SOL

tends to be lower than that at the LFS SOL. The growth rate of the ion cyclotron

quasi-mode is found to decrease with increasing temperature, as shown in Chapter 4.

While the local plasma conditions at the HFS edge are favorable to PDI, the

growth rate itself cannot explain the onset of ion cyclotron PDI at the HFS edge

and the absence of ion cyclotron PDI at the LFS edge. Figure 5-17 (a) compares the

homogeneous growth rates at the LFS and HFS LCFS when both the perpendicular

and the parallel coupling terms are retained. While a higher magnetic field [34] at

the HFS LCFS can lower the homogeneous growth rate in the perpendicular coupling

limit, a relatively higher density and lower temperature [16, 104] cancels out the

magnetic field effect. Figure 5-17 (b) compares the growth rate due to the parallel

coupling term only. In this case, the difference in magnetic fields between the two
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locations does not affect the growth rate; the parallel coupling term is magnetic-field

independent.

Three interesting observations can be made. First, the frequencies of the ion

cyclotron harmonic peaks are slightly up-shifted from the local ion cyclotron

frequency, and thus care should be taken when attempting to identify the radial

location based on the frequency separations in the observed spectra. Second,

contrary to the peaking of the homogeneous growth rate at the higher harmonic at

the LFS LCFS (Te ~ 60eV), the homogeneous growth rate is peaked at the first ion

cyclotron harmonic at the HFS LCFS (Te ~ 30eV) due to the relatively lower

temperature. Finally, the comparable growth rates are not sufficient to explain the

two vastly different ion cyclotron PDI strengths between the two locations.

One caveat of these calculations is that a resonance cone propagation is assumed

even at the HFS edge to calculate the local electric field there. This may not

necessarily be the case, and it may be more appropriate to use the LH electric field

that is evaluated from the full-wave calculations [46, 105]. Nonetheless, it is

expected that the calculations presented here can be used in a representative way to

understand PDI behavior because the launched LH power is weakly absorbed by the

plasma on the first pass toward the HFS.

Given that both edge plasma conditions are unstable to PDI, the LH ray

trajectories at the HFS edge are examined in a high-density LSN plasma to look for

two possible convective growth mechanisms that may lead to the observed intense

ion cyclotron PDI at the HFS edge. First is a spatial broadening of the pump LH

resonance cone. Figure 5-18 (a) shows an example of the LH ray trajectories

launched at the LFS plasma edge. The rays are terminated after about two toroidal

turns, for an illustrative purpose. The rays propagate toward the HFS edge without

being Landau-damped, due to the low plasma temperature. At the same time,

Figure 5-18 (c) shows that the LH rays propagate toward the HFS edge instead of

constantly radially penetrating toward the plasma core (e.g., compare to Figure 1

in [34]). As discussed in the previous section, high density plasmas prohibit the

penetration of the LH rays. At the inner wall, the rays start to noticeably spread in
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Figure 5-18: (a) Poloidal view of the LH ray trajectories in a LSN plasma at ffe ~
1.3 x 1020 m- 3 . (b) Top view of the LH ray trajectories. (c) LH ray locations and (d)
radial group velocities are shown as a function of toroidal turns.
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the poloidal space after the reflection at the inner wall. While this spatial

broadening of the rays can reduce the pump LH power density, it can also reduce

the convective loss due to perpendicular coupling, unlike the case wherein there is a

well-defined resonance cone at the LFS edge near the LH launcher. Note that this

reflection behavior might not be correctly treated by the ray-tracing approach due

to the violation of the WKB approximation at the plasma edge; however, full-wave

simulations also show similar spatial broadening of the LH electric field at the inner

wall [11, 46].

Second, a reduced radial group velocity may also enhance the convective growth.

Figure 5-18 (b) shows that the rays stay near the inner part of the plasma after

about a half-toroidal turn. This is because the radial LH group velocity is reduced,

as shown in Figure 5-18 (d). In the parallel coupling limit (0 --+ 0), At can be defined

as At = A/vg, where A is the (radial) distance across the pump resonance cone

and vgg is the group velocity of the sideband LH wave in that direction. When the

pump LH wave starts to propagate near the inner plasma edge, a finite growth rate,

due to parallel coupling, exists, and the excited sideband LH wave propagates along

the pump. Thus, except for the fact that the sideband LH wave has a higher nl

than that of the pump LH wave, both the pump and sideband LH wave are expected

to have a similar propagation behavior. When the group velocity of the sideband

LH wave is reduced, then this may significantly increase At, resulting in a much

higher amplification factor. One can also construct a similar case in the perpendicular

coupling limit because one of the perpendicular directions of the sideband LH group

velocity to the pump LH group velocity can be the radial direction.

Therefore, both parallel and perpendicular coupling are expected to contribute to

the convective growth of the excited sideband LH wave near the HFS edge where the

resonance cone is spatially broadened and radial group velocity is slow. The latter

mechanism is somewhat analogous to the case of the classical PDI limit [34]. Both

the parallel and perpendicular group velocities are reduced significantly in the limit

of wo/Wlh(0) -+ 2, maximizing the convective growth. One difference would be that

perpendicular coupling was identified as the responsible mechanism in this PDI limit,
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Figure 5-19: LH frequency spectra measured with the (a) LFS probe, (b) outer
divertor probe, and (c) HFS probe in the JWL plasmas at The "::: 1.2 x 1020 M-3 (black)
and afe (-1-0 1.3 x 1020 M-3 (red).

while parallel coupling is thought to be more responsible for the convective growth

at the plasma edge.

5.3.3 IWL plasma

IWL plasmas exhibit higher non-thermal HXR emission and ECE as compared to

diverted discharges at The above 1.0 x 1020 M-3 [64]. The change in loop voltage

during LHCD is reported to be higher as well. Note that thick-target Bremstrahlung

emission is expected to contribute to the observed HXR count rate.

Figure 5-19 (c) compares the LH spectra measured at the inboard side before(te

1.2 x 1020 Ms3d ) and after (THFe. 1.3 x 1020 m t3 ) the onset of HES PDI. The observed

PDJ have a higher density threshold for the onset of ion cyclotron PDI occurring at

the HFS edge. This is thought to be due to the fact that the cold SOL region at

the HFS edge is eliminated in the IWL plasma. When The- 1.3 x 1020 M-3 , the

sidebands excited at the HFS edge are observed with the inner wall probe and outer

divertor probe. The LH spectrum measured with the inner wall probe is dominated

by the sidebands excited at the HFS edge, similar to those seen in the LSN plasmas.

However, the observed density threshold to excite HFS PDI is higher in IWL plasmas

than in LSN plasma; the density threshold (The ~ 1.25 x 1020 m- 3) is about 20% higher

as compared to that in LSN plasmas. This change in the density results in a decrease
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of edge non-thermal ECE from 2 keV to 1 keV. While the outer divertor probe detects

a weak sideband LH wave, the LH spectra measured with the probes at the LFS show

only a relatively weaker sideband that is downshifted by about 31 ~ 33 MHz. This

mode is due to parametric excitation at the LFS edge, which is generally observed to

be weak in this density range, as discussed in the previous subsection.

In addition to the observed ion cyclotron LH sideband waves, another distinct

feature seen in Figure 5-19 (c) is that the width of the pump wave remains broadened

down to 30 dB below the peak power, independent of the presence of the ion cyclotron

sidebands. The width of the pump wave measured at the LH launcher is narrow and

is similar to that observed in LSN plasmas.

5.4 Correlation between Edge Densities and PDI

Strength

While the absence of ion cyclotron PDI occurring at the HFS edge in USN plasmas

is not well-understood at the moment, the absence of ion cyclotron PDI occurring

at the LFS edge in LSN and IWL plasmas in the density range of interest (fe ~

1.2 x 1020 M- 3) correlates with the change in edge densities in different magnetic

configurations, suggesting edge plasma parameters are important in determining the

onset of ion cyclotron PDI occurring at the LFS edge. The aim of this section is

to understand the absence of ion cyclotron PDI at the LFS edge in LSN and IWL

plasmas, even when -ne is similar to that of the USN plasma, by examining the SOL

density profile in front of the launcher with different magnetic configurations. The

study of edge densities is justified because the observed ion cyclotron PDI is expected

to occur in a cold plasma region (Te < 60 eV) based on the observations that the

dominant peak is the first ion cyclotron harmonic.

Before discussing the edge densities in the LSN and USN plasmas, Figure 5-20 (a)

compares the edge densities in the USN plasmas below and above ffe ~ 1.0 x 10 20 r-

as a reference. As discussed in Section 5.3, the excitation of ion cyclotron PDI at
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Figure 5-20: (a) SOL density profiles measured with the X-mode reflectometer in

front of the LH launcher in two USN plasmas at ff, 0.9 x 1020 m- and ffe ~

1.2 x 1020 m- 3 . (b) Comparison of SOL density profiles in LSN and USN plasmas at
the same ff ~ 1.2 x 1020 m- 3 ).

the LFS edge above ff ~ 1.0 x 1020 m- 3 is thought to be due to the increase in edge

densities, which makes the pump LH wave propagate more along the background

magnetic field, minimizing the convective loss in the parallel coupling limit. The

presented data in USN plasmas may indicate the necessary level of edge density to

excite the observed ion cyclotron PDI in USN plasmas.

The SOL density of the LSN plasma is lower than that of the USN plasma although

both plasmas have the same -ne ~ 1.2 x 1020 m-3, as shown in Figure 5-20 (b).

Therefore, it can be argued that the SOL density in the LSN plasma at Ti, ~ 1.2 x

1020 m- 3 is not high enough to ensure the growth of ion cyclotron PDI at the LFS

edge.

Nonetheless, when ffe is further raised so that edge densities are raised as well, it

is expected that ion cyclotron PDI will be excited at the LFS edge. An example of

the ion cyclotron PDI that is excited at the LFS edge in a LSN plasma is shown in

Figure 5-21 (a). It shows the LH frequency spectra measured in the LSN plasmas at

two different ffe. These LH spectra were measured during the 2010 campaign. No edge

density profiles are available, but the much weaker ion cyclotron sideband LH waves

can be attributed to the lower edge densities at the LFS edge in the lower density

plasma (fe%~ 0.84 x 1020 m- 3 ) based on our observations in the 2012 campaign. In
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Figure 5-21: LH spectra measured with the launcher probe at two different densities
of O 0.84 x 1020 m-3 (Shot No. 1100806010) and e = 1.35 x 1020 m-3 (1100820031)
in LSN plasmas. Plasma parameters are BTO = 5.4 T, Ip = 800 kA, PLH = 600 kW,
and the launched peak nr| = 1.9. Shown are (a) broad-band and (b) narrow-band
spectra near the pump frequency.
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(a) Edge densities in two different magnetic (b) Local SOL density vs. Inner gap distanceconfigurations at constant ne1.35x1 020 M- 3
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Figure 5-22: (a) SOL density profiles measured with the X-mode reflectometer in
front of the LH launcher in the USN and IWL plasmas at he ~~ 1.35 x 1020 m- 3 . (b)
Dependence of the local SOL density at a radial location 1 cm in front of the LH
launcher as a function of the inner gap distance that is based on EFIT calculations.

the higher density plasma at Tie ~ 1.35 x 1020 m- 3 , the integrated spectral power ratio

of the sideband to the pump is about 20 % in this particular case.

In addition, Figure 5-21 (b) shows the zoomed-in spectra of the same spectra

near the pump frequency. The pump broadening is symmetrical at the lower density.

However, in the high-density plasma, the spectrum is clearly down-shifted starting

from 10 dB below the pump peak power, persisting until the ion cyclotron side-bands

dominate the spectrum. The observed downshifted asymmetric spectrum is attributed

to ion sound PDI, rather than to wave scattering by turbulence.

The IWL plasma also exhibits a lower LFS edge density than that of the USN

plasma. Figure 5-22 (a) compares the edge density profiles between the IWL and

USN plasmas at The ~ 1.35 x 1020 m- 3 . Figure 5-22 (b) shows that the decrease in

the inner gap distance is correlated with the decrease in the local SOL density at the

radial location 1 cm away from the launcher. When the inner gap distance is 0, the

plasma becomes inner-wall limited, and the local density in front of the launcher is

minimized.

Figure 5-23 compares the measured LH spectra at the LH launcher in the same

IWL (no inner gap) and USN (large inner gap = 1.5 cm) plasmas of Figure 5-22

(a). Only the inner gap is varied, while other plasma parameters are kept fixed. A
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Figure 5-23: LH frequency spectra measured with the launcher probe in the USN
(red) and IWL (black) plasmas at The ~ 1.35 x 1020 m- 3 . Plasma parameters are
Bo = 5.4 T, I, = 800 kA, PLH = 550 kW, and the launched peak n1l = 1.9.

commercial spectrum analyzer was used to record the LH spectra. Two non-linear

effects are observed to be weakened in the IWL plasma: ion cyclotron sideband peaks

are strongly suppressed, and the spectral width of the pump LH wave is also noticeably

reduced.

This magnetic-configuration-dependent PDI suggests that edge plasma

parameters are more important than global plasma parameters in determining the

PDI strength. The different magnetic configurations appear to affect the level of the

edge density, which subsequently determines the PDI strength. Figure 5-24

summarizes the change in the pump width and the ratio of the sideband spectral

power to the pump spectral power as a function of the local SOL density in front of

the launcher. The measurements are made in a number of plasmas with different

inner-gap distances, while The is kept constant. The local SOL density, at a fixed

radial location from the launcher, is found to vary with the inner-gap distance. It is

minimized in the IWL plasma, and maximized in the USN plasma. Interestingly,
both the pump width at 30 dB below the pump peak and the sideband spectral

power exhibit the threshold behavior above a certain local density. In this particular
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Figure 5-24: (a) Measured pump broadening at 10 dB, 20 dB, and 30 dB below the
pump peak power and (b) the ratio of the sideband power to the pump power as a
function of the local SOL density 1 cm radially away from the LH launcher for the
same plasma parameters shown in Figure 5-23 except the inner-gap distance. Here,
the pump power is defined as the integrated spectral power within the frequency
range 4600 ± 2 MHz, and the sideband power is the integrated spectral power in the
frequency range outside of the pump.
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case, it corresponds to ne e 2.1 x 1019 M-3. The sideband power becomes about

10% of the pump power in the case shown. Here, the pump power is defined as the

integrated spectral power within the frequency range 4600 ± 2 MHz, and the

sideband power is the integrated spectral power in the remaining frequency range.

Note that the spectral broadening at 30 dB below the pump peak power is reported

to be an experimental signature that the LHCD performance is degraded by the ion

sound PDI that occurs in front of the launcher [50, 56, 60].

5.5 Possible Role of PDI on the Loss of Lower

Hybrid Current Drive Efficiency

As discussed in the previous section, the onset of PDI is observed to be in the

density range where the discrepancy remains between the experimentally measured

non-thermal hard X-ray count rate and the simulated hard X-ray count rate with

edge loss mechanisms, such as collisional loss and full-wave effects. This suggests

that PDI may be a mechanism that can explain the remaining discrepancy because

no non-linear effects are considered in those simulations.

Experimental evidence of pump depletion at the HFS edge observed in LSN

plasmas corroborates this hypothesis. Figure 5-25 (a) shows the frequency

integrated spectral power of the pump and the first down-shifted ion cyclotron

sideband at the HFS and that of the pump at the LFS as a function of fe when

PLH =800 kW and peak n1i = 1.6. Lower n 1i does not significantly affect the onset

of HFS PDI. The strength of the first down-shifted sideband power shows a

threshold behavior above Tie e 1.0 x 1020 m-3 , similar to the case when peak

nii = 1.9 (e.g., Figure 5-11). However, in contrast to the previous case, the strength

of the first-downshifted sideband power decreases when ffe is raised above

fe 1.1 x 1020 mn 3 . This could be due to a combination of multiple effects such as

accessibility condition and different LH wave propagation behavior. We also cannot

rule out the possibility that HFS PDI originates toroidally or poloidally away from
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(a) Dependence of the pump spectral power measured with the
launcher probe (LFS probe) and with the inner wall probe (HFS probe), and the
first down-shifted sideband power measured with the HFS probe as a function of He.

Deuterium plasmas. Plasma parameters are BTO= 5.4 T, Ip = 550 kA, PLH = 500
kW, and the launched peak nii = 1.6. (b) Dependence of pump broadening as a
function of fe for the same plasma discharges.
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the location of the probe.

Figure 5-25 (a) also implies that the observed HFS PDI is responsible for the loss

of LHCD at high density. The first down-shifted sideband power becomes comparable

to the pump power at ie: 1.1 x 1020 m-3. At the same density, the pump power

at the HFS starts to decrease, whereas that at the LFS remains nearly unchanged.

As shown in the ray trajectory in Figure 5-9, LH waves are reflected at the HFS

before being absorbed by electron Landau-damping. Thus, the observed decrease in

pump power with the onset of ion cyclotron PDI at the HFS suggests that PDI can be

partially responsible for the loss of current drive efficiency, especially in the multi-pass

regime.

PDI occurring at the HFS edge may have also played a role in LH current drive

experiments in Alcator C [106]. In this limited tokamak, ion cyclotron PDI was

observed by RF probes located at the LFS edge and was characterized by the

sidebands modulated by wdc at the LFS. In some circumstances, little ion cyclotron

PDI was detected on the RF probes, even when the electron tail formation was

already weak [107]. Ion cyclotron PDI at the HFS edge may be a key to explain

those observations.

Figure 5-25 (b) shows the simultaneous pump broadening measured at the HFS

edge. The fact that the pump broadening is correlated with the onset of ion cyclotron

PDI suggests that it could be due to ion sound parametric decay at the HFS edge, but

it is difficult at the moment to rule out the contribution of the wave-scattering effect by

turbulence. Nonetheless, Figure 5-25 points out that spatially-localized measurements

could be important in identifying non-linear effects because no significant change in

the pump width is observed with the probes located at the LFS edge. This also

suggests that the assumed spectral broadening near the launcher in FTU [56], based

on the observed LH frequency spectra, can be questionable because the probe location

is reported to be 180 deg toroidally away from the launcher.

Meanwhile, it is worth noting again that a similar level in the non-thermal hard

X-ray count rate has been measured between USN and LSN plasmas, although a

relatively weaker ion cyclotron PDI is observed to be excited at the LFS in USN
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Figure 5-26: Experimentally measured non-thermal hard X-ray count rates as
a function of fi, in the LSN, USN and IWL plasmas discussed in this chapter.
Over-plotted are the experimental results obtained during the 2008 campaign for
the purpose of comparison. The count rates are normalized to the square root of the
net LH power [10].
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Figure 5-27: Time traces for a LSN L-mode discharge (Shot No. 1120629010): (a)
coupled LH power, (b) line averaged density, (c) edge non-thermal electron emission,
LH frequency spectra measured with the inner wall probe (HFS probe) at (d) t=0.65
sec, (e) t=0.8 sec, and (f) t=1.3 sec. Parameters are BTO = 5.4 T, Ip = 550 kA, and
the launched peak n = 1.6.

plasmas. Figure 5-26 shows the non-thermal hard X-ray count rates as a function of

fe for the three discharges discussed in Section 5.3. IWL plasmas show an increase in
hard X-ray count rate by an order of magnitude. The diverted discharges (LSN and
USN plasmas) follow the previous experimental trend, although no clear experimental
evidence of pump depletion is observed in a USN plasma in the density range of
interest.

If ion cyclotron PDI happens in front of the launcher on the first pass and is
significant, it is expected that the reduction of pump power would be observed with
the inner wall probes. For example, when LH waves become inaccessible to plasma,
inner wall probes detect little power reaching the HFS edge. For example, Figure 5-27
shows a decrease in peak pump power with the onset of HFS PDI (note the dB scale),
followed by a further reduction in peak pump power by about 15 dB in an inaccessible
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plasma. Note that, in this particular case, the launched peak n|| is 1.6 and the LH

waves become inaccessible when He > 1.2 x 1020 m-3. The reduction of peak pump

power in inaccessible plasma indicates that LH waves now propagate in trajectories

bounded by the fast and slow wave cut-offs and the mode conversion layer and that

pump power does not reach the location of the HFS edge probes.

While it could be difficult to measure the pump depletion in the dB range, no

apparent decrease in pump power with the onset of ion cyclotron PDI at the LFS

edge is seen so far. It could be argued that the existing probes may not be sensitive to

a region where strong ion cyclotron PDI occurs at the LFS edge. This is based on the

observations in LSN plasmas that the probes located at the LFS did not indicate any

strong onset of ion cyclotron PDI at the HFS edge. For example, the launcher probe

might not be ideal to detect the propagating sideband LH waves because they are

likely to propagate away from the launcher along the pump in the parallel coupling

limit.

In addition to ion cyclotron PDI, it is worth noting again that pump broadening

due to the ion sound quasi-mode has been used to explain the loss of current drive

efficiency [56]. It was postulated that ion sound quasi-mode occurring at the mouth

of the launcher could modify the launched wave-number spectrum and generate the

sideband LH waves with higher n||. It was argued that a small percentage (1% ~

10%) of these LH waves could significantly interact with the pump LH waves to

Landau-damp most of the LH power at the plasma periphery in a single-pass. To

experimentally support this, the pump broadening at 30 dB below the peak power

was presented.

However, no significant amount of pump broadening has been observed in Alcator

C-Mod plasmas using the launcher probe. Although the measured pump width shows

the broadening of 1 ~ 2 MHz at the 10 dB level below the peak power, which is

more broadened than the width measured at the output of the klystron, there is no

experimental evidence that this broadening plays a critical role in understanding the

loss of current drive efficiency in high-density Alcator C-Mod plasmas. As shown in

Figures 3-15 and 5-25 (b), the increase in the pump width at 10 dB below the peak
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pump power at the launcher is gradual without any abrupt changes as a function of

The. Figures 3-15 also shows that the change in pump width becomes apparent at 30

dB below the peak pump power across he a 1.0 x 1020 m-, however, in terms of

power level, the spectral power at this level, which is 0.1% of the peak pump power,

is not expected to be significant enough to affect the LHCD performance.

5.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the observed onset of ion cyclotron PDI is characterized in different

mangetic configurations; ion cyclotron PDI is found to be excited at the HFS edge

as well as at the low-field-side (LFS) edge in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak when

Te > 1.0 x 1020 m- 3 , depending on the plasma configuration in L-mode plasmas with

x vB drift direction downward. This is the density range where additional loss

mechanisms are necessary to explain the observed loss of LHCD efficiency, in addition

to collisional absorption or full-wave effects. Regardless of magnetic configurations,

the LH sidebands are peaked at the first down-shifted ion cyclotron LH sideband,

suggesting that ion modes are excited near the cold SOL region and are expected to

have moderately high ck11/wo, as presented in Chapter 4. The ray tracing analysis

shows that the observed onset of ion cyclotron PDI is likely due to the minimized

convective loss in the parallel coupling limit in high density plasmas. This is because

the radial penetration of the pump LH wave becomes weaker with the increase in ne,

which is dictated by the dispersion of LH waves (vg,i/vg,ll ? wo/wpe).

LH spectra measurements in upper-single-null (USN), lower-single-null (LSN), and

inner-wall-limited (IWL) plasmas are presented. Both USN and LSN plasmas show a

similar level of non-thermal hard X-ray count rates, although they show different ion

cyclotron PDI strengths and excitation location. In LSN plasmas, ion cyclotron PDI

occurs near the HFS edge. A decrease in pump power is found to correlate with the

onset of ion cyclotron PDI that is excited at the HFS edge at The 1.2 x 1020 m-3

The observed ion cyclotron PDI can be strong in the density range below the classical

PDI limit (wo/WLH(0) - 2) [12]. The ray tracing simulation shows that the launched
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LH rays can propagate toward the HFS edge due to their limited radial penetration

in multi-pass regimes. Two possible mechanisms for enhanced growth are discussed.

One is the spatial broadening of the pump and the other is the slowing down of the

radial group velocities of LH waves.

In USN plasmas, ion cyclotron PDI generally occurs at the LFS edge, as evidenced

by frequency separations with w a nWci,LFSedge. Even the inner wall probe detects

the sidebands that are excited at the LFS edge. This measurements also suggest that

the parallel refractive index (ndi) of the LH sideband is similar to that of the pump

LH wave, given that the relative strength of the sideband to the pump is independent

of the probe locations. The observed sideband power is not as strong as that of the

sideband observed in the LSN plasmas at the same fe (- 1.2 x 1020 m- 3), and no

clear experimental evidence of pump depletion is observed. Given that both USN

and LSN plasmas show a similar level of non-thermal hard X-ray count rates as long

as ihe is similar, a possible explanation for this observation is that the location of the

probe installed on the launcher is not ideal to detect ion cyclotron PDI because the

LH sidebands may propagate away from the launcher along the launched LH wave

when it is excited in front of the launcher. The importance of choosing the proper

detection location is also evidenced by the observation that only the inner wall probe

detects the strong ion cyclotron PDI that occurs at the HFS edge.

In IWL plasmas, the threshold density for ion cyclotron PDI at the HFS edge

is slightly higher Hf > 1.3 x 1020 m-3, but, once excited, it shows similar behavior

to that observed in LSN plasmas. This higher density threshold could be due to a

combined effects of different wave propagation behavior and the minimized cold SOL

region at the HFS side.

These data suggest that ion cyclotron PDI may start to play a role to decrease

LHCD efficiency at wo/wLH(0) < 3, which is a lower density threshold than the

previously studied density limit (wo/wLH(0) 0 2) [12]. In particular, the presented

experiments imply that the HFS edge/SOL in a diverted tokamak can be potentially

susceptible to non-linear effects in multi-pass regimes.

Different ion cyclotron PDI behaviors in different magnetic configurations are
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correlated to different SOL characteristics depending on the magnetic configurations.

For example, at Tue ~ 1.2 x 1020 m 3 , only USN plasmas exhibit LH sidebands that

are due to ion cyclotron PDI at the LFS edge. This correlates to higher edge densities

in front of the launcher in USN plasmas than in LSN and IWL plasmas. It is also

experimentally observed that the reducing the inner gap distance while maintaining

the same fe weakens the strength of ion cyclotron PDI that is excited at the LFS edge,

implying the edge plasma-wave interaction plays an important role in determining the

strength of the observed ion cyclotron PDI.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

In the present thesis, two experimental investigations are performed to understand

the loss of LHCD efficiency observed in reactor-relevant high density Alcator C-Mod

plasmas with fe > 1.0 x 1020 m-3 . First is the detection of LH waves in the SOL

using the microwave backscattering technique. Second is the LH frequency spectra

measurement using probes to characterize the onset of ion cyclotron PDI in the

diverted Alcator C-Mod tokamak. The new findings of this thesis include the

identification of ion cyclotron PDI at the HFS edge and advancement of PDI as a

candidate mechanism for the LHCD density limit at wo/wLH(0) > 2.

The microwave backscattering experiment presented in Chapter 3 is shown to be

a viable option to study LH waves within the plasma. The modified 60 GHz O-mode

reflectometer system can detect the backscattered O-mode wave as a result of the

scattering of the incident 0-mode wave by the LH wave at a radial location where

both energy- and momentum-matching conditions are satisfied. Radially localized

measurements of the LH wave electric field in the SOL are demonstrated in high

density plasmas (He > 0.9 x 1020 m- 3). This experiment confirms the presence of

LH waves away from the LH launcher, suggesting that the launched LH power is not

completely dissipated near the LH launcher. An order of 1 MHz LH pump broadening

(FWHM) is estimated in the density range of interest, suggesting that LH waves are
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affected by non-linear effects, such as ion sound PDI and wave scattering. However,

no apparent experimental evidence is found that the broadened width is an indication

that LHCD efficiency is severely impacted due to the mechanism that is responsible

for the observed broadening. This is also supported by the probe measurements

presented in Chapter 5, which indicate that LH spectral width (FWHM) is already

broadened below fe ~ 1.0 x 1020 m- 3 .

Clearer experimental evidence of LH pump depletion is reported in Chapter 5

due to the ion cyclotron PDI that is excited at the HFS edge (HFS PDI). The

observed onset of HFS PDI in LSN and IWL plasmas in the density range of

fe, 1.1 ~ 1.3 x 1020 m-3 shows that LH waves can be susceptible to non-linear

effects at the HFS edge of the tokamak away from the launcher, unlike the

conventional picture that non-linear effects are confined to the plasma edge near the

LH launcher. The underlying cause of the observed HFS PDI is thought to be the

weak radial penetration of the pump LH wave in a high-density multi-pass regime,

which can result in reduced convective loss at the HFS edge. The ray-tracing

simulations suggest that both the spatial broadening of the pump resonance cone

and the slowing of the LH group velocities can be responsible for the reduced

convective loss. In addition to the observed HFS PDI, the LH pump broadening is

measured locally with the inner-wall probe simultaneously, implying that the

plasma condition and LH wave propagation behavior at the HFS edge could be

potentially susceptible to non-linear effects in general.

However, unlike in LSN and IWL plasmas, the seemingly weak ion cyclotron

PDI is excited at the LFS edge (LFS PDI) in USN plasmas in the density range

of interest (i.e., ffe > 1.0 x 1020 m- 3), which correlates with the different level of

edge densities in different magnetic configurations. In USN plasmas, regardless of

the position of the probes, the measured LH spectra resemble each other, and no

apparent pump depletion is observed in the density range of interest. The sideband

power also appears to be too weak to cause any significant degradation in the LHCD.

Thus, it cannot be said that the observed ion cyclotron PDI is the remaining power

loss mechanism unless the experimental evidence of pump depletion due to LFS PDI
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is detected as well.

In conclusion, ion cyclotron PDI is found to be excited in the density range

where additional loss mechanisms are necessary to explain the anomalous decrease

of non-thermal hard X-ray count rates in Alcator C-Mod high density diverted

plasmas (The > 1.0 x 1020 n - 3). In particular, evidence of pump depletion due to ion

cyclotron PDI at the HFS edge is observed in LSN and IWL plasmas at densities

(e ;> 1.2 ~ 1.3 x 1020 in- 3 ) below the previously studied PDI density limit.

Nonetheless, the role of the observed ion cyclotron PDI on the loss of LHCD

efficiency is inconclusive, unless the experimental evidence is found that ion

cyclotron PDI at the LFS edge can also cause pump depletion in the density range

of interest. The conjecture is that the location of the existing probes are not

optimized to detect pump depletion due to ion cyclotron PDI that occurs at the

LFS edge, and further experimental investigation is necessary.

Meanwhile, the observations presented corroborate that the launched LH waves

are weakly absorbed on the first pass into the plasma, and support the future

experimental approach [108] of Alcator C-Mod to enhance single pass absorption.

Since most of the LH waves will be Landau-damped on the first pass, this approach

is expected to mitigate most of the potential loss mechanisms, including ion

cyclotron PDI that is excited at the HFS edge. Thus, strong single-pass absorption

will help recover the expected LHCD efficiency, which is in line with the conclusions

of the previous studies. No LHCD experiments to date have been conducted in

single-pass absorption regime, which will be the plasma condition of future

reactor-grade tokamaks, such as ITER. Such experiments on Alcator C-Mod would

be an important milestone towards the realization of the steady-state tokamak

operation.

6.2 Future Work

The microwave backscattering experiments in Chapter 3 can be extended to examine

the radial penetration of LH waves across the LCFS. The presented backscattering
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experiment has the potential to identify the radial LH field structure. However, it was

not possible to find experimental signatures that the LH power was deposited at the

edge because the relatively low frequency of the incident O-mode wave only allowed

probing of the SOL. Therefore, the use of multi-channel higher frequency sources

is highly desirable to measure the strength of LH waves both inside and outside

the LCFS. In addition, measurements of the primary part of the LH resonance cone

directly leaving the launcher will provide an experimental constraint on the numerical

modeling and may provide additional insights into LH wave propagation behavior in

high density plasmas. At the same time, it will be necessary to perform detailed

2D/3D full wave calculations to simulate the interaction between O-mode waves and

LH waves in a realistic geometry, which may explain the observed power discrepancy

between the ID modeling and experiment.

Much more experimental work remains to be done to identify the role of the

observed ion cyclotron PDI in the loss of LHCD efficiency. The following two

important questions need to be addressed with extensive probe measurements. The

first question is the toroidal and poloidal spatial extent of HFS PDI. Examinations

of the poloidal and toroidal distribution of the strength of low-frequency ion-modes

will also help identify the spatial region where HFS PDI occurs because they are

heavily-damped modes and cannot propagate very far from the excitation location.

These measurements will help identify whether or not the observed HFS PDI can

globally degrade the LHCD performance.

The second question is whether or not LFS PDI is excited on the first pass,

which will help evaluate its role on the loss of LHCD efficiency. This is to

understand the different strength of the observed ion cyclotron PDI between USN

and LSN plasmas. The radial locations of the existing probes might not be ideal to

detect LFS PDI. Furthermore, LFS PDI might occur at the LFS edge toroidally and

poloidally relatively far from the launcher. The installation of the microwave

backscattering system near the launcher may help identify where strong LFS PDI

occurs in the SOL, which may not be easily detected with the probe installed on the

surface of the launcher. It would also be interesting to examine the LH spectra near
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the upper divertor region where both ray-tracing and full-wave simulations predict

the presence of pump LH waves after the reflection at the inner wall. Spatially

localized ion cyclotron PDI might occur there as well.

Enhancing single pass absorption will also help answer the latter question. A

strong single pass absorption plasma will isolate the loss mechanisms near the launcher

(e.g., LFS PDI near the launcher) from the loss mechanisms away from the launcher

(e.g., collisional loss, full-wave effects, and HFS PDI). Thus, it will be possible to

examine whether or not LFS PDI is excited on the first pass, and determine its role

on the loss of LHCD efficiency. The latter could be done by comparing the LH effects

between LSN and USN plasmas because LSN plasmas do not exhibit LFS PDI in the

density range of interest (ie ~ 1.2 x 1020 m- 3)

Further modeling work needs to be done to quantify the LH power loss due to

the observed ion cyclotron PDI. Based on the theoretical and numerical PDI study

within the linear PDI theory in Chapter 4, it was argued that the parallel coupling

term is important in determining the convective growth of the sideband LH wave at

the plasma edge. However, the problem of pump depletion cannot be treated with

this approach. The non-linear full-wave [109] or particle-in-cell [110, 111] modeling

may help calculate the amount of pump depletion due to ion cyclotron PDI.
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Appendix A

Three Wave Resonant Coupling in

Homogeneous, Cold Plasma

The purpose of this appendix is to derive the coupling coefficient (Equation 3.5), by

adopting an approach taken by Professor R. R. Parker [112]. Resonant nonlinear

scattering of the incident ordinary-mode (0-mode) wave by the lower hybrid (LH)

wave, which generates the backscattered 0-mode wave, will be considered. Here, the

finite parallel component (to the background magnetic field) of the LH wave is

included in considering the wave matching condition. Both the parallel and

perpendicular components of LH waves contribute to the density fluctuation, as

shown later.

These linear waves with the superscript L all have the form

EL E

HL
= eiA + CC, (A.1)SL -Vi vi

-+ L-Ve ve

where A = wt - k - r and the coefficients of the exponential are complex constants.
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Each mode is an independent solution of the following linearized equations:

&2L

V x Ha=to + ernov - eriove, (A.3)

ea L

= -V x B + -y , (A.4)
at m a

V H - x oB - SL (A.5)
atme me

= , -v e n (A.6)

-_B - . (A.7)

at Me -V MOe.

However, they become coupled due to the non-linearity presented in the following full

set of equations:

VxE=_L(A)

=f-p Bo ,, (A.6)at

x e= n Le-e , (A.7)

at Vi me

sett of eqaios

BnH
= -E - nif- (A.82)

at

V H = -+ nv -nee (.3t

Due to the non-linearity, the three waves (e.g., the incident 0-mode wave, the LHI
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wave, and the non-linearly scattered O-mode wave) can be coupled as follows:

= ao (t,F) H ei^0 + CC + a1 (t, f) -- e i^1 + cc
ViVi vi

Ve Ve \
S0 1(A.14)

/E

+±a2 (t, F?) H e iA2 + CC,

vi

Ve

where the subscripts 0, 1, and 2 represent three linear modes, respectively, and the

a's are slowly varying functions of space and time. Note that the components of

each column vector are defined to within the same arbitrary constant since the linear

equations A.2 - A.7 are homogeneous. This constant is determined by normalizing

the mode vectors, such that

4 (Wn) = _ + 4l2+mino l 2+meno = (A.15)

where (Wa) is the time-averaged energy density stored in each mode. Thus, the action

density of the mode n with the mode amplitude an is (W) = 12/4

Under the assumption that only the resonant nonlinear terms are important in

determining the mode amplitudes with the resonant condition (AO = A1 + A2 ), this

condition implies that

wO = U1 + w2, (A.16)

ko = k + k2. (A.17)

For example, the mode 0 refers to the nonlinearly scattered O-mode wave, the mode

1 refers to the LH wave, and the mode 2 refers to the incident 0-mode wave.

The mode amplitudes can be found by applying the conservation theorem to
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Equations A.2- A. 13 by forming the following combinations:

HL - Eq(A.8)+ H H Eq(A.2) - EL Eq(A.9) - E- Eq(A.3)+

no (V -Eq(A.10) + fe- Eq(A.11) + V' Eq(A.4) + 'e Eq(A.5)).

Using -V' x ELE-L.V x i= V.(EL XH), L-Vx E-V xlL
a- 'L + aH a(H .HL)and H - + H and ni,e = no + ni,e and
at at t

Equation A.18 can be written as follows:

L - U' +.oi i oe 6) + ' L X ' + ' X 'L)

-eAE - (6ni6j - 6nee) + eno'iif -( x 6B) - enogi - (e x 65B)

-nom L - (V - V6') - nomeiJ - ( Ve V'e).

(A.19)

Substituting

EL

H L

vi

Ve

Vi

Ve

-iAo

0

for the linear mode 0, and

Ve

- ao(ti)
vi

Ve

e^iAo

0

for mode 0, and only those that drive the mode 0 [i.e., those with exponent iAo

i(A1 + A2 )], the following mode equation for mode 0 can be obtained:

a Ko
ao + vo - Vao = - -'112,at 9Wo (A.22)
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V. (EX HL

B = Bo + 6B,

(A.20)

(A.21)

a Io'
at _ Ho LH g



where V'gO is the group velocity of mode 0 and KO is given by

KO -e. - ( i - Te,ile,2 ) + eno, 0 ( x 8B2 ) - eno, 0 ' (fe,1 x 6B 2)

-nom4 0i.O (-,1 - W,2) - nomeo - (-e,1 Vje,2) + (1 e 2).

(A.23)

Similarly, by recalling that they are driven respectively by the modes 0 and 2 CC,

and modes 0 and 1 CC, the mode equations for modes 1 and 2 can be obtained as

follows:
at

a
-a2at

+ gl - Val =

+ V92 - Va 2 =

K1
-aoa*

L01
(A.24)

(A.25)

where

K1 =- _-(, - e,, 2) + eno7,1  0 x 6B) - x 6B)

-nomii , Vi,2 ) - nomed,- (eo- Ve,2 ) + (0 e 2*),

(A.26)

and

K 2 = -e *-(6n -j j e,0 ,i) + eno, 2 - (,0 X -B) - eno, 2 ' X 6B)

-nom i,2 '( ' 1) -V i, IIe!, 2 ' ('e,O - e,1) + (0 < 1).

(A.27)

It can be shown that for a system conserving energy and momentum, the coupling

constants are related as follows:

Ko K* K*KK_ _ Ki _ 2_K= - 1 w2 (A.28)
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and the coupled mode equations can be put in the following form:

ao + Vgo - Vao = Kaia2  (A.29a)

at + vgi -Vai = -K*aoa* (A.29b)

at a2 + Vg2 - Va 2 = -K*aoa* (A.29c)

To calculate coupling constants in the presented case, an ID slab geometry with

the background magnetic field BO = BOz is considered with the following three modes:

mode 0 is the scattered 0-mode with w wo and k = -ko& + ko,ii. where ko > 0,

mode 1 is the LH mode with w = w, and k= k& + k, = -kil& + k1,1 , and mode

2 is the incident 0-mode with w= W2 and k = k2& where k2 > 0. Note again that

the resonant condition implies that wo= wi + 02 and k0 = ki + k2. ko,1 = k1,1, and

ko, 1 = k1 ,1 + k2 ,1 . Thus, the scattered 0-mode is assumed to gain a finite k1i. Note

also that higher order correction terms will be neglected in this calculation, which is

discussed in detail in Chapter 3.2.2.

The complex amplitudes of mode 0 (i.e., the scattered O-mode) are given as

follows:

_SO = Eo , (A.30a)

6B 0 =/poEoEOj, (A.30b)
e

VewO= -. me EO, (A.30c)

! , = 0, (A.30d)

Jn = 0, (A.30e)

6ne,o = 0. (A.30f)

The complex amplitudes of mode 1 (i.e., the LH mode) with the assumption that ions
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are magnetized are given as follows:

6B 1  0,

Wie
-e,1 = -i 2 Eij

MeWce

vi =-i E 1 ,' niWj

6 ni,1= -i 2kiE1,
mi

6n,,, -inoe 2kxE,

Medce

ieE
me i

+ i 2 k1, 1,x .
eWpe

Note also that the density fluctuation by the LH wave can be approximated to be

no6 ne,1 = (ki,xvi,x + ki,zv1,z)
W1

ieno
me 2

Mewce

ieno
2 k E1,,

Me~pe

ieno
+ MeWe (A.32)

with the relations kl,z = -ki,xwi/wpe and E1 ,z = (kiz/kix)E1,x.

The complex amplitudes of mode 2 (i.e., the incident O-mode) are given as follows:

_i2 = E2z,

052 = -/PO22,

E, = - E2y,Z2eiw2me

!i,2 0,

ni,2= 0,

6 ne,2 = 0.
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(A.31f)

(A.33a)

(A.33b)

(A.33c)

(A.33d)

(A.33e)

(A.33f)



Using these complex amplitudes, the coupling coefficient K1 is given by

K 1 = -nome',i - X (_e,o X 6_2 + 4,2 x-BO)

noe3 w1

=2O - jki lEo -
e peWOW2

noe3 w1

e pe W0 W2

noe3 W1
=- uoO2 jkiEo +

e peWO2

[eenove, -Ie, lme

( [toE2 ')\] EoE2
W2 2

noe3 W
(k2 - ko)EoE*E2

no3
Ik1 EoE*E2*

m2Wce WOW2

(A.34)

~ - e3 kW1 o1**
ne w2

K 2 can be found by identifying that the three terms involving the electrons are

nonzero while the ion terms vanish:

K 2 = eE_. - neiLe0 - eOL* 2 - (V,1 X

=2 $*- n*,i,o

6BO + mee

(A.35)
noe' Ikil

- -EeE*E*
mjwje e E

Note that the two terms in the parenthesis cancel each other.

Ko can be also found in a similar way that K 2 is found:

Ko = eo 6 ne,1Ve,2

noe3 Iki
~ E *E1 E2 .
mjeoWpe W2

(A.36)

It can be seen that the coupling constants are related as follows:

Ko K* K2* noe 3k1
K- - w1 - - 2 w EO*Ew E2. (A.37)Wo W1 W2 meipe WOW2

To calculate the electric fields appearing in Equation A.37, they are assumed to be

real quantities without loss in generality although they were assumed to be complex
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in calculating K's. Eo can be found from Equation A.15:

E2 E2 L-2Eo E02 + po(wo) - + meno 2

PO wom
wo < Eo =

2Wo
(A.38)

E 2 is found in a similar way and E 2 = 2 To calculate E1, it should be noted

that the parallel electric field also contributes to the energy density. While E1 can

be found in the similar way, E1 can be also found from the following expression that

relates the energy density to the electric field:

1
= -coE 2(2

4

where E is

Ed

2

1- 2W1

0

0

+ WP
±2

Wce

W2

-2 Pe),Wce
(A.39)

(A.40)

0 0

0 0

2W,1

and it is assumed that E1 = E1 2 + E1j, and k /k = -E/czz. Then E1 becomes

E1X = 1
bj eP 2Wi 1

Substituting these E's into Equation A.37, K is finally calculated to be

KW W1  kil
pe .W

WOW2 N/nom. 2J 2U~~ 20 e2
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(A.41)

(A.42)

(W1) = -oE* (wE)E
4 19W
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Appendix B

Analytic Backscattering Power in

1D Inhomogeneous Plasma

The purpose of this Appendix is to derive the 1D backscattering power shown in

Equation 3.9.

B.O.1 Analytic Solution of Mode Amplitudes

Equation 3.7 can be rewritten in the following form

(1 K
ao -l- aa 2 exp(-id2 )
d VgO

a2 = -l a*ao exp(i 2 )d Vg2

(B.1a)

(B.Ib)

with the following normalization

= --X /l. (B.2)

Eliminating ao, the second order differential equation for a2 is obtained

a' - 2ia' - Za2 = 0, (B.3)
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where Z = l2KK*aia*/(vgOVg2). By substituting a trial solution of the form

(B.4)

Equation B.3 becomes

u" + ( 2 + (i - Z))u = 0. (B.5)

It is shown in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [83] that the differential equation of the form

U"/ + ( 2 + A)u = 0 (B.6)

has solutions in terms of parabolic cylinder functions

u = D_ 1i(t(1 ±i)).
2

(B.7)

Since we are interested in the propagation from the left ( -> -oo) to right ( - +oC),
we choose the one with the positive argument of Equation B.7 as a physically relevant

solution of a2 for our case and neglect the second. We construct a general solution of

a2 as follows:

a2 = c2eg 2/2Diz/ 2 (Ve2i/4) (B.8)

where c2 is a coefficient which depends on a boundary condition. Without loss of

generality, we set this value to c2 =1 because we are interested in the ratio between

a2 and ao, which will cancel out c2.

The mode amplitude of the backscattered wave ao can be then found from

Equation B.1 (b)

exp(-i 2) d
a 0 = -a 2 .

lK*al /vg d

To express ao in a simple form, we first differentiate a2 with respect to (

(B.9)

d i-2/2 r/ ) iei /2Diz/2 ( eir/4) )+ eig /2 a D-Z/2e( e /4), (B.10)
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and use the relation [83]

D,(z) = vD,-1(z) - 1zD,(z) (B.11)
dz 2

to obtain the following relation:

d i,2/2Diz/2 (rei/ 4 ,) - ei 2 /2ei /4 iZ Diz/2-1(Ves" 4 (). (B.12)

Using this, we obtain the analytic solution of ao as follows:

ao = -ieis/4ei62/2 lKai/vgo Djz/2 -1( V"ei/4). (B.13)

The absolute magnitudes of the model amplitudes (a2 and ao) are plotted in

Figure 3-3. The non-oscillatory behavior of both mode amplitudes in the region

> 0 is observed when taking the complex amplitude of the solutions and has been

checked independently by numerically solving Equation B.1.

B.O.2 Asymptotic Expansion of Mode Amplitudes

To evaluate the ratio of scattered power density to incident power density, we are

interested in the mode amplitudes at -* -oc: aoj ,_, and a2 I . The

asymptotic expansions [82, 83] for Dp(z), when zI> 1 and Iz> Ipl, is given by the

following:

Dp(z) e-z 2 /4zP ( I p(p - 1 )
2Z2 -

From the asymptotic expression for D z/ 2 at --+ -oc

Djz/2(d 0C el)| .. _-h 2r4 )iZ/2,- g/2

= exp (38Z) exp (i + i zln(Vd2
2
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the asymptotic expression for a 2 at -+ -oo becomes

a 2 +g-o exp ({8Z) (B.16)

To obtain the asymptotic expression for ao, we first use the following relation [83]

Dp(z) = e 7' Dp(-z) + 2e(w+li/2D_,_1(-iz) (B.17)
F (-p)

to find the asymptotic form of Djz 12-1 at -+ -o

(V/-2e~r/% - -7ri. g2 /2
e 2- e -/4

+ (1- iZ/2) exp
z

exp

(B.18)

ln(v 2I) ).

(B.19)

Neglecting the first term at ( - -oc, we find the asymptotic expression for ao at

-+ -00

ao e ~ -i exp (
e (Z)

exp (8
lKai/vgo v-2w

/ 2 F(1 - iZ/2) exp 2In (V/211) .
(B. 20)

Finally, the absolute amplitude ratio of backscattered wave to incident waves at

( -+ -oc is
ao
a2

lKa,
VgO

(B.21)

where the approximation Z < 1 is used for our case.

B.O.3 Scattering Power Density

From the definition of the time averaged energy density

12
(W) = a 2 , (B.22)
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and the power density

S = vgj (Wj), (B.23)

the ratio of the scattered power density to the incident power density becomes

So wO v90 1
2K 2 2

= g2 a1 . (B.24)
S2 W o 2 Vg2 VgO

The energy density of the LH mode is given by (W1 ) 6oE 2(2 + Woe/4j2)/4.

Substituting this and rewriting the right hand side of Equation B.24 in terms of 6n

(i.e., Equation 3.10) yields the following form:

So = G71rl2 (6n)2/\
S2 C-O e (B.25)

~ 7r2A212(6n )2

where G is the term responsible for the dielectric effect, the so-called geometrical

factor for the coupling from 0-mode to 0-mode [113] in the scattering process

G1 (B.26)G 2

This term at the scattering layer is about 1.5, when using fo 60 GHz, f2= 64.6 GHz,

and ne 2 x 1019 m-3 (e.g., Figure 3-9). Away from the scattering layer, this will be

closer to LO/OW, and we have set it to 1 in our case. In addition to the dielectric effect,

the de-phasing effect is introduced in the term 1, replacing the interaction length L

in the conventional scattering formula [89].
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Appendix C

2D time-dependent full-wave

simulation of scattering process

between the ordinary-mode wave

and lower hybrid wave

This appendix is to describe a two-dimensional time-dependent simulation of the

scattering process between the ordinary-mode (0-mode) wave and the lower hybrid

(LH) wave, using a finite-element-method solver, COMSOL [87]. Figure C-1 shows a

simulation domain in the 2D space and the assumed background density distribution.

The geometry of the top and bottom antennas is based on the actual horn antennas

for the 60 GHz 0-mode reflectometer system installed on Alcator C-Mod [85]. The

electric field is polarized in the z-direction (out of the page). The distance between

the horn antennas and the boundary of the plasma, where the density is 0, is assumed

to be 20 cm at the midplane (i.e., at y = 0 in Figure C-1).

COMSOL solves the following coupled Maxwell's equations [114]:

V x E = (C.1)
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Simulation Domain
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Surface
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Figure C-1: 2D simulation domain in COMSOL and the background density
distribution.
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and

V X B = pOJ + copo- .(C.2)
at

The plasma response is included in the following expression that relates the current

density to the electric field:
aJ, e ,

= E2, (C.3)
at me

where n, is the total electron density, which is assumed to be the sum of the

background density nbg and the perturbed density nlh due to the LH wave:

n. = g + nlh (C.4)

Here, the background plasma density is assumed to have the following spatial

distribution:

nbg = neO (x - 0.2)2 (C. 5)
minor

in the region where x > 0. Here, neO = 9 x 1019 m- 3 and rminor= 0.2 m. In addition,

the density fluctuation due to the presence of the LH wave is assumed to be present

in the 2D space where 0 m < x < 0.06 m and -0.06 m < y < 0.06 m (in order to limit

the computational domain) with the following spatial distribution:

nlh= 0.001 nbg cos(klhx - Wlht)- (C.6)

Here, klh = -V/P/Skii and Wlh is the angular frequency of the LH wave (= 27r x

4.6 x 10 9 rad/s). n1l is assumed to be 2 in this simulation. The density fluctuation is

assumed to be 0.1% of the background density (Equation 3.10). In order to calculate P

and S, the background magnetic field is assumed to be present only in the z-direction

with the spatial distribution Bt = 5.4rminor/[rminor - (x - rminor)] T in the region

x > 0.

The source current is excited at the inner surface of the top horn (refer to
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(a) E, at the top horn
400

Iident E, field Reflected E.. field (60 GHz)
200 60GHz) and Scattered E, field (60±4.6 GHz)

S0

-200-

340 40 1 5 6 7
Time (10- sec)

(b)E, at the bottom horn

'E
S0-

-40-

Time (10- sec)

Figure C-2: (a) Launched E and detected E, with the top and bottom horns as a
function of time.

Figure C-1) with the following time distribution:

J, = Jo exp(iwlht)exp it h ) (C.7)
width

where ti = 30to, twidth = 12to, and to = 1/(60 x 109) sec..

Figure C-2 (a) shows the time evolution of the electric field at the inner surface

of the top horn. Up to t ~ 2nsec, the launched electric field is recorded. Due to a

combined effect of the presence of the cut-off layer of the incident 60 GHz 0-mode

wave and the scattering interaction, the bottom horn detects the electric fields that

are originated from the the reflection (60 GHz) and scattering process (60±4.6 GHz).

Figure C-3 shows an example of the electric field distribution when t = 3.6nsec.

Figure C-2 also shows the time evolution of the received signals measured with the

top and bottom horns after t ~ 3 ns.

Figure C-4 shows the frequency spectra of the launched signal that is measured

with the top horn and the received signal that is measured with the bottom horn. The

magnitudes of the both spectra are normalized by the maximum magnitude of the

launched signal that is measured at the top horn. While the launched signal contains

only the 60 GHz component, the received signal contains frequency-shifted scattered

signals, in addition to the reflected 60 GHz 0-mode signal. The frequency up-shifted
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Figure C-3: Total electric field distribution in the 2D space when t = 3.6 x 10-9 sec.
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Figure C-4: Frequency spectrum of the launched signal at the top horn (green) and
the detected signal at the bottom horn (blue).
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signal is about 60-70 dB below the launched peak power, which is in line with the

result of the analytic calculation in Chapter 3.2.2. This figure also shows that the

reflected signal is reduced by about 20 dB due to the 2D spatial effect, suggesting

that, in reality, scattered signals might have also been affected by these 2D (and 3D)

spatial effects.
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Appendix D

Development of Power Detector

The power detector consists of a logarithmic amplifier (AD8307), an operational

amplifier (AD8031) for buffered output, and an operational amplifier (ALD2702) as

a low-pass filter to eliminate any unwanted ripples from the output. Figure D-1

shows the schematic of the circuit of the power detector. Because of its sensitivity

to very low power (~ -80 dBm), this module has been installed inside the

RF-shielded box to minimize spurious signal pick-up. The logarithmic amplifier

(AD8307) is an integral part of this measurement system, which compresses the

dynamic power range of an input signal into a decibel equivalent DC output. The

DC output of this system is then digitized, transferred through an optical fiber, and

stored at a computer cluster.

Of the several benefits of using logarithmic amplifiers, it can save system space

and cost. For example, an analog-to-digital converter available for O-mode

reflectometery system can sample signals at 2MHz, leading to a Nyquist frequency

of 1 MHz. Digitizing a 1.1 GHz signal requires either another set of high bit

digitizers or multiple commercial spectrum analyzers.

While the low pass corner frequency is set by the low pass filter outside of this

circuit, the high pass 3 dB corner frequency is determined by the capacitor in front of

the logarithmic amplifier. It was set to be 3 kHz to eliminate direct DC coupling and

low frequency noise. The resulting bandwidth of this power detector system is then

approximately 97 kHz. The output of the logarithmic amplifier is the output voltage
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Figure D-1: Schematic of the circuit of the power detector.
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(a) Calibration Setup (b) Response of a spectral recorder
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Figure D-2: Calibration setup and calibration curve of the power detector.

proportional to the power of the input signals. The operational amplifier (AD8031)

after the logarithmic amplifier allows changing the slope of the response with the use

of variable resistors. Currently, it is adjusted to set the slope at 50 mV/dB. The last

operational amplifier eliminates high frequency ripples embedded in the DC output.

It removes the frequency components above 10 kHz.

A typical calibration curve of the spectral recorder as a function of input power is

shown in Figure D-2 (b). An HP 8685B signal generator was used to simulate a 990

MHz RF source. The frequency of the LO sweeps at around 990 MHz with sweeping

rate of 10 Hz by controlling a tuning voltage of the LO with a function generator.

An oscilloscope was connected to the spectral recorder to monitor the output DC

voltage. A linear relation between the input power and the output peak DC voltage

is observed over the range from -80 - 0 dBm. During experiments, detected scattered

signals are converted into DC output voltage in the power detecting staging, output

signals are digitized, transferred over an optical fiber, and stored on the computer

cluster of Alcator C-Mod.
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